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Albuquerque, New Mexico,

PASSENGERS ON

TREATY

ROBBED

TRAIN

BY ARMED MAN

TO AMERICAN
ON

(By Th

RATIO

street,
according to a report made to
tin; police. U 'ht. The train
did not stir
the bandit
Sixty-sevent-

escaped.

NEXT

IS
MAJOR PROBLEM

Pronosal to Abolish
Submersible War Craft to
Be Presented at a
nary Session.
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Opportunity to Do So;
Decision May Be Delayed
(By Tin Atworlnted
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Diblln, Dee. 20 (by the Associated Press). After today's session of the dail elreann It was clear
that a decision on the treaty would
not be taken before Thursday afternoon nt the earliest; some members, among them Michael Collins,
were even of the opinion that adjournment over the holidays may
be necessary.
Arthur Griffith, head of tho plenipotentiaries, and Eamonn de
who is strongly opposing the
treaty, are agreed, however, that
suspense would bo bad for the
country. As a matter of fact. Judg
ing by the attitude In Dublin, the
wholo country la fairly sick with
uncertainty and anxiety.
It. was made evident today that
tho dail eireaun will tolerate no
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form of cloture. Twenty additional
members, the sneakers announced.
have sent in their names to be
heard.
Motnhers Criticised.
Observers were of tho opinion
acceptance and details of Fpnch
The
Asunrintrd
(ll.T
the
that
prospects of ratification
Vrrst.)
reservations apparently were rey
Washington. Dec. ?0 (by the As- have Improved. One speakerof snarp-lserved by the subcommittee of fifsome
the
attitude
criticised
teen for the fulh naval committee, sociated Press).
of the nt the
members, suggesting that
called to meet Thursday. The sub- Shantung
controversy now rests though they would vote against the
committee,
however,
published with Tokio.
treaty they really hoped it wouia
messages exchanged by Secretary
Conversations between tho Jap- be approved. This tended to conHughes and Premier Briand which anese
Chinese delegates, which firm reports that several deputies,
led up to the action of tho French
for three though unwilling to expose the
have been proceeding
The messages were weeks
delegation.
outside the conference, un- country to the consequences of reread and discussed by the subcomtho "good offices'' of Arthur jection, wish to maintain their permittee, but the official communique derBalfour
of Great Britain and sonal position an true republicans.
disclosed no more than the texts of J.
The main force of the attack on
Mr. Hughes, late today came to a
the cablegrams.
the argument
Tho premier's message showed sudden halt with both delegations them was based on had
abandonfar apart over tho payment for and that even de Valera
that reservations attached to nc-- h administration
and
u
of the Tsingtao-Tsinanf- ed the idea of a republic
ceptanee nf tho 175,000 capital ship
the
an
oath
recognizing
the
heart' of the framed
' tonnage had to do with "light cruisrailway,
king as head of the community of
ers, torpedo boats and submarines." dispute.
After a session lasting more than nations with which Ireland is to be
This has served to bring the conthree hours and a half, tlio Japan- associated.
ference to a standstill
until the ese
Condemns F.verybody.
delegates announced they could
submarine
Issue can be solved,
Tho most exciting speech today
go no further without Instructions
when the
capital ship
The meeting then was that of Dr. Patrick McCartan,
agreement will bo completed au- from Tokio.
everybody impar
adjourned "sine die" without agree- - who condemned
tomatically. It is assumed that the hie
mfllnf
issues.
emphatically
tially and declared
full naval committee was called to
naa neen noon
where
to
"We
the
tho
weithat
republic
point
lay out a program for tho discus- could notgot
dele
proceed, ' said Dr. Koo of dnned tn Dublin before the
sion of submarines and
gates crossed to London. He evok craft, as the two nre. Inter- the Chinese delegation.
ed
Iiloek.
applause by expressing preierStumbling
woven In French and British opin
The principal stumblinff block, once for Griffith and Collins, who.
ion.
did their best, over tne
as
ho
was
said,
tonight
regarded
This Implies that the auxHIary.liich
the Shantung negotia "quibblevs," among whom ho incraft elements of the American threatening
do
Valera.
cluded
tions, was the Japaneso proposal
plan must be shaped Into agree'
the
denounced
Dr. McCartan
be appointed
inent hefore the conference com- that Japanese experts
whole dail cabinet, saying they all
mittees can return to ratify the by the Chineso in the service of went
Im
of
British
into the boat
the railway.
capital ship agreement.
We have already gono beyond perialism. He was an uncompro- Want Plennry Session.
fert no fur-recognizing
can
our
and
Instructions
republican,
mislng
j
A direct step toward bringing up
out of date, and he ob
issue in its first ther without receiving instructions kings as
the submarine
association
with the
to any
phase the British proposal to from Tokio," said Mr. Hanlhara, jocted
abolish submersible war craft was Japanese delegate, "We have made British empire. he saw no
In conclusion
way out,
after concession until
taken today. The British' delega- concession
we can make no more. The Chi for there was a divided cabinet, a
tion asked that a plenary session nese
delegates have receded on no divided dail, a divided army and a
be called to permit presentation of
divided country. He would abstain
point.
tnelr case.
Replying to a question, Mr. from voting.
At such an open session Lord
Narrowing of tlio Issue.
Lee, of the British group, will set Hanlhara said that theof Japanese
The narrowing of the issue beappoint tween
out reasons which the British be- considered the question
the oppomng sections in the
man
lieve submarines should be banned. ment of a Japanese traffic
dail cabinet was tho feature of theHe will read a prepared statement, ager of the railway as "essential to debate.
Several members endeavto
it Is understood. But there are In- an agreement" as a safeguard ana
t,i elicit the terms submitted
dications that even In that state- efficient operation of the road
the private session last week by
ment the British will show lack of to assure protection to the Japan- at
Mr. de Valera, with the object of
conviction that the conference will ese financial Interests Involved.
i.rovine that his disagreement wun
share the British view on submaAir. Griffith was not worth lighting
SEALS.
rines. It will, it Is understood, set
TO
SFEGOKS
for.
out also the secondary British pro20.
Dec.
Charley
Cincinnati, O.,
John Milroy insisted on reading
posal that If submarines are to be See, outfielder, has been releasd to what he said was the text of the
allotments
retained, tho tonnage
the San Francisco club of the Pa- oath Mr. do Valera had submitted
be cut far below the existing cific coast league, August Herr- to show that there was no essential
strength principle of tho American mann, president of the Cincinnati difference botween it and the oath
proposal.
Nationals, announced today. See's contained in the treaty. Every
Craft.
release to San Francisco completes
this was referred to Mr. de
There is also a suggestion In the Cincinnati club's payment for lime
Valera protested and each time Mr.
British quarters that should neither Jimmy. Cavaney, shortstop, Herr- Griffith
insisted cn full publication,
mann Bald.
(Continued on Page Two.;
Country I'uvors Treaty. stateNo speaker challenged the
ment that the majority of the counde
try now favors the treaty, but
Valera said that the country would
change its mind after his campaign
of explanation.
War as an alternative of the treaty
was generally
by all
recognized
speakers, ana It is understood that
the retirement of the members into private session for an hour, was
to examine the position of the Irish
republican army in case the treaty
was rejected.
Mr. .do Valera told the assembly
that he thought if the treaty was
Be
rejected his alternative proposals
for an agreement might be ac
cepted.
Speech Moves Members.
is
The members appeared deeply
moved by the speech of Mrs.
widow of the late mayor of
Cork. She condemns the treaty,
(BY TTIE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
in
now
Atlanta
penitentiary, like nearly all other women memWashinitton. Dec. 20. Christ dent,
wai
and today asserted that active
mas pardons to be issued this week would be among the number
was Indi- bers,
It
not
stated,
Include
Fresiden:
will
although
canvassing was being employed to
by
Harding,
cated no particular attention was induce them to change their minds.
R number of persons Imprisoned
A few women? among the specfor violation of various war laws, being given to tho Debs case.
Reiteration was mado that no tators found difficulty in refraining
It was stated authoritatively toto
of
bestowal
amnesty
from
open expression of sympathy
general
day.
Whether Eugene V. Debs, for- the war time offenders Is to be with the speakers for rejection. One
statement
added
and
woman
the
mer socialist candidate for presl- expected
Interrupted Finlan Lynch
was made by a high official that when he said that all the members
members of the Industrial Workers of his county, Kerry, favored the
of the World were not regarded treaty, except one, an Englishman.
Mr.
as political prisoners.
Lynchr
complained
tp the
to the presi- speaker and the woman was ejected.
Recommendations
Alblnla
dent on "the question of freedom She was the Honorable
for war law offenders will be com- Broderlck, sister of Lord Middle-to'
GenFOKECAST.
pleted by Thursday, Attorney
' Denver,
In his speech, Deputy Milroy
Colo., Dec. 20. New eral Daugherty said. A report, ho
Mexico: Wednesday
and Thurs- added, would be prepared for the contended that the issue was not
day, partly eloudy; colder Wednes- president containing tho names of the treaty versus the republic, but
and the de
day nouth and central portions, those who, in the opinion of th was between the treatywas
an issue
Valera document. It
warmer. Thursday east portion.
justice department, should receive as
between two forms of association
Arizona: Wednesday and Thurs-fla- executive clemency together with
the
with
British empire. He
view on such
unsettled, local rains, little the department'scourses of action as are suggested. created fc sensation by reading as
Change in temperature
Ho would also determine by follows the terms of the alternative
proposed by Mr. de Valera:
IOCATj
Thursday, he added, whether a oath
"I do swear to bear true alle
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
recommendation Bhould go to the
to the bonstitution of the
giance
hours ended at 6 p. m.' yesterday, White House before Christmas in
Irish free state and to the treaty
recorded by the university:
the case of Eugene V. Debs.
of
association of Ireland with the
58 ' The possibility that some of tho
Highest temperature ........
commonwealth of nations
34 foreign-bor- n
Lowest v
offenders might bo British
freed upon conditions of their re- and to recognize the king of Great
Range . . ...
46 turning to their native lands was Britain as head of the associated
Mean
states.,"
74 Indicated by Mr. Daugherty.
,.
Humidity at 6 a. m
Do Valera, Protest.
62
Mr. Daugherty said he favored
Humidity nt 6 p. m
Mr. de Valera strongly protested
.
None bringing; to the bar for disposition
Precipitation
12 the 13,000
Maximum wind velocity
or 14,000 esplonago that It was a shame to attempt to
Direction of wind
North eases which have been pending prejudice the matter by referring
Continued oia Page ?wo.)
Character. tt day
.....Cloudy since tho war.
five-pow-

nn'-thn- -

i

ni-e-

DADGHERTY PREPARING A LIST

OF FEDERAL PRISONERS TO BE
PARDONED BY THE PRESIDENT

Number cf Persons Imprisoned for violation
of War Time Laws Will
Among Those
Gifts"
"Christmas
at Harding's
to Receive
Announced.
Hands, If

O'Cal-lagha-

n,

,

n.

First pages of signatures on the four power and Pacific pact.

The signatures of the del
of the four great powers who
signed the four power and pacific treaty, which
creates tho
naval holiday
proposed
by the
United States at the beginning of
the arms conference, are those of
many of the world's greatest

LITHUANIANS
UNITED

STATES

HOME FOLKS
Nearly $50,000 Daily is
Being Sent Abroad;
Kovno's Main Street Is
Becoming Americanized.
Kovno, Lithuania, Dec. 20. The
"main street" of Kovno, which has
always resembled, to a certain extent, that of a wild west town,
haa become .tnorp American Ued
than ever. Dozens of the men now
playing prominent roles in the
Lithuanian government and m
business here are Lithuanians who
have been in America and returned to their blrthland since the
won its independence.
country
Some of the business men still retain their American citizenship.
More
type
strictly American
clothes are noted in Lithuania
than any other country of Europe.
Lithuania, exclusive of the disputed Vilna territory, has about
2,600,000
inhabitants. At least
100,000 of these have been, at one
time or another, in America, while
according to Lithuanian statistics,
nearly a million of Lithuanian
birth, or parentage are now residThe
ing In the United States.
country being almost exclusively
agricultural, they do not usually
congregate In large cities. Among
those in America, however, ara
coal miners,
distributed
many
about the Pennsylvania and Illinois mining fields.
The smallest Lithuanian village
generally boasts at least one
citizen.
Languages
come easy to them, as their mother tongue, It is claimed is the nearest modern approach to the ancient Sanscrit from which all Aryan languages sprang. Their English, however, is of the American
variety.
Dr. Zaunius, of the Lithuanian
diplomatic corps, said that nearly
$50,000 daily Is coming to Lithuania from her sons and daughters
in the United States.
"A great role In the economic
life of Lithuania is played by the
he said.
"Trade
factories,
enterprises,
banks, etc., are being established
with their money.
A group of
them has Just purchased one of
the largest textile factories in
Kovno, which will produce yearly
about 15,000,000 arshenes (an
is about
of a
yard of cloth."
In the ordinary calls of a few
days at Kovno, the correspondent
found the director of the town's
biggest bank had been a resident
of Scranton, Pa., the manager and
president of the largest trading
concern were both American
citizens of Lithuanian parentage and
the under minister of foreign affairs had been a Chicago lawyer.
English-s-

peaking

American-Lithuanians-

,"

three-quarte-

PRICES OF LIBERTY
BONDS

.....24

New York, Dec. 20. Liquidation
of Liberty bonds at extreme overnight declines of 70 cents to J1.2R
per hundred dollars and from J2
to J3.70 from the highest record
of a month ago tended to unsettle
prices on the stock exchange today. The speculative character of
the day's operations was evinced
by the fact that most Liberty is
sues recovered a considerable part
of their losses before the close, on
what seemed to be short cover
ings.

EMPTY STOCKING FUND

1

i

The following contributions
were received yesterday to be

distributed by the Salvation
of
Army and tho Bnreau
Charities to frlvo tho poor of

tlio city a Merry Christmas!
A. A. Roberts
S 2.00
Susan McGeehan
1.00
S.00
Elizabeth Bolo
Vfaxlne

Central

Nordhans . . . .
Labor Union . .

Total
Previously

Total to

5.00
5.00
18.00

reported.

.. .$312.90

dale........

statesmen of today. The signature
shown above on the page at tho
lett are, from top to bottom, tho
American
delegates,
Hughes,
Lodge, Underwood and Root, and
the British
Balfour,
delegates,
Lord Lee, Ambassador
Geddes,.
On
eocond page are Borden,

Pearce, Salmond and Balfour (representing South Africa), M. Sastil
of India;
Sarrnut and
Viviani,
Jusserand of France and Shidehara
of Japan. On the third pago appear the names of the other Japanese delegates, I'rince Tokugawa

KIWANIS TO. ASSIST
IN A QUICK RETURN
TO NORMAL BUSINESS

BUILDING DAMS

Chicago, Dec. 20. In an endeavor to assist in a quick return to
normal business conditions,
tho
Kiwanis International
has endorsed a program that has been
sent to its entire membership of
60,000 business and professional
men in this country.
The program is headed: "We build" and
calls attention to tho Kiwanis slogan: "Service, Brotherly Love and
Square Dealing."
Tho letter says that every member who lives up to this slogan
and through its influence incorporates these principles intp his
business or profession is a unit In
a great army of high callbro business men who are going far toward placing the' business lifo cf
tho country" "on a high but' normal
"
'
plane. '
The letter states that at tho
monthly meetings from December
to June lectures will be given In
each club on four subjects: Management,
Production,
Marketing
and Financing.
The letter adds: "In order to
keep before the clubs tho aim toward which the committee on
business and standards is working, it has adopted the slogan 'On
the Way to Better Business.' "

and

M.

Hanlhara.

ALONG G0L0H1D0

TO BE STUDIED
Be One of the First
Questions to Be Decided
By the Commission Authorized By Congress.
(By Tb AdMielnted

Pre.)

Washington, Dec. 20. Whether
the construction of dams along the
Colorado river for tho development
of- - power and
"projects
shall be undertaken by the federal
government or by private interests
will be one of the first questions
to be decided by the interstate commission authorized by congress, it
was said in a statemont Issued tonight by the department of commerce.
The statement announced the
designation by President Harding
of Secretary Hoover as chairman
of the commission, which is to be
known as the Colorado river commission nnd on which California,
Arizona, Nevada. Utah, Colorado,
Wyoming and Montana have representatives.
Is the First Step.
"Creation of this commission,"
said the
"is the first stop
IS
BY in what statement,
promises to become one
of the greatest of our national improvements, involving over a term
of years an expenditure of several
hundred millions of dollars of
either private or public funds. California, Arizona. Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and Montana are
and
interested in the
Popularity of Baseball to Be power to be derived irrigation
from the river
and considerable conflict ha deIncreased By Post-Seaso- n
Unless the river probveloped.
considered as a wholo
If
Plans Under lems are
Contests,
there Is likely to be a great waste
Way Mature.
both in water and power through
private or publlo grabbing or
win20.
Dec.
Pennant
Chicago,
plans with much conning baseball clubs In miner league flict between both the states and
.
circuits are entering the miniature with private
world's series field which promises
Land Under Irrigation.
to increase popularity of the sport
"The land under irrigation In
as well as offering financial re- 1920 from the river and it tribumuneration to players.
taries amounted to about 2,464,000
President Tearney, of the West- acres in the United States and
ern league, announced today that 190,000 acres in Mexico.
If the
the pennant winner in his organizawith proper
river were
tion desires to break into the an- storage damsequipped
the amount of Irrinual clash between pennant winners gated land could bo increased to
in the Southern association and the ahoHt 6,123,000 acres in tho United
Texas league.
States and 800,000 in Mexico. There
These two organizations clash is
no power developed
each year In a miniature world's on practically
the river at the present time but
e
series after their
sched- It has possibilities of developing six
ule is completed.
This year Fort million horse
as an Incident
Worth won the strugglo for su to developmentpower
of irrigation stor
premacy of tho south, x defeating age. Some of this horse, power Is
Memphis. Intense rivalry has been
needed in southern Caldeveloped In professional baseball urgently
ifornia and Arizona.
e
circles by such
series.
"Tho progress in long distance
In addition to the benefits dewill yet bring this enrived from such a series, each transmission
volume of horse power into
tire
remunplayer receives financial
natl nal use.
eration. In addition to getting all posslblo
One of the Larso Problems.
expenses and the regular salaries,
"One of tho large problems of
the members of the Fort Worth
river Is the constant threat of
club, the winners of the southern the
lower river to break through
the
championship, this year received Its bank and to flood tho Imperial
$1,130 each as their share of the
melon. The total series netted ap valley, where sometWng like Is at
worth of property
proximately $60,000.
Such a break occurred a
President Tearney Is expected to stake.
few
ago and It cost several
years
present his plans forbreaklng into
dollars to restore tho river.
the southern series, to the club million
secure
"To
a definite control of
owners of the Western league at
and systematic
the annual meeting which is to be the flood waters
hold at, St. Joseph, Mo., February development of its power possibil
20. Tho Western league includes ities and" give maximum storage for
irrigation, the river must be confour southern cities and the real sidered
as a single problem in tlio
supremacy in the south cannot be
all the states and the
determined unless
the Western Interests of such
a
league is a participant In the nation. If
long view plan Is worked out ItwillIs
championship, Tearney said.
water
that
enough
president Tearney proposes to anticipated
be available for all the land availhave the two southern organizations clash in their annual post- able to the river and enough power
season series and for the winner of for all of the community.
"It is the duty cf the commisthe series to meet the pennant win
ner In the Western league. He also sion to determine a plan for such,
has plans for the team winning developments and to make recomsecond place in his league to share mendations to congress. A number
in the
series money. of private concerns are anxious to
The Western league schedule Is undertake the development of the
drafted for 164 games. All three power and water. The municipaliof these circuits are In class A.
ties of southern California are also
This Is not the only class, how- willing to undertake various proOne of the first questions
ever, that is holding miniature ject
world's series. Class A. A. baseball before the commission will be to
a
fans got treat at the end of the determine whother construction of
1921 season when the Baltimore, the dams along the river should be
club of the International league undertaken by the federal governand the Louisville, Ky., club of the ment or whether they should be
American association clashed In a1 allotted to these different interests.
n
series. This series, In any event, whatever program is
like the one between tho two south-e- undertaken it must bo undertaken
circuits was also beneficial to from the point of view of the co
the sport itself and to the players ordinated whole and with view to
the greatest national benefit,"
individually,
'

WORLD'S SERIES
PLANNED
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inter-leagu-

$330.00

post-sens-
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DIFFER

TREAT!
However,

'This Won't Be Permitted
to Embarrass tlio Work
of the Arms Conference!

(Vy Th. AH.iirlnlrd Prm.)
Washington, Dec. 20. A draft
of a decree to bo submitted immediately to tlio United States supremo court in New York finally
disposing of the pending
suit against tho American Sugar
Refining company was approved
by Attorney Daugherty.
Tlio decree, Mr. Daugherty said,
fully safeguarded tho interests of
tho public, and it is believed that
tlio consumer can rest assured
that tlio price be pays for his
suf,rar in the futuro will be the
result of natural, unrestrained
competition.
Tho suit against tlio1 American
Sugar Kefiiilng company, It was
explained, was begun in Novem0.
Somn months ago an
ber,
investigation was Instituted to ascertain existing conditions In the
Industry whieli resulted in today's
action.
In substance, tho attorney general said that the decree flndi
that a combination in restraint of
trnde and commorco in refined
sugar existed nt and prior to the
filing of the petition in 1910, but
the changes which
recognizes
have occurred which may be
largely attributed to the pendency
of the suit.
"Tho decree."
lie continued,
"fully safeguards tlio Interests of
the public by prohibiting the
American Sugar Refining company from taking any part In the
management of tho Nntlmial Sugar
company, the (ireat Western ','URpr
company or the Michigan Sugar
company, being Important companies In which It now owns a
minority Interest, and further prohibits tho American Sugar company from increasing its proportionate Interests In any of such
The decree further
companies.
enjoins all of the defendants from
to
carry on the comcontinuing
bination in tho marketing of refined sugar which was the subject matter of tho petition.
"It Is believed that the American Sugar Refining company is na
longer a trust or monopoly.
At
the time tho suit was commenced
the American and its allied interests controlled about 72 ner con'
of the refined sugar
of
tho United States. At industry
tho present
timo the control of the American
baa decreased to the point where
It now controls about 24 per cent
of tho interests."

jap insularTslands

not included, says

-t

Has

Objection to the Interpretation Agreed By
No

the Government's Plenipotentiaries, Says,
(Ily The An lnlrd Prasa.)

Washington, Dec. 20 (by the Associated Press.) A difference in
view as to the application cf the
new
Pacific treaty bus
arisen between President Harding
and the American arms delegates,
but the president nnnounced in a
statement tonight that it would not
be permitted to embarrass the work
of the conference.
In the president's personal opln
ion, as outlined today to newspaper
men, the principal islands of the
Japanese empire are not to be regarded, as included among insular
territories to which the treaty applies.
The American delegation, on tho
other hand, agreed with the representatives of the other powers
the treaty was signed that the
principal Japanese group were to
be covered under the agreement
along with all the other Pacific islands under the sovereignty of the
United States, Great Britain, France
and Japan.
In bis statement, Issued after a
conference with Senators
of the
Lodge and Underwood,
American delegation, the president
said he had "no objection" to the
interpretation agreed by this government's plenipotentiaries, but as- - '
sumed that the spirit of the con
ferenee contemplated
respect lot
territory In every way that would
promote peace.
The president's
original announcement of his views created a
stir among all delegates and although none wns willing openly to
take issue with him, there were in- -;
timatlons that such an interpretation of the treaty was certain to bo
challenged-eventuallfrom several'
quarters. His later statement gen
wns
accepted by the foreign
erally
four-pow-

1

re

two-ho-

representatives as having determined the attitude of the American

It follows:
government.
"When the ..president was responding to press Inquiries at the
afternoon Interview today, he expressed the opinion that the homeland of Japan did not come within
the words 'Insular possessions anl
er
insular dominions,' under the
agreement except as territory proper or any other nation
which Is a party to the agreement.
"This expression," the statement
(Continued on Page Two.)
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report.

Draft of a Decree to Be
OF NEW
Submitted to the U. S.
'
Supreme Court Is ApPresident Says,
proved By Att'y General.
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WILL BE TOLERATED

Members

sixty-sevent-

CONFERENCE

i

wiwwminiiiMiiiinii

EDITION

u. s. envoy;

TO DISPOSE OF

Have Improved,

er

IS STRUCK

Opin-

That the Prospects of
Ratification of the Pact

ion

the ear.

.lie passengers, among
Williamson,
agent of the,
ad, to hand over their
.allies.
h
street ho
At
pulled the hell con!, jumped off
as tlm train slowed down and
disappeared. From Williamson, the bandit obtained $10
to
and a gold wnteh,
tlio police, who stated that
of
loss
believe
did
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Washington. Dec. 20, (By

The Associated Press).
' Acceptance by France with
reservations of the American proposal of 175,000
tons in capital ships each for
France and Italy, swept the
arms conference forward tonight to its next major
problem the submarine issue. Italy already has ac-
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Accepts 175,000 Tons in
Capital Ships; the Same
Figure Had Already Been
Accepted By Italy.

AitNociiitfd Presi.)

SAL.

Four Power Treaty Signed by
Leading Statesmen of World

IN DAIL

GROUND

Chicago. Jce. 20. An urmcd
bandit boarded tlio observation
car o( liultimoro and Ohio
train number six, bound for
Washington, as it was passing
Sixty-thirstreet tonight, and
after luililing up tlic passengers
in the observation far loft the

train at
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ItEQlTSITlON HONORED.
Santa Fo, Dec. 20. Governor
Mochem has honored a requisition
from Pennsylvania for the return
of David Ryan, wanted In Bucks
county to plead to a charge of
burglary, larceny and receiving
stolen goods. Ryan was arrested in
Santa Fe as he was awaiting the
receipt of money by telegraph.

four-pow-

GOVERFiORSHIP RACE MAY BE
LARGELY BATTLE OF SANTA FE
FOR BOTH POLITICAL PARTIES
Hclloman and Sargent Contest May Bring
Out Former Lieutenant Governor B. F.
Pankey As Republican Candidate; Selig-ma- n
May Be Forced to Carry Democratic
Standard.
;,,,
Santa Fe county may furnish an
interesting political battle all of its
own as a preliminary to the state
campaign next fall. Two Santa Fe
candidates already have their hats
In tho

there was a possibility that h
might bo named. Holloman, however, was Larrazolo's floor manager In the convention.
There Is every reason to believe
that Pankey would accept the nomination and that he may be an
open candidate snould either Sargent or Holloman or both quit the
race. If both stay In, he may seek
the congressional nomination, but
It is probable that ho would prefer
the nomination for governor.
Should Senator A. A. Jones be
renominated
for senator by the
democrats and Judge Stephen B.
Davis, Jr., be placed against him at
the polls, Holloman might be the
nominee
for the surepublican
preme bench. He has been nn able
district Judge; even his foes admit
that.
To make the Santa Fe situation
mdre interesting, there Is the possibility that Arthur Seligman might
be induced to accept the demoeratio
nomination next year.
Seligman
N

ring for the governorship

and a third man is being groomed
for the republican nomination. Be-

tween the three, tho political pot
in likely to be boiling in Santa Fe
county all spring and summer
right un to the time of a county
convention.
Judge Reed Holloman's hat was
hurled into the ring by his political friends and tho judge has not
withdrawn It. He lias made a good
record as district Judge and has
been active In the politics of the
county for a long period.
Against him, William O. Sargent
has entered the lists. Mr. Sargent
served several terms as state auditor and has many political friends.
His brother, Kdward Sargent, is a
power in Rio Arriba republican
circles and his Influence reaches
out into Taos and other counties
of the state.
With these two men In the field
there is little possibility that the
county would go into the state convention with a united front.
has bis friends In McKlnley
and San Juan counties. He Is well
known In Quay county. With no
combinations against him he might
go a long distance in a state convention.
Should both men stay In the ring
until late summer It Is probable
that the withdrawal of either would
mean the entrance. Into the political arena of another "favorite
son" from Santa Fe county In the
person of Benjamin F. Pankey, formerly lieutenant governor and the
Individual
largest
taxpayer In
Santa Fe county.
Governor Pankey has many elements of strength. He served seven
months In all for Governor Larrn- zolo while the latter was working
for the cession of public lands and
tho like. He is a cattleman and Is
expected to secure many of their
votes should he be a candidate. Ilej
nan a clean record as a senator and
lieutenant governor. He Is wealthy
and fully able to KiVe up his time
to the affairs of state.
What may help him most Is the
way he kept his promise to Larra-zol- o
In 1920.
He had promised
Larrazolo he would not be a candidate for governor. He was never
released from that promise and
refused to allow his name to go. before the convention, even, though

has had much experience In manShould he be a
aging campaigns.
candidato he would know exactly
where to devote his energies to
make them produce a maximum

return.
So far there Is no announced
candidate In the democratic ranks
for any of the top places on the
ticket.
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SALES" CLUB

KILL CLOSE SHARP

IE

FRANCE BOWS TO
AMERICAN PROPOSAL
ON
FLEET RATIO

PI

im

Success

France."

Now Isn't Knee High To

Ikslk

"

"Then you will observe the attitude of France will determine
efthe success or failure of these
forts to reduce the heavy burden

naval armament."
Land Armament.
He also stressed his view that
fh nrnmlor's statement Indicating
to the conference "the particular
situation of France with respectto
armament" seemed
to land
point to "tho very great imporarma-- !
of

All subscriptions deposited in the sealed ballot
box must be accompanied by the full amount to cover.
tance of reduction In naval
Report sheets must be made out as usual before deposit-be mmt."
ing in the blind ballot box. Personal checks will notbox
"At this time," he added, "when
in the ballot
we nro anxious to aid France In
accepted and if any are deposited will
not be issued. full recovery of her economic lite,
they will be thrown out and votes
it would be disappointing to be
This ruling is made in fairness to all club members. 'advised
that she was contemplat-- !
Cashier's checks, postal money orders, gold, silver and Ing putting hundreds of millions
.
battleships."
currency is of course all right in covering amounts in That
portion of Premier
called for on campaign reports.
as
acceptance
taken
reply
isri-and-

The following well "known local business men will
act as judges to canvass the finds of the ballot box in
The Morning Journal Salesmanship Club campaign which
ends at 10 o'clock tomorrow, Thursday night, and will

's

of the American 175,000 capital
ship tonnage proposal and beyond
tho strict letter of which, it Is Indicated, the French group did not
go today, reads:
Instructs Delegates.
"With regurd to the tonnage of
say, atcapital ships, that Is to the
most
tacking shins, which are
costlv. I have given instruction!
which
to our delegates in the sense
you debwe. I am certain that I
shall be sustained by my parliament in this view.
"But so far as thft defensive
ships are concerned (light cruis
ers, torpedo boats ana submarines)
fop the
it would be impossible
French eovernment, without put
with
the
In
contradiction
ting Itself
vote of the chambers, to accept
reductions corresponding to those
which we accept for capital ships
under this formal reserve whlcn
vou will certainly understand."
out that
Mr. Hughes pointed
strict application to the French
reduction
of
navy of the rule of
tonnage applied in the provisional
Great Britain,
agreement between
and Japan,
tho United -- States
o
would bring her capital ship
Hs
to 102.000 aggregate.
added that there was every disto permit
however,
position,
France to keep all her tonnage in
eveu to
and
dreadnaucht ships,
make an allowance of 70,000 tons
over tho strict application of the
rule of existing strength as was
done in the American 175,000 ton

award the different prizes.
These gentlemen are well known in Albuquerque
and surrounding territory and the result given out by
them will be beyond dispute.
Sheep Co., Mayor
Walter M. Connell,
of Albuquerque.
Chas. C. Roehl, vice president, Citizens National
bank.
M. P. Stamm, retired citizen.
With the final hour 10 6'clock Thursday night,
'emblazoned on their minds stirring scenes are being
enacted bv the club members in the Morning Journal's
Salesmanship Club now swiftly drawing to a close.
Aroused to unprecedented opportunities of winning
the beautiful Studebaker Sedan, the Studebaker Light
"6" with wire wheel equipment, or the classy Chevrolets,
three of 'em, and the many other big prizes, each passing
Jiour is instilling new energy into ambitious workers.
Everywhere they are swarming in eager and anxious
quest for the subscriptions that will win them the big
credits and possibily an automobile.
These workers pay no attention to frequent
,' rumors that circulate with the hope of damaging
effect. Misleading stores have one object in-- ;
fluencing some Club Member to retire for the fear
sugwstion.
"Tho proposed agreement really
of being passed by someone else in tha race. Such
doubles , tho relative strength of
is
obvious
It
whatever.
foundation
tales have no
tho French navy." his message
that no one can determine the ultimate result of the added, pointing out that if buildpresent American and British
campaign.
ing programs,
proposed to be
hustle are the two main
'I
Courage and down-rigabandoned, were carried out, each
will
one
that
the
are
credits
a naval preobserve
would
have
nation
to
thing
things
ponderance of more than six to
win the prizes, and every club member should and
one over Fiance "very shortly."
for that matter is taking it upon himself or her-- ',
"And France would not be in
a
between
as
credits
to
as
self
position to better herself, much
annex just
possible
many
loss by any possible endeavor, to
now and the close.
obtain such a relative strength as
Eond-Conne- ll

ton-nag-

'
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TREATY GAINING
GROUND IN DAIL
EIREANN, CLAIM
(Continued from Pass One.)
to a document, which was secret
and not relevant to the Issue. He
was, ho said, quite ready to have
all documents published.
Mr. Griffith angrily declared:
"The Irish people should know
that that is the difference between
UB."

Mr. de Valera responded:
"That is not so, and la unfair."

Mi
Every woman wants
and needs a new
Petticoat

That is why there Is
nothing more appropriate
in women's wear as a
gift at holiday time.
You can select a petticoat
with the absolute assurance that it will be welcomed and will give a full
measure of service to your
friend.
but see that it is a g(Jod
one.

One

Answers Mllroy.
Answering Mr. Milroy, Mr. de
Valera said it would be an Infamous
maneuver if he attempted to induce anybody to reject the treaty
in the belief that some other document would be uwea as a substitute,
hte dail had the document and
knew all afcout it, and an attempt
was being made to mislead the
public.
Mr. Griffith cried:
"Why 1h the document not given
to the public? We got certain Instructions from tho cabinet, which
weIollowed. An attempt Is being
made to represent certain men as
standing on the uncompromising
rock of the republic."
Mr. de Valera
denied this. It
was, he said, well known that the
delegates went to London to secure
recognition between Irish national
aspirations and association with
the community of nations known
as the British commonwealth of
nations. It was because this treaty
did not recognize them that It was
opposed by, he believed, a majority
of tho dail.
,
Mr. Griffith answered:
"We got certain Instructions on
November 25. Will you allow them
to be published?"
Mr. de Valera replied that all
correspondence might be published.
"The sooner the better," said Mr.
Griffith.

QUINTUPLE TRAGEDY
FROZEN
IN
ENACTED
BY
ESKIMOS
NORTH

that looks well,

(By The AiK'irlntea Prrss.t
perfectly made and'has
Edmonton, Alta., Dec. 20. A
a non-ri- p
weird story of Ksklmo love and
placket.
ruthless murder was brought In
today from the Icy
It costs no more to get by messenger
region of Wager's Pay, 30 miles
these features and you east
of the Hudson's Ray trading
can be certain of the post nearly five months
after the
tragedy occurred.
wearing quality if you se- quintuple
was
The
Otto
that
story
lect one of our "FIT-RIT- a trader, beenme enamored Binder,
of a
woman whose husband and fathPetticoats.
er agreed to find him a wife. They
went to a hut and found a woman
$4.95 to $15.00

is

E"

and killed
her husband. The
slain man's cousin killed the other
woman's husband and father. The
cousin then slew the other woman whose husband and father hid
sought to save, leaving; an ornhan
girl. The orphan then was strangled to death bv one of the "head
men" of the district.

WITNESS STATES

has been suggested," Mr. Hughes
added.
Potallixt Instruction!.
The French delegation was understood to be in receipt tonlirht
of detailed instructions as to the
amount of auxiliary naval tonnag,
including submarines, desired under an agreement to accept
tons of capital ships. Mr.
Hughes'. message disclosed that it
would be possible for France, under that limitation, to build two
new 35,000 ton post Jutland battleships if she so desired.
tonItoughly, the submarine
nage, built and building, now possessed by each of the five power,
follows:
United
tons:
95,000
States,
Great Britain, 82,000; France.
32,000;
22,000.
Italy.
Japan,
The maximum of the American
tonnage apparently was taken in
the American original three power
proposal, with 6,000 tons of submarines authorized to be abandoned. Taking 90,000 as the American allotment, the Hughes plan
would give Great Britain the same
and Japan 54,000 tons, or a 60 per
cent ratio.
Ratio of About l.7.
The French 176,000-to- n
capital
ship tonnage would mean a ratio of
about 1.07 compared tp the American and British five and the Japan
ese uiree. u tnat ratio were applied
to submarines, France would have
now nearly ten thousand tons more
than her proportion
and Japan
more than twenty thousand tons
175,-00-

0

42,-00- 0;

--

less.

From what direction it is planned
attack the submarine tonnage
problem should the conference fail
to agree, as is expected, to abolishment of submarines, is not known.
?here are indications, however, that
to

tho American group will be prepared with definite
suggestions,
both as to submarines
and each
other auxiliary craft element of the
reduction plan when an appropriate moment for presentation comes.
Views of each of the other powers on these points are understood
to be in process of development.
Bo far as the British desire to
abolish, or at least closely curb
submarine activities g6es, it 'has
been si id officially for the British
delegation that agreement to the
ratio,
capital ship
the
naval holiday and the
retained tonnags elements of the
American program was in no sense
conditional.
The British Intend, it
Is understood, to fight the submarine issue out on its merits.
Lines Are. Not Clear.
The lines of the contest are not
as yet clear, but an Intimation
came from Dutch circles tonight
that while Holland was not concerned immediately in the naval
conference, it was interested in
the submarine question and would
oppose any attempt by the conference to set a world policy of
abolishment.
ten-ye-
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He Is Unable to

Say, However, Whether Any of
Them Had Been Con
victed ByCourt Martial.

(By The Aiwoflfd Press.)
George
Washington. Dec. 20.
H. Taylor of Philadelphia, who
senate
a
told
overseas,
served
committee today that he saw with
his own eyes 12 American soldiers
- Tille.
around
hanged
France, from April to June, 1918,
but was unable to say whether
any of them had been convicted
by court martial.
One of the soldiers hanged, he
declared, was tried for assault on
a French girl by a French court
martial, 'at which one American
officer was present.
Taylor gave
the name of the soldier and said
he was a sergeant from Detro.
Mich., but the committee decided
to omit the name from its records.
Witnessed a Lynching.
Robert A. Harrison of Wilmington, N. C, testified that in 1917
in
he witnessed the lynching
France of a soldier. The victim
or
was a Mexican from El Paso
was
who
Texas,
Eagle Pass,
charged with a crime against a
woman and not tried.
"It was told that the man had
to be hanged to save some officer
from being cashiered," Harrison
declared.
Through ft pair of field glasses,
Harrison said he saw the lynching in which 80 men took part.
"It was a nice little nocktlo
party," he said, "I saw the body
later with a rope around the
neck."
Raw 'Two Kxecntlons.
Taylor, the first witness, also
declared he saw two executions.
The first was on April 1, 1919, at.
Camp Wilson, he said, and the entire command was ordered to the
gallows to witness it.
"Thoy had a double line or soldiers at the gallows," ho said, "and
Major Ross was in command. Tho
man hanged was a negro. A chaplain went to the scaffold and
prayed and then
they hanged
him."
"Was the man hanged tried by
court mortial?" Chairman Brade-ge- e
asked.
"I don't know."
Harrison, the Wilmington witness, told of another lynching after the armistice, whhh he declared was directed by "Hard
Boiled" Smith.
"This wrist of mine." said Harrison, lifting his left arm, "was
broken while trying to save myself from "Hard Boiled" Smith
and a couple of sergeants."
The witness said hn saw men
taken to the firing line without
gas masks or guns, as a form of
punishment.
Caiiso of tho Lvnehlnir.
Pressed as to the cause of the
lynching, Harrison said the victim
had been ordered
by Smith to
tooth
sweep the stock yard with
brush, "and they had It little
party when he refused."
"Were you court martlaled?"
Senator Overman, democrat, North
Carolina, nsked.
'lea. The colonel cursed me
and I answered him back and he
sent me to the firing line after
trial. His name? Colonel Fold- brook. If I ever get him I'll make
him remember me.
"They wouldn't give me a gas
mask, and my trouble today Is due
to gns, the medical record shows."
Questioned by Senator Watson
democrat, Georgia, whose chargo
that American soldiers were Illegally exocuted in France led to tp.?
inquiry, Taylor, the Philadelphia
witness, said the evidence In the
court martial of the Detroit sergeant was given In French, but
an interpreter was in attendance.
The crime was rape.
"Was the man allowed counsel?" Senator Brandegon asked.
una American officer was
there. He was asked some questions."
Heart and Brain Removed.
After the hanging. Taylor said
he saw the man's heart and brain
were removed "to see if he was
crazy."
"Who did that?"
"A major in the American medical corps."
"Know his name?"
"No."
"Was the eergeant allowed to
tell his side of it to the French
court?" Senator Watson asked.
'"No sir, he wasn't asked to
testify, but he did say he wasn't
responsible for the death of the
girl concerned in the rape charge."
Is-S-

'

HARDING DIFFER
ON NEW TREATY
(Continued from Page One.)
continued, "has been emphasized as
a division between the president
and the delegates to the conference
agreein construing the
ment.
"The president announced tonight
that the difference in view in nowise will be permitted to embarrass tho conference or the ratification of the agreement. He had assumed all along that the spirit of
the conference contemplates a confidence which pledges respect of
territory in every way which tends
to promote lasting peace.
"Ho has learned from the United
States delegates that they have
agreed to the construction which
includes the homeland of Japan in
the term 'Insular possessions and
insular dominions,' and has no objection to that construction."
Discussed in Senate.
The language of the treaty thus
has also
brought into question
been the subject of senate discusto
in
and
inquiries
response
sion,
based on the assertions of the opponents of ratification, spokesmen
for the American delegation have
said repeatedly that the major
Japanese group must be regarded
as included within the agreement.
When he set forth an opposlto
view today, Mr. Harding was said
by officials to have acted without
consultation with his state department advisers and without any
definite purpose of announcing th
attitude of the administration. It
was declared he merely was voicing a personal opinion, and had
no thought of precipitating a clash
in conference circles.
Effect on Delegates.
The effect on the delegates,
however, was immediately apparent. None would comment, but
the Americans, British,
among
French and Japanese there was a
desire to have the attitude of the
American government clarified at
once.
The American delegation
hold a meeting, and as Senators
I.odgo and Underwood were hastening to the White House, a British spokesman was telling newspaper men that a view opposite
to that of tho president had been
communicated to the other powers
by the American plenipotentiaries
during the negotiations.
Knto Shows Interest'.
Baron Kato, of Japan, was one
of those who showed great Interest

C,

in

the

president's
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(By The Associated Trent.)

New York, Dec. 20. Officials of
the New York Stock Exchange
launched a country-wid- e
reform
movement
when announcement
was made that the stock tickers
and other wire connections of iv
number of
out of
town houses had been withdrawn
because of alleged "irregularities.
Names of the offendors and the
specific reasons which led to this
drastic action were not disclosed.
In general,
however, they were
with having reported
charged
transactions to customers
"at
prices different from the actual
prices at which such transactions
took place, to their own profit,
and to the injury of their customers."
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Gas Around
Your

Here is a practical all year around gift a chest of
Stanley Tools. Not a "tin tool" among them. Each
of the usual Stanley quality, which carpenters have
used for years.
Three different assortments of tools.
32 Tools complete with Chest $35.00
'
18
25.00
,

"
"
"
12 "
15.00
also the Tool Set in Roll
5 Tools with Canvas Roll
6 . 00
If the chest selected doesn't contain all the tools, buy
the others later until you have a complete set.

Heart?
Go right over to the
Don't delay:
nearest drug stors and get a package of
tna genuine
Baalmann a
take them as directed, and feel tha Immediate beneficial results.
It will surprise you and you will feci
grateful to havw received such benefit.
Tou will sleep better, you can breathe
easier, your nervousness will disappear
and best of all, will calm your excitable
heart.
In the yellow
Baalmann's
package aro for sale by Woodwork's
Prescription Pharmacy, and all reliable
druggists. Price, one dollar. J. Saal-man- n.
Chemists, San Francisco.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE
First

&neC

Skill and Learning are in demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing in tho way of
,
earning power.
This
School
has SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are in demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

Boilermakers

ana

1100 8. Second St.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOCKNAI. OFFICE

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY
FIRST BTREKT.

!

Welders.
Tel. 1U47--

ALL

PRICES

COAL

$1.25 PER rOJV.
FARCY EGG

AZTEC FUEL
- '
Phone 251

REDUCED
TRY OUR

I

$11.25
COMPANY

'

L.

J. MILLER, Pres.
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that last

minute Christmas Gift
Get an EVEREADY Flashlight and make everybody

lit:

IV

happy this Christmas.
Of all Christmas presents, the Eveready Flash-

EVER E AO Y
OcfJtn HiW Diftmi

light is sure to please everybody young and
bid men, boys, women, and girls alike. It is
,a necessity with the appeal or a novelty. It is
a handsome present you will be proud to give,
and everyone is glad to get.
Eveready has a Flashlight for every purpose
in tubular, pocket, and lantern types, at prices
cents.
tanging down to

jo

CATCH PRISONER WHO
ESCAPED FROM JAIL

For outdoor uses, for automobiling, for hunt
ing, fishing, and camping, for use wherever a
long range of light is needed, we have the
Focusing Flashlight, the remarkable flashlight

Vs,

EVEREADY DuTnaf
bl Tuft.

i.J

with the 300-forange. It costs only 3.75,
including the Eveready Battery, worth i cents,
and two extra Mazda Lamps, "worth 60 cents.
For indoor uses, where a broad field of light
is required, we have a wide variety to choose
from. Short, handy, tubular Flashlights at
1.55 and JS170, the handy new Pocket Light
at 1.75, and the Searchlight type with the
octagon head at $3.25.
non-rollin- g

From a selection of some twenty Eveready
types, you can choose, the right Flashlights
as a splendid Christmas present for any
member of your family or your friends. Get
Eveready
Flashlights, and your Christmas
is
successfully over .
shopping
,

EVEREADY
Pick

Lt, fi.n

..

;

Only genuine Eveready Batteriei 'will insure long.thei,
service for yovp. Eveready Flashlight.
and improve all fathlightt
Eveready Batteries

brightiuming

But'

ft

NATIONAL CARBON CO.. Inc. 599 EIGHTH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA.,
,30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK.

CUT

aub-mari-

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 A Fonrth.
Phone 1057--

V

1852.

THIS OCT IT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mall it to-- Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 11., writing your name and address clearly.
xou will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
KUnFTT NOMINATED.
iur pains in siues ana duck;
H.
20.
Dec.
Henry
Washington.
backache, kidney and blad
Errett, of Clayton, New Mexico, was der ailments; and Foley Cathartic
nominated today to be register ol '& Diets, a wholesome and thorough
the land office at Clayton,
ly cleansing cathartic for constipaheadaches. and
tion, biliousness,
Journal Want Ada bring result!. sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.

Phone 74

Copper

423 NORTH

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

HAVE IT1

GIVE USEFUL GIFTS OF HARDWARE
FOR CHRISTMAS

la Dny nirycl e Sale.
Bicycles
Largest stock of
ever shown in Albuquerque, at reduced
DEITA RAINBOW ORCHFS-Ti- t prices.
A TONIGHT.
COTXFIGE INN.
OROAn nicvcr.F
trahixo Co.,
tiO South Second Street.
EATS SWEETS DANCING.

(By The Associated Ftmm.)

Chicago. Deo. 20. Cianma
82, who escaped from 1all In
on
Labor dav after
Toledo, Ohio,
conviction for conspiracy in con
nection with the 11,000,000 mall
robbery in Toledo last February,
was captured today in Palos Park,
a suburb, the police announced.
Postal Inspectors caused the ar
rest by tracing a letter, Rogers
was said to have written to a
woman.

A

pledgo of secrecy, he said, prevented him from divulging whether there had been an agreement
ns to application of the treaty to
the principal Japanese islands, and
he added
that "the meaning
adopted at the signing might bu
changed In the future, so I can
say nothing at this time."
In British quarters, it was said
that It was the British and Americans who took the lead In framing the treaty so as to apply to
all tho Japanese group, and that
tho Japanese for a time opposed
the arrangement.
Definition of the geographical
scope of the treaty Is included in
article one of the agreement, and
follows:
"The high contracting powers
agree, as between themselves to
respect their rights in relation to
their Insular possessions and insular dominions In the region of
the Pacific ocean."

B. & Q. RAILROAD
OFFICIAL SUCCUMBS

Galesburg, III., Dec. 20. John
D. Besler, since
1865
affiliated
with the Chicago, Burlington and
Qulncy railroad, starting as a section hand and becoming general
superintendent, died at his apartment here last night.
It was Mr. Besler who,
20 years ago, conceived- - thenearly
idea
of planting Catalpa trees along
the right of way which he believed
some day would supply railroad
ties for the railroad.
Many of
these trees have been used to
make fence posts for the railroad.
Mr. Besler was born in southern
Germany April 10. 1833. He came
to America in a sailing vessel in

er

attitude.

STOCK EXCHANGE
STARTS REFORM MOVE

N. Y.

S. ENVOYS AND

four-pow-

e.

Niglit-Studeb-

Necessary

HANGED ABROAD,

Continued from Page One.)
view prevail, the British would

deem it necessary to seek radical
Increase In their allotments of antisubmarine craft as a measure of
That means more
light cruisers and destroyers and
possibly airplane carriers.
The correspondence between Mr.
Hughes and rremier Briand shows
Mr. Hughes dealt frankly with the
situation created by the French
proposal to build ten new capital
Biggest Circulation Campaign Ever Inaugurated in the ships.
"I regret to say," he said, "that
State of New Mexico Will Close Promptly at 10 O'clock after
canvassing the matter and
Sedan-Li- ght
the best Information I can
aker
"6," Wire taking
Tomorrow
obtain, I am compelled to conclude
it vould not be possible on
Wheel Equipped Studebaker, arid 'Three Chevrolets that
this basis to carry through the
Who Will Count Credits agreement."
Head List of Prizes-Jud- ges
Mr Hiiches added, after point
ing out that the retained feet
and Award Prizes Announced Below; All Are Well agreement
between Great Britain
and Japan was
Known Business Men Who Have No Interest in Cam- th TTnited States
on "an appropriate
contingent
with
France and Italy, '
Cour- - agreement
paign Other Than to Count the Credits as Cast;
and that "there will not be the
difficulty in making an
can
age and Hustle These Last Few Hours More Th?.n Ever slightest
agreement with Italy If we with
reach a suitable understanding
and a Motor Car.
to

O'CLOCK THURSDAY

SAW 12 YANKEES

December 21, 1921.
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READ SUBMITS REPORT
ON THE CONDITION OF
THE SANTA FE BANK

INDIANS MAY GET
CANNOT RECALL
SUGAR
DUTY
MAN RELEASED IN
DEAL FOR SPEAKER
WALKOUT ORDER
FAVORED FOUGHT

EU5

'

PROVIDING

VOTE IS BEING TAKEN
BY SANTA FE SHOP MEN
ABOUT A STRIKE FUND

A vote Is being taken by tho
members of the various shop
c.,n Co tia ft RtntA of"Prink
the
along
Examiner Read, in charge
crafts at Albuquerque on and
the quesSanta Fe bank, which closed with
the Santa Fe system
benefit
strike
more than $350,000 of state funds
a
tion of raising
from the state treasurer's office
funds.
on deposit, has presented to the
In the event of the votes earnidirectors his report on me conui-tlong, each employe will contribute
Sentiof the institution. Uead said
Fills his wages isfor one onday.
Auxiliary
a balance,
the report was conditional, and it Woman's
about
ment here
of the
hns not been made public by the
and Makes it Is stated. IsThotho purpose
Stockings
directors.
combating ot
strike fund
Poor
'TVioria to n rnnnrf rnrvent here
of
for
cut
shop
Warm Garments
the proposed wage
that a bank of another city is con
tho railroads, should a
by
crafts,
of
the
Children
City.
sidering tnn matter ornaiting over
strike become necessary.
w a Patterson, secretarv for
and reorganizing its
the institution
rered
stockings
mean
1.500
would
which
Over
affairs,bright
machinists for the anta Fe,
tho
sumption ot business under ade- e full to the hem with nuts, can- has just returned from a conier-o- t
Tnnplin reirnrdlnt? the pro
quate financial aid. No authorl-tiv- is. dles and fruits and as many prac
confirmation of this report
changes in wages and work
tical gilts for winter comfort are posed
to be had.
ror snop enijuu.
stacked up in the Elks chid ing rules
In preparation for the big
hnlldlnir
AWARDED
CONTRACTS
the SUPREME COURT GRANTS
community celebration about AirBY HIGHWAY ENGINEER giant tree on Christmas tiay. was
HABEAS CORPUS WMI
woman's share of the work
afternoon.
yesterday
completed
(Special CnrrMiwmdpncf to Th Jmirml.'
KPtCIAt OltMTCH TO MOHNIN0 JOUNl-Sixty women, wives and sisters
Santa Fe, Dec. 20. Three dif"fl
of
Writ
n
t,'
met at the club yesterferent firms received the contracts of Elks,
by
the
habeas corpus has been granted on
Just awarded by the state highway day afternoon to fillnet. stockings
on
court
petition
In about the supreme
red and white
engineer for the building of two of
1,517 stockings behalf of Lnbato Trujillo, Felix
federal aiJ projects and one state two hours' work set
These
Vigil.
P.
Juan
and
aside
Lobato
ready
aid road, the latter provided for by were stuffed and
rent n nvel minarv hearing.
,n bound
for the poor children who willconon
ball
special net of the last legislature.
without
over
were
stocking
The New Mexico Construction ceive them. Each
a charge of murdering 'Antonio
- tains an orange, an apple, assortAlbuof
nn,-.-In Tiln Arriba county.
co.mpnny, incorporated,
n,ia.m,A tt.lll Vinllrl farlnvnl oM nm- - ed nuts and candles.
before the
The celebration will be held at The writ is returnable
In Bernalillo county.
on January 6. Ths
ject No.'
court
2 o'clock on Christmas afternoon.
supreme
This Is a concrete nouievnra, d.oss
of the stockings and the gifts return was iieierrcp: to mm
miles, from Aiowmerque to a rain-rit- All
of tovs contributed by the Elks so that witnossos might be brought
on the Albuquerque-Isleton the wooden In from a distance.
road. The enntrnct price is $125,- - will be stacked
the big
571 a9
Thl in thn first nrnlppt In platform at tho base of will
bL
railed runway
IXVIT.moX DECLINED.
New Mexico to be 'awarded to this tree. A north
across
and
pouth
TWlrflnv Pnllf . lec. 20. Unl- built
up
company.
fV.
nlnlfnt-nrt
children
the
thnt
.... scrslty of California authorities
Peterson. Kinney ' it uunmer or i" t
to ii.hnmiu
pass in Bing e me pant as dny sent a telegram
Omaha will build tho state aid, may
tO
..n'l. ,,.,!.. dnoll, ilncr nn Invltaticn
i.a. nnH rnnolvfi their presents
9 11 tnllpw In Snnln Fe conn
by. A genial and ruddy meet the Crimson eleven at football
tv, between Cerrlllos and Madrid. they goClans
ot
in
be
will
charge
at Cambridge, October z,
Santa
The contract price is $17.2(52.
distribution.
Dnvall, Johnston & Rapplngton theOnlv
will
the toys and stockings
TJSI'.OX IS QVIET.
of Ttoswoll will build federal aid
The
In
Lea county, bo distributed nt tho tree. made
!a fliv the Asso
ijvi,i
project No. 70,
of
clothing
great quantities
14 181 miles on the
ciated Press). A private dispatch
warm
the
Klks'
the
auxiliary,
.sent from Lisbon at 11:20 o'clock
highway. The contract price by
stockings, coats and underwearn this morning by way of tho Azores
Is $19,708.75.
will be delivered to the poor
that veryminn
whfi n rp known to be In nee 1 Islands, indicated
ARGUE C. S. PETITION
Baskets was quiet In Lisbon.
of particular garments.
Chrlrtmas dinner supFOR AN INJUNCTION containing
plies will be distributed by the
nrmv
nnd bureau of
ftilvntlon
(ny The Annorlnted Press.)
charities to 125 families. Moncv
peBoston, Mass., Dec.
purpose Is being collected
tition of Herbert W. Eustace and for this
of the city.
Paul Harvey, trustees of the Chris- by the newspapers
gifts loft, over from the Elkl
tian Scientists Publishing company, Any
be contribalso
will
celebration
for an injunction to prevent their
removal bv the board of directors uted to this basket fund.
of the First Church of Christ, ScTcOH BANK OF $11,000.
ientist (Mother church), was argued
Twfl men
f iv,nt.onnlfc Tprv ffl
in the supreme court today. While
entered tho Liberty State bank late
Sherman I Whipple was presentseveral
today and covering robbed offiing the trustees' side Judge Crosby
the
cers nnd employes,
remarked that the court has held vaults
Tho bank was
that the directors have the power robbed otof $11,000.
$37,000 two years ago
to remove a trustee without the assent of the court.

FOR

CHRISTMAS

n--

-

Golden 'JZule
ALBUQUERQUE,

S

AN OLD

cSVorew

N.MCX.

Sj

STORE WITH A NEW SPIRIT

11 GRILDREN

AT SENATE QUIZ

LEADERS CLAIM

and Porto Rican

(Hjr The Associated rress.)
Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. Leaders

n

American

Interests Want a
v. Levy; Louisiana Produc- f ers 2.5 Cents.

of the local union of packing
houso employes are without au
thority to" rescind the order instructing the workers to strike, as
thn nrder was issued by the na
tional executive board of the un
ion, counsel of three union offirionlnrori tnri'lV in HTlHWer filed
ot
in district court to contempt
court proceedings brouvnt oy i"
stnte industrial commission.
"The local officers did not call
a Btrike; they merely transmitted
to the men a strike order of the
national general executive board
which they have no authority to
rescind," the defense counsel con-In
tended. It was further stated
the answers that the men "are not
on strike, but quit work individually of their own volition."
The filings are a part of argument of tho defense in the trial ot
three union leaders and 48 other
members of the union, whlcn
comes un before Judge J. C. Mor- ley tomorrow.
They are charged by the state
industrial commission with having
quit work at the packing- plants
without giving the commission 30
days' notice of their intention to
do so, as required by law. Subsequently the defendants were cited for contempt of court for refusal to carry out a mandatory
order directing them to call off
the strike when the commission
took Jurisdiction in the controversy.
1,500
There are approximately
members of the local butcher
workmen's
union, according to
President McCreash.

2-C-

.

(By The Associated

Irsa.

Washington, Dec. 20. American
beet and Porto Rican cane sugar
interests asked the Benate financo
committee today for a duty of two
cents a pound on ' Cuban raw sugar,
cane producers
while Louisiana
and manufacturers urge that the
duty be made 2.5 cents a pound.
The rate proposed in the Fordney
inbill is 1.6 cents a pound, an
of one cent
crease of
ana
over the Underwood ,law duty
the same rate in force under the
emergency tariff act.
spokesmen for the American
conbeet and cane interests, in cas
cluding presentation of their were
declared that their industries
threatened with destructionIf and
the
would be forced to suspend
This
present duty were continued. field
American
would leave-th- e
industry,
open to the Cuban caneevents
last
they said, adding thatwent to
.
vear when raw sugar
cents a pound indicated what
would happen to American consumers under such a condition.
before
The witnesses said the issue Amerlthe
congress was whether which
now
K can sugar industry,
half the nation's needs.
supplies
.....
r.
a ho nanruirpii iu aiu vsu-They said there was no dlsposltioi
n
Cuba and that if produc- tion In that country was reduced
near ine iiie-wto somewhere
total of 2,000,000 tons, or half
of the amount consumed annu
States, the
ally in the United
Cuban industry would be put back
on its feet.,
cnargeo
Louisiana producers

1

'

Pitcher Sam Jones,
Owner Jim Dunn and Manager
Speaker of the Indiana are hopetul
of landing at least one or two Al
ovbu
piicners to ooisver uieir wean
And one
or the 1922 campaign.
Jones
Jones.
Sam
is
seek
,aD tney
aded by Cleveland to the
wa8
bottom Red Sox in the deal that U. S. ATTORNEY WILL
to the Indians. event- gent Sneaker
.
:
RESIGN 0NJANUARY
manaeer there.

nrnducers in
Cuba were the American refiners
who always had fought a duty on MARKET REPORTS BY
Cuban sugar.
inWIRELESS IM KANSAS
They and the beet sugar
also declared
dustry spokesmen
had
PLANNED BY COLLEGE
that the Cuban producers last
1,260,000 tons of sugar from
crop which they were
year's
(By The Associated Trrra.)
Varta Ten 20. A
threatening to throwone oncent thea
ir.v..HM
.American market at
wireless telephone station in every
pound.
.mint,, man In TC.mSnA. with Which
Representatives of the beet to receive the official daily market
sugar industry said the two cent reports, is a plan trie extension
duty was necessary because of the
of the Kansas State Agrl-.i,itdifferences In costs In the United
hnn under
,niiAo.a nnw
States and Cuba.
The report will be read daily
way.In a brief filed with the com- from the college here. 1 ne rikhh-ti- c
mittee. Gray Silver, Washington
telephone mnrket report sysrepresentative of the American tem will supplant the wireless telFarm Bureau federation, suggested egraph system now operative. Tho
that the maximum rate on sugar telegraph system has been found
,Jbe made 1.6 cents a fiounrt, with l..,l.nnt. t,o.aiian nf thn lack Of
'
given the president to
who can take the report
' 'authority
increase this rate "if it should be- operators
at tne various coumy
come evident that American profarm agent's office in each
ducers were losing ground to the county
countv seat will be the receiving
detriment of the country."
station for the daily telephone re
.
.
.
port.
TClnMPSS tele- nnnarn
at the
LITTLE PROGRESS IS
Installed
he
will
phone plant
next year.
agricultural college early service
MADE AT PARLEY OF
is
The wireless telephone
.imnlomont the market
PREMIERS IN LONDON
.
service of the United States depart
ment of asricuiture.
(Br The Amwrlntrd PrtM.)
t- n.t.ntinn tn the official sta
Tiat pn
hv thn Asso
volun
ciated Press). Not much progress tion there may be several
teer stations in a county; ai""i
nas oeen. mane inu mr, u
them rural school stations, operated
learned tonight. In the conversaof the Radio
tions between Premiers Brinnd of under the directionSchools
of KanFrance and Lloyd George of Great Association of the
was formed
association
Britain on German reparations and sas. This
kindred questions. The two met at the last meeting ot tne rvm.iw.
at
association
again this morning but did not get Statee lc a Toathers'
To p
together 'lis afternoon.
one
be
will
radio
plantmlddlfl west
Talking to the Associated Press
,
... . aggie
. The
ha
un.
in- i..
Oi tne luiKt-ntonight, Mr. Briand said he was confavorably with
compare
will
of
details
the
and
able to give any
c
tui
versations which ranged over a the largest or American
day time
wide field, including reparations ninntn. it will have awhole
state
the
of
should
working range
and the Intentions of France
strunder reserve power anu
Germany fail to meet her financial
full power, covering
obligations, due January 15. He ange, under
of
TTnitA
Some
stntpfl.
.v.i.
emphasized that his conversations
with Mr. Uyod George did not con- the official college correspondence
ny wireiesa
stitute a conference, which could will be sent out
be called only after an accord had the new plant Is installed.
been reached in an exchange of

ii..,

uA

AtvtnHnnn

'

-

1

(By The Aftnorlnted Treiis.)

I
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o-

Carlsbad-Lov-Inpto-

"t

Denver, Colo., Der. :0 (by the Associated Press.) Otto
Bock, for
nnarlv seven vparn Assistant United
fates attorney here, has announced
his intention or resigning January
1, to enter private practice again.
Mr. Bock was appointed In 1914
by United States Attorney Harry
who died several
B. Tedrow,
months ago. During his term of
office Mr. Bock hns handled the
federal conl Investigations ordered
..n... .v.. t nr., ant nlsn hundredsof prohibition cases,' narcotic prosn ri nana R ' S HE OUL Ul
anu nna
t ie violations of the new federal law
Bv thn state of the hair It in
transfer from one
pnverincr the
in itiArra tnn (rnnpr.-lhpfllth
state to another of stolen automo n,..;1ilA
nerson. sav some doctors.
biles.
t

(TIT

nilUTCM

TO MOSNIN

JOUHHM.1

Fe. Bee. 20. The New
onnotnintlnn nomnanV. in
corporated, of Albuquerque, late
tnis arternoon was uwmueu mo
contract for bnllding a concrete
n
bouievara in uona
munij,
This federal aid project Is between
Berlno and Anthony; on the El

Flmplet,

T JT . M ' '

7

:

,

-

I

Paso-La- s

Cruces boulevard.

6.809 miles In length and
tract price Is $112,584.
HAD

the

KIDNEY TROUBLE

Kr i
con-

TEN'

YEARS.
Don't Bive up hope If you are
from
backache, rheusuffering
matic pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
always tired feeling, pains in groin
symptoms of
f and muscles' or other
trouble. 3. T. Osborn, B. F.
' kidney
D. No. 1. Lucasvllle. O.. writes: "I
had kidney trouble for 10 years. I
tried all kinds of kidney remedies
liut they did me no good. I took one
bottle of Fbley Kidney Pills and
they helped me so much I am well
now," Bold everywhere,
;

60 o
t druKI lit!
buck.
or by mall postptia.
BOILENB CO., Albuquerqaa, N. II

rour munty

the

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

Machinists
BnglnMra Knomler
Casting id Iron. Urasa. ' Bronia, alum
OH Unslnaa
fllactrlo Mutiira,
Irnim.
Pumnt and Irrlaatinn.
Works soil OMre Alhnancrqoa).

-

Thomas'
ICE CREAM
Half-Gallo-

n

Packed

81S.
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In choosing a gift for a man you want it to be appropriate you
want it to be correct and at the same time a little apart from the
ordinary the kind of things, he would appreciate because they
are the kind he would buy for himself.
1

1

.

,

mm

j

DRESS GLOVES

ROBES

MOTOR

if

For His Business Hours

For His Car

LINKS

WARM GAUNTLETS

CUFF

WOOL HOSE
SWEATERS
SWEATER COATS

SHIRTS
NECKWEAR
HOSE

...69c

--

fifes

dm

net

SHOP WITH US BY PHONE.

r
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75c

combinations........

$7.50 Hand Embroidered Gowns, round fljff flfl
POUU
square neck, short sleeves
Values to $10, Wool Sport Skirts,
&n AK
plaited beautiful color combinations....
$5 Jollie Joan Frock, for the kiddies, sizes 1 to 6.
Japan crepe m all colors,
cQ QPT
imported organdie trimmings....
tyOtJtl
$6.00 Angora Scarfs, belt and pocket
Ap?
trimmed, several color combinations. . . . tPTCt0
Kayser Silk Bloomers, 4 length,
CifJ ft A
black and colors
DOtJU
$1.95 Perky Peggy Aprons, checks
and plain colors, sizes 16 to 46....... vAajUii

DOttl

WASHBURN CO.

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers
aiTTtii

25c

PXt)

Evening Until Christmas

n nn iirl
Mmfi
it fn...i n ffi
.....n run
a
l IF! Ill
a.a..a.aaa
.

Xtv

v 19

For Your Convenience We Will Be Open, Eacti '

1.

......)

Values to $4.95, Leather Bags, black
(grt AO
tPaWc0
and colors, warranted real leather
$10 Black Traveling Cases, including
rrp
six pieces and case
ipv I fj
Values to $27.50 Traveling Cases, warranted real
leather, colored linings, nine
Si
Kfl
JLawtll
piece fittings of ivory
Children's Buster Brown Hose, for
..
boys and girls, all sizes. Pair
Humming Bird Silk Hose, black, cordovan, Russian
calf, pearl grey
QK
and camel
PJLZjO
t
$2.50 Satin Duchess, f
Qpf
.
36 inch, black only.
Boudoir Caps, pink and blue, lace and

(

KNITTED TIES
SILVER BUCKLES
FANCY MUFFLERS
LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS
LUGGAGE

E.

?Q

DJL.Ut

bolts

For the Particular Man

I

f

jJUM

W

''

......

a

.. ..

M'AgrfMWMa

j
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ALL FUR PIECES HALF PRICE
.

$1.00, Delivered.
SPECIAL OIIDERS FlIiLED.

Phone

(jj--

?Q

J--

$2.19
$2.39
$2.79
...... $8.25
$4.50
$8.95
$4.95
:.$12

ALBUQUERQUE!

etc., quickly

ROILENE

H

-

I-

4)

$1.25 Bath Towels, with
fancy pink and blue borders.
$2.50 Pillow Case, hemstitched and
embroidered, size 45x36. Pair....
$3.00 Embroidered Pillow Cases,
hemstitched, 45x36. Pair
$3.50 Embroidered Pillow Cases,
hemstitched, 45x36. Pair
$13.50 Luncheon Sets, hand embroidered cloth and six napkins.
$7.00 Hand Embroidered Luncheon Set,
the cloth and four napkins, for
$14.50 Luncheon Set, hand embroidered
cloth and six napkins
$7.50 Luncheon Set, cloth and four
napkins, hand embroidered
$19.50 Center Piece, hand embroidered
in white silk, 36 inch center
$13. Pc. Luncheon Sets, include one center piece,
six plates and six tumbler doilies and six napkins,
cream, rose and
(13 QK
blue borders
ptJUO
1Q-10-y- ard
25c Xmas Ribbon, No. 1 red only.

wmwm

TO THE LADIES OP

d Trent.)
The Amorlatf
o

BoIH,Carbunclei,
reneveq ny

inches

......

P 11 E S

Santa

$3.50 Jointed Dolls,

$2.19 Blue and .White
Bath Mats

pru-posl-

"

$3.50 Paxie
Dolls

.

--

-.

$1.25 Dressed Sleeping Dolls,

jointed

and blue, nursery patterns.

vni,i'

nrAviA

--

69c Dressed Sleeping Dolls,

with hair

$2.25 Crib Blankets, 30x40, pink,

.

'

HURRY! KURRYl HURRY!
If vou wart . chean
.
n dirtn
SPRINGfcK I KAINor fcK CU.

..19c
..39c
.. 79c
$2.39
$1.95
...89c

39c Dressed Sleeping Dolls,
with hair

$1.25 Lace

9n
The man
agement of the New Tork Ameri
can leaguo team aniiuunvjou
today that the club had traded
ColPitchers William Plercy. RipShortlins and Jack Quinn and
stop Peckinpaugh to the Boston
Americans in exchange for Pitch
ers Joe Bush ana earn joues auu
Shortstop Everett Scott.
No cash consideration was ln- In tna Afial it WAS Said by
Colonel Jacob Ruppert, part own
er of tne xanKees.
The need of strengthening the
itrhln stnff hv the ac
quisition of veterans, such as Bush
PARDONS ARE GRANTED
and Jones, was mane impressive
the last world's series.
'..BY GOVERNOR MECHEM during
Quinn is a veteran, wnue
llns and Plercy are youngsters.
n Th Journal )
C...1..1 rP.ufiilnr
deprived recently of
Plercy was
H 'm aartna mnnpv And
condi
TiAr
Trr
cnntn
2A.OriA
Sus
hi.
of
commutation
one
tional pardon,
pended until May 20, by Commis
sentence and one complete pardon sioner Lanais tor participates m
have been granted by Governor the barnstorming tour for which
Mechem.
'Babo" Ruth was aiso punisneu.
Toman Romero, sentenced from
Bernalillo county In April, 1917. to
WAGE CIT PROPOSFD.
serve forty to fifty years for mur
TnAtr,tr Pb . Den. 20. The
der, is conditionally paruuneu.
Philadelphia and Reading Railway
wmiam a Aabhv. sentenced from company today postea nom.es
to
1910,
in
March,
a wage cut for maintenance
Socorro county
...it. a it?. lArm fnr murder, has
of way employes or irom d xo to
to
Conferences will
had his sentence' commuted
cents an hour.
twenty-fiv- e
years, four months and be held to fix rates.
his
make
will
This
fourteen days.
term expire on January 1, 1922.
It Is ' accounted the hxpplest
ntenced from omen for a boy to be born on
rinK TChlttla
to
1921.
for a
Chaves county in October.
Christmas day,
..Mr. ulv TmnnthM nnd one day tO irl
An old name for her was
seven months, for an offense not "the sorrow child."
given, has been pardonea.

ALBUQUERQUE COMPANY
GETS ROAD CONTHAUI

Sat urday

Dresser Scarfs

PLAYERS, "SWAPPED" BY
an observation that todays
nnnr
nan.M snnke of the YANKEES AND ntU bUA
naval nuzzle" at the
xt

Friday and

18

.

conference and sugWashington
recent
gested that M. Brland's with
the
statement did not square
announcement of the French delethere
warmly that
gation he replied
nr. nr.h A vpreencles as had
On the contrary,
insinuated.
been
he declared, he was in full agree
ment with the French delegation and the claims they had put forM. Briand complained somewhat
what Iia tprmed the sus
isi..i
picion with which certain quartersv
r raiive s uci.ci.oa '
rind in nee ri
naval measures.

n"

n

Wednesday,
Thursday,

chll-rirn-
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Muffs and

Collars,
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'GANG OF FIVE'
DOES NOT CALL

SECURITY ISN'T

Corporation Is
Stretching a Point to Save
the Livestock Industry
From Destruction.

Finance

(PtCIAI. DltPAICH

TO

MORNtNa JOURNAL

The federal
the war
through
government,
finance corporation, is lending more
money on livestock than the security Is actually worth, In an effort to save the livestock Industry
from destruction, it was brought
out through testimony taken at tho
second days' session of the annual
conference of county tax officials
with the state tax committee. The
s,
conference heard both J. M.
president of the First National bank of Albuquerque, and
Arthur Selignian, who Is vice president of the First National bank of
Banta Fe, and a director of a loan
company organized to
with the government loan agency.
Attitude of linnks.
RSynolds testified as to the attitude of the banks toward livestock
loans, explaining that the government agency is lending more money
than the banks can afford to lend.
Banks would like to help the livestock industry, but cannot do so at
hte peril of stockholders and depositors.
fcieligman said the government is
a valuation of $5 on
accepting
sheep, lending 80 per cent o thut
valuation whiie the actual value of
sheep is known to be much less.
Banks are now calling livestock
from the
paper, and loans secured
government are largely for the purat the
loans
of
pose
laking up
banks. Seligman said the government is not so much in business as
It Is trying to render service to the
whole public by saving the livestock industry from disaster.
While the government is accepting a value of $5 for loan purposes,
sheepmen are asking for valuation
of $3 for taxation purposes. The
same ratio prevails as to cattle.
Testimony taken and arguments
heard at this conference will be
used by the assessors and the state
tax commission to determine values
which will be used for assessment
purposes in 1922. Power to fix
these valuations Is vested In the
who now have the
county assessors, assessment
of grazpower to fix the
ing lands.
Scale of Valuations.
The conference will end some
time Wednesdaj, when some unibe
form scale of valuations will the
addition to
agreed upon. In
cattlemen
several
two bankers,
with extensive holdings were heard,
asked
assessors
and a number of
Questions and expressed their views.
SanUi Fe, Dec. 20.

Iiay-nold-

WOULD PROTECT SONS
OF WEALTHY MEN FROM

VAMPIRE ACTRESSES
(By The Associated Frrsi.)
New York, Feb. 20. .Legislation
marriages
fcy congress prohibiting
for thirty days after the announceIt will
"so
ment of an engagement
be Impossible for an actress to get
the son a rich man drunk and
sober,"
marry hlra before he Dr.getsWilbur
8.
was recommended by
Crafts, head of the Intetnational
In
Reform bureau of Washington, of
an address before a gathering
Other plans
Methodist ministers.
In a program for the betterment of
mankind he said his organization
would strive for Included:
v "An effort to Induce the nations
'represented at the arms conference
to adopt International prohibition
after they have finished a discus'
irton of war problems.
to the federal constitution for a
uniform divorce law similar 10 me
New York statute.
present!fhf
acrnlnst nude TllClUreS
that put beauty above duty,' and
against newspapers ami umsauiw"
A

ltcatlon of racing odds that might
encourage netting.
"Regulation of the motion picture industry.
"Another amendment to the fedwhich will
eral constitution
.v.
tn Pfltholln and
ii.ina
XllUll 111.
Jewish institutions publio money
derived irom I me w""""
Methodists and members of other
denominations."

pro-.il.- ia

MEN WORK
P' ANTS,
CHARGE0F UNIONIST

DISEASE!

IN PACKING
'

Omaha, Neb., Dee. 20. A
of three city commissioners
was appointed today to investigate
a charge by J. H. Davis, district
Meat
president of the Amalgamated
Cutters' and Butcher Workmen's
bewore
men
diseased
that
Union,
ing employed In the packing
men
houses to take the place of
who are on strike. Mr. Davis was
for a delegation of
spokesman
who
women strike sympathizers
marched to the city hall.
O. C. Willis, of Armour and company, said thsf physicians examined the employes in packing plants
and that the chage of the union
head was "absolute rot."

COUNTY TO SAVE

The "Gang of Five," probably
one or mora boys, threw a scare Into the minds of Father Weckx and
several other of the Old Albuquerque priests last week through a
"black hand" letter. The
letter demanded
that $5,000 be
buried under a bench in Highland
park by Saturday night.
If it was not buried there by the
appointed time, murder, fire and
many other unpleasant things were
hinted at.
The lokesters, whoever they were,
apparently did not have much faith
in the letter being taken seriously,
for although the officers of the
sheriff's office saw to it that box
containing $5,000" was properly
buried, no one has come to collect
the forced Christmas present.
The letter follows and was aa
dressed to "Tlir. fathers of the
Church of San Felipe:"
"We are a gang of five: we don't
ask nothing from you Fathers, only
we are in need of $5,000 each. And
you Fathers will come across with
the $5,ooo. ir you riuncrs retuse
to give up this amount of money,
all you Fathers will lose your lifes.
lie sure ana aont ten noooay; no
police of no kind. This money
should be taljen to the High Land
Park and be setted under the tirst
banch only 6 inches deep; if you
fathers notify the police and one
of the gang wilt toe caught; but the
rest 4 is enough to blow all your
residence and your selfs too; even
the church will be blown up too;
from this date of 15 we will give
von 4 8 hours to think of time; re
member the place under first bench
6 inches deep between first to legs
of the bench at the High Iand
Park. Now is your time to think.
Refuse: you fathers will be sorry
atferwards.
If you accept you
Fathers will be save from the
of
Five.
Gang
"Sign.
"G. o. F."
Several of the deputy sheriffs
as n result
colds
bad
are nursing
of their faithfulness to duty. They
claim that the air Is rather raw,
even In the Sunshine state along
about 3 o'clock in the morning this
time of year.

TWO BASKETBALL

TE!S

AT VEGAS

BK

LARGE

A

In unite of the fact that the con
tractors' bids ranged from $3.50 to
$4.50 a yard, the graveling of the
extension of the Rio Grande boule
vard north of Old Albuquerque is
being done by the county, under
,u
.n,ri,iBUn e.9 lha nminlif rnflrl
superintendent, at a cost of $1.05
per yard.
rrv,A mad
mi eroded hv the
county last fall and bids were asked
for the graveling oi several miies ui
the road. When the bids were
opened, It was found that the coun
nuuu
ty coula not arrora 10 pay matprices as were asked and the
ter was dropped for a few minutes
by the commissioners while they
drew deep sighs of surprise end
awe.
The county road superintendent
then came to the rescue with the
h rnuntv itself
that
could do he job at about one dollar
a yard. Reluctantly ana aouDiimiy,
the commissioners authorized him
to start work. A large part of the
road Is now completed and the cost
for the entire Job will not run over
$1.05 per yard.

,,n.nf

CHRISTIANS
.
HALF OF
IN BURMA,
WHOM ARE BAPTISTS

500,000

(Ity The Aaanrlmrtl Pre")
Rangoon, Burma, Dec. 20.

The
remissionary conference, h whichannucently closed Its thirty-fiftstatisal session here, presented
tics to show that there are now
about 500,000 Christians in Burma,
half of whom are Baptists.
,
Dr. Joseph C. Robbins of
representing the Americanof
Baptist Foreign Mission society,
which he is foreign secretary f6r
British India. In an address to
the missionaries, discussed Important problems and emphasized the
advisability of new missionaries
making a thorough study of th
Rurmeso language in order better
to attain the viewpoint of the
people with whom they work. The
chief topic of debate was the queswhich the
tion of grants-in-aimission has been receiving fromtho British Government for its ednnollnniil work. ThOUch mMlV
contended that the acceptance of
these financial grants Is a viola
e
tion of the historical Baptist
of the separation of church
nnil ntnte thft conference vote!
that present conditions In Burma
Justify tho continuance or tnis pol
icy. The "conscience clause was
nnrwtion.
It
nnnllmr fllqmilprt
adoption, would mean that in all
o'
mission schools attendance
Bible study classes would bo optional rather than compulsory.
recommended
The conference
the nnpointment of an educational
secretary for Baptist schools In
Burma. Another Important action
was the decision to establish at
Tnstiln a Burmese and Karen language school for new missionaries. At Taunggyl, Burma, a school
is being established for the children of missionaries. An American teacher has already arrived
and the institution is to open early
New-York-

all-st- ar

READ

FRAY

(Special forreepontlenre to The .Tnnrnnl.)
Iais Vegas, N. M., Dec. 2(1. The
basketball season will open here on

January 6 and 7, when gamge will
oe piayen by the Doys1 and girls
teams of the normal university and
T.ag Vecas high
with the teams

Dawson
high. The teams
the two local schools will
twice during the season, Inof once, as has been the cusIn case they should tie, a
third game will be played. In past
seasons the games frequently have
been so close that the fans were undecided which team wns the better.
Following is the schedule:
Normal.
Date.
January 7. Dawson at Vegas.
t January 13, Vegas high school.
January 20, Raton at Raton.
January 21, Dawson nt Dawson.
Santa Fe at Vegas.
January
Raton at Vegas.
February
at
February
Springer
Vegas.
at
, Springer
SpringFebruary
er.
February IS, Maxwell at Maxwell.
February 24, Vegas high school.
Date.
Vegas Hlsrh.
Dawson at Vegas.
January
January 13, Normal.
January 20, Santa Fe at Santa Fe,
January 21. Open.
8
Santa. Fe t
January
Vegas.
at Vegas.
Raton
February
at
Springer
February
Vecas.
at
Raton
Raton.
February 17,
February IS, Dawson at Dawson,
February 24, Normal.
from
from
meet
stead
tom.

--

27-2- 8,

10-1- 1,

27-2-

10-1-

in

1

The role Kobreson
ly every stock company.
of Noah Vale, the philosopher-invento- r,
Santiago.,..

is ideally suited to the rich,
dry humor of Will Rogers. Star
and story seem to have been made
Tho picture refor one another.
tains the humor and the heart interest that made the appeal of the
stage play Irresistible and universal.
In support of Will Rogers, the
Goldwyn company has gathered an
admirable
cast, Including Sylvia
Hreamer, Molly Malone, Wallace
MacDonald, Sydney Ainsworth, and

miM

I

- 'r

j

f

-
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TwrHNGCO.

WE

ARE

$6.65

'

Leather Goods
Bill Folds

Scarfs
Gloves
Toilet Cases
Pocket Books

TODA-Y-

I

....

jit)

0h

....
....

HERE

dozen

size,-

36c

.

Extra Fancy
Extra Fancy
Extra Fancy
pound .
Extra Fancy

12c
12c

r

Great

15c

Winesap Apples, lb.". . 12c
Jonathan Apples, lb...; 12c
Rome Beauty Apples,

Spitzenburg'Apples;Jb.

These apples are all extra fancy grade,
you can buy apples for less, but you'ean
not buy extra fancy apples for less. Do
not be misled.
Sunkist Lemons, large size, dozen.. 3Dc
Light Amber Honey in comb, each. .
Pure White Honey
each. . 33c
English Walnuts, No 1 grade, lb... 3Zz
". .""V
Almond Nuts, soft shelled, lb
Pecan Nuts, large size, lb
k '
Hazel Nuts, pound
25c
Brazil Nuts, pound
. . ; 25c
Glace Pineapple, slices, pound
89c
Glace Cherries, pound
65c
Glace Fruits, assorted,
box, .. .$1.00
Glace Fruits, assorted,
box. ... .$1.95
. . . 50c,
Sunshine Fruit Cake,
b
Sunshine Fruit Cake,
$1.00
Golden
Dates,
Dromedary
in-com-

.

le

yea m

offer

to

hy

bfere

1--

Ef

2-l-

not seen

Eiawa

lb.

b.

lb.

......

2-l-

10-o- z.

o

ssk

are

llm

have km
0:n.c

and

the great

package

value

22c

.1

F. F. O. G. Golden bates,
pkg. 22c
Little Cook Cleaned Currants, 9- oz. packages
...19c
Heinz Plum Puddings, small size.. 22c
Heinz Plum Puddings, medium size 47c
Heinz Plum Puddings, large size.. 84c
Heinz Fig Pudding, medium size... 47c
None Such Mince Meat,
package; .15y2c
None Such Mince Meat, No. 2p2 can 44c
None Such Mince Meat, No. 10 can. $1.52
Heinz Mince Meat,
tin
29c
Heinz Mince Meat,
58c
tin..;
Heinz Mince Meat,
40c
glass. ..
'Heinz Mince Meat,
73c
glass
Sun Maid Seeded Raisins,
pkg. 21c
Sun Maid Seedless Raisins,
10-o- z.

1-- lb.

2-l-

1--

b.

lb.

......

2-l- b.

15-o-

z.

15-o-

ireptiss

....

55c
-

Extra Fancy Delicious Apples, lb...

it Co.

package

.

Sun Maid Cluster Raisins,

15-o- z.

z.

23c
pkg.' 29c

MISTLETOE HOLLY WREATHS
TURKEYS
"S & H" Green Stamps With All Purchases at the

"Groce-Tote.- "

113 forth First

rrra

(Opp. Y.

II ft,' A.)
KIlHWWIKMUMtKWMCMKKxwlxJxHW

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

Tr,

-

TOVE

.,..'

tiro
an

Socks '

Umbrellas
Traveling Bags
Bath Robes

J

I1M

,'U,''
Cry Baby

''mDw"'

-7

"'"'c.Modomlch'l

Trot (Mayor)
. ,
Fo Trot
. ,
Trot
.

BloeWo

Canadian Caper
S

T0

--AT-

Orehaatm
Geo Rodamich'a Orchestra
,
f Selrin'a Orchestra
Serrin's Orcae.tr

O Per Cent Off

Albuquerque Music Store

EVERYTHING IN ATTRACTIVE
USEFUL GIFTS FOR HIM.

Phone

Sit

778

OF

West Central Avenue

THE ALREADY NEW LOW PRICES UNTIL
CHRISTMAS

J: ECoAcsir Ss Coo

& KELEHER
Where Society Brand Clothes Are Sold'
218 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
HAYDEN

I

Oranges, large size,

Blue Goose Oranges, small

see

(Co.

38c

7c

dozen.

here.

Art t

....... ...

0r

To suggest useful and attractive Christmas remembrances for the men of your
family, if you would like to have us do so.
Gifts chosen at The Guarantee Clothing
Company this year are likely to reach the
acme of perfection for they .will be useful as well as attractive.
,

Neckties
Shirts

SALE

Ml chiamano Mimi (My Nam ! Mini) From Boheme
(Puccini) Soprano, in Italian

j

6c

each
Blue Goose

Dp

Si,,
m

3s"

who

Claira Dus
Reeandila armonla (Strann Harmoor) FromToace Art I
.
.
.
Fattier.
.
Tina
,
I
(Puccini) 7'anor, in Italian
I Nocturna In E Flat (Opua 9, No. 2) (ChmpM Pianofort
hy Paul
I
BroaialawiHubcrmaa ,
Frmnkml.
Violin Sola
J taat Roaaef Summer, introduced la Flotow'a "Martha" VTAomaa
Sl.00 t
Virginia Raa
Moore) Soprano
Nailing) Ttnor
Sins I Sinfl Birda onUtt Wins
Theo. Karl
1S0S0 J
Tanor with Malm
TU An Irlh Girl I LoTt'lBrannan-Duhln-BalTheo. Karl aid Mai Trio
Trio
. Wilfred Ciena
Barltono
Aalp inInth Cradle(Lamb-PtlrU- )
ttn
sue
Baritono
th
of th Deep (WillmrJ-KnUh- t)
Rocked
Wilfred Glenn
Weddlnf f th Winda Walt (Hall) . Miniature Concert Orcbe.tr
11 KB
He
th Warea WalU (Sobr Ua Olaa) (Roto.)
Miniature Concert Orcheitr
Wuhlnsten Poet Mareh (5onta) . Walter B. Rotera and Hit Band
ISO
. Welter B. Rotere end Hi. Band
El Capltan March (5eaa) .
Tonor
Joeaph O'Hars
listBe Lose' Ship (Morriton)
Ttnor Duel
Little Crumb of Happlneae (Brmnnan-BalT- )
Jam Craren
and
Joeeph O'Hara
Who'll Be the Neat On (To Cry Orer You) (Black) Tenor with
SIM ,
Jamee Craven and Mala Trio
Mala Trio
85a
Soprano and Ttnor
Rear Cheek. (r(.n-l'ean-5alrIrene Atiarey ana vnariea nan
Ttner mnJ Baritana
Bird, of a Feather (McGovan-Aforan- )
Charlee Hart and Elliott Shaw
SSa
Baritonm and
Fin a Sentimental Dreamer (Patkman-Kaufman- )
Eraeet Hare and Female Trio
Famala Trio
Hawaiian Playn
Plantation Lullaby
SIM ,
Frank Frra and Anthony Franchinl
Me
Hawaiian
Girl
Mln
of
Playaro
Sweet Hawaiian
(Ptrry)
nd Anthony rrancbini
rrank
Down
Go
Fox
frof
(Bfom)bhamJonee'Orcheitra
theSun
Whan
BOSS f
'
1.00
Dream of Mo Fox Trot (Hlcktnan-Black-Jtrem- t)
laham Jon' Orcha.tr
Cm Rodemlch'a Orchestra
Fox Trot (Sponeor)
tin Fanciea
Trot, from "Shmfflo Along"(Sitilo-Blakt- )
Gyp.y B1u-j- Foc
.
Gene Redemich's Orche.tr
from "Tho Uatlo Bo Keen"
Everybody Step -- Fa
tin
.
. . Benni Kruaser'a Orche.tr
(Irving Btrlin) .
no
How ManyTime FoxTrot (RoKnaen) Bonnie Krueier'. Orche.tr
Somewhere in Naplee Fo Trot (Zamoen ik) Orchotlra lArranit-mtn- t
by Wolltr Haantchtn . Rudy Wiedoeft'a Califomian
tin Whoa Buddha
Orchcilral
Smile. FoxTrot (Sreien-Zany- )
ey Wallor Hatnoehan
Rudy Wiedoeft'a Californlau
Weft (Wtndltng)
C.tlawed Marimba Band
ll f Monastery Belle
(Cario-fireeSilver Sand, of Lore-W- aft
CWtlewoed Marimba Band
Carl Fenton'. Orche.tr
till It Yon-F-M ojr T Trot In(Conrad)
Trot (Mayor)
-F
Tuck
Slp My Old Tueky Homo-Carl
Fenton a Orchxtra

1004
.W
. anos
11.60
10041

Washington Prepared Coffee

Washington Prepared Coffee,
..$1.18
large size
Blue Goose Oranges, extra large,

offering,

Brunswick Records
-- ON

DEWTRATIG.1

'

G.

at sab prbes.

fib

SftYE

medium size

gesds

JANUARY
800M
11.60

YOUitf T

US-

1--

.ri.lii.

Suggestions
f

hardware

fm a

Washington Prepared Coffee,
Small cans .. ..
G. Washington Prepared Coffee,

GppcrtButify

eo.

n II itx!

G.

the values

Christmas
mm

JOURNAL.

G.

psa

WE ARE SHOWING A COMPLETE
LINE OF GIFTS SUCH AS THESE:

our Christmas Sale at

....

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

...

s

Ladies Red Cross Walking
Oxfords, Goodyear welts,
military and low heels,
brown or black offered in

. ..
Halio
Knt
g
Graham
Roily
g
Central school Wildcats defeated
First ward annex yesterday afternoon, 19 to 10, on Central grounds.
The line-uFirst Ward.
Wildcats.
Saunderi
Benfro..
.f
TTaU.
Richardson
f
c
, Marcus
Clark
Walsh
Whitney. .....'. .g
Read
Vann
.g.

922.

DELTA RAINBOW ORCHESTRA TONIGHT. COLTER E INN.
EATS SWEETS DANCING.

TO MOANtN

DISPATCH

(SeaCIAi.

Las Vegfts, N. M.. Did. 20. The
case of J. R. Clevenger, Santa Fe
enRinetfr, charged with a statutory
bffense and found guilty last June,
and remanded for new trial, has
been dismissed by District Attorney Arrnijo. The ground for dismissal was the supreme court's
statement that at the first trial
there was not sufficient evidence
to convict. The district attorney
snld he had no more evidence to
offer.

Stanton
cf.,.,.... Sctvmzor

PLATE

Tho report for Judson college,
Rangoon, showed that, in spite of
the student strike, the total enrollment had increased since December, 1920. During this time
there ,ha been a 25 per cent Increase In the number of women
students.
DKNIED A NEW TRT ATj.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dee, 20. Bert
P. Herzog, former federal prohibition enforcement officer, recently
convicted of accepting bribes aggregating
$1,600 In connection
with an alleged whisky ring, today
was denied a new trial and sentenced to serve seven years In fed- DfUl prison, and fined $16,000.

CASE IS
DISMISSED BY ARMIJO

"A Poor Relation," the Goldwyn CENTRAL BASKETBALL
picture starring Will Rogers, which
TEAMS WIN TWO GAMES
was presented at the Lyric theater
Central school second team deyesterday and which is being repeated today, is the photoplay ver- feated Library first team at12basket
to 0
sion of the famous stage play of ball yesterday afternoon,
name
the same
by Edward The game was played on the Librae
B. Kidder.
For the past thirty-on- ry grounds.
The line-uyears, "A Poor Relation" has
Central,
Library,
been successfully piayed by every
Mossman
f
character actor of note and in near- Scars

aoc-trln-

com-tnltt-

'

the two remarkable child actors, CLEVENGER
Robert Do Vilbiss and Jeanette

Theaters Today

Trebaol. "A Poor Relation" was
directed by Clarence rratrger, who
with Will
has been associated
"B" Theater "Cappy Ricks" is Rogers in twelve consecutive Goldbeing repeated today with Thomas wyn productions.
Melghan and Agnes Ayres at the
head an
cast; also repeat- NEW FOX STAR WINS
IN EXCELLENT PLAY,
ing the "Travelogue" and "Current Events" pictures.
"CINDERELLA OF HILLS"
Lyrio Theater Will Rogers, one
of the best of the Lyric circuit, is
Barbara Bedford well upheld the
repeating
today, starring in "A reputation of her producer, WilPoor Relation"; also repeating the liam Fox, when she appeared In
Gayety comedy, "Wild and Willie." "Cinderella of the Hills" at the
runtime Tliootcr Barbara Bed- Pastime theater yesterday and
ford Is still at the Pastime, starring which is being repeated today, and
In "Cinderella of the Hills"; also justified her recent elevation to
Her ability is astonishrepeating the "Fox News" pictures stardom.
and the cartoons of "Mutt and ing, when one considers that she
out
of her teens.
Jeff."
not
is
yet
The story, by John Breckenrldge
HISTORIC PIFR AT THE
Ellis, is of a mysterious girl of
BOSTON J.AVD1NO l'LVCTC
the mountains, living in fear of
SHOWN IV "CAPPT KICKS" her stepmother. One day Claude
Wolcott comes to the property of
The historic state pier in South the Gradlcys to sink oil wells, and
was
Boston
chosen
for several with him Is a former lover of the
scenes of "Cappy Ricks," Thomas beautiful stepmother, Mrs. Grad-leThe engineer is attracted by
Melghan's new Paramount picture
which Is being repeated today at the mistreated girl, and his comwas
"B"
theater. It
the
here that panion renews his love making
Thomas Meighan, Agnes Ayres, with 'Mrs. Gradley.
Mr. Gradley
Charles Abbe and other members is made frantic by tho actions of
of the "Cappy
Ricks" company his wife.
follow several
Then
played a rring scenes directed by complications that lead to the
Tom Forman.
It was the exact death of the stepmother and to
President Woodrow a totally unexpected final climax.
spot where
Wilson landed in America on his
Howard M. Mitchell, who has
return from the peace conference directed Shirley Mason In many of
In Versailles, in Boston harbor, the her Fox successes, was the direcscene of the tea party of Revolu- tor of Miss Bedford. His long extionary fame. The rocky coast off perience is apparent. He knows
the famous summer resort at Bar how to emphasize at every stag;
Harbor, Me., and the Golden Gate the strong' points of the star.
in San Francisco harbor are other
The cast includes Carl Miller as
interesting places which are used leading man; Cecil Van Auker as
as backgrounds In "Cappy Rlcka." the "heavy;"
Barbara La Marr
Dooly as the stepmother; Tom
"A POOR RELATION" IS
as the father, and Wilson
TINE I'll'TUHK NOW AT
Hummel as a village gossip,
TIIK LYRIC THEATER
I

51
DIG 01 WORK

FOR THE $5,000

WORTH AMOUNTS

LOMMSSERT

.

December 21, 1921.

. Albuquerque's Hardware Store

PHONE 878
jj

fjjf

"VJ.,''

-

T

"me "

afj

208-22-

8

N. SECOND

3

1

December 21, 1921.
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Social Sslciidar

y

I

DAG.

Margaret: A double chin cannot
be reduced Quickly, but It can be
reduced If you are patient and if
Massage and knead
fou persist.
the skin with the hands, using a
rather vigorous motion to break up
Ihs particles of flesh under the
ikln, then rub for at least five
minutes with a piece of Ice.
Discouraged Betty: If your eyes
ire always bloodshot and red, I
im Inclined to think it is because
Ytiu
they are a little strained.
may need glasses or you may only
need a little rest and a general
you have cried a
building up.
rreat deal for the last three years,
Kou have been in an unhappy and
Sepressed state of mind. This Is
certainly going to affect you all
over and In all sorts of unforeseen
The health of the hair Is
ivays.
ilways affected by nervousness and
depression, so is the complexion
Ind so are tho eyes. I would
you to resit and to build your-lel- f
up and to do everything to
make your life happier before you
the in to a feeling that your eyes
&re ruined for life.
Mrs. B. V. W.: The only fhlng
that will permanently remove the
growth of hair on the face Is the
electric needle. To get these treat,
ments you will have to go to an
needle
who
electric
specialist,
charges by tho hour and who can
remove quite a few hairs during
an hour's sitting.
Do not shave,
but bleach the hairs with peroxide

ing, being vigorous exercise, should
certainly reduce you, unless you
allow the appetite as a result of
all this exercise to lead you into

If the

growth of
the hair on your arms annoys you,
do not try to pull out the individbleach this
ual hairs, Instead
growth with peroxide.
A girl of 16, 6 feet S Inches,
should not weigh more than 120
pounds.
E. V.: If your skin Is too oily
use astringents on It. Do not use
any cold cream, but wash with hot
water and castile soap every day
and follow this by an ice rub or
by using toilet water or any good

ad-pi-

k

Wednesday.
Adelante club will meet at Y. W.

C. A.

at

6 p. m.

B. E. A. N.:

TAFFETA FROCK IS
SPRING SEASON'S

"

,
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and surgeons
have fallen upon
lean times,
and
complaints of
are widedwindling
practices
The other day a doctor
spread.
from the fashionable Harley street
district was sued In tho courts for
a small debt which he declared be
was unable to pay because his
practice had "dropped almost to
the vanishing point."
Fashionable doctors say that so
many ordinary practitioners have
o
had
experience with surgery cases that In thousands of instances, they now do tiielv- - own operating instead of sending their
Another
patlonts to specialists.
reason is that many formerly well
to do people who would In other
circumstances
have consulted a
prominent physician now go to
hospitals where they obtain treatment at much lower cost. Others
say that women now prefer to be
attended by doctors of their own
sex and that psychoanalysis
and
various forms of faith healing account for the falling off In tho
number of patients.

3&
&

s,

war-tlm-

GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS
JOAN DECIDES TO RE FAIR TO
Margaret had been a trifle more
anxious than usual over Joan's talk
M.USGAKET.
of the two boys, her manner of deCHATTER 44.
ciding her feeling for them. But
to
when
seemed
her
Joan
It
she comforted herself by the recoltnother discussed age that 20 years lection that Joan had gone through
(jack was In the dark ages, that the experiences of her 16 years
tvhen she was 20 years older Bhe very successfully.
would feel old, and not care to do
Yet, naturally, after this she
what young people did. But Mum-sl- e watched both boys as well as Joan
let her do as she wanted to, and more closely than ever, she knew
of course she should allow Mumsie the feeling of the tide of young
the same privilege.
who were always In and out of tho
Sometimes she thought of what house in the wake of Joan, who
her mother once had said con- was always their leader. They felt
cerning her, Joan's marrlaRe
she was monopolizing the two most
that then she would be left alone eligible boys. Ted was a New
and lonely. Of course that was all York boy for one thing which, as
foolishness.
Perhaps she would Hortense Thompson said, "made
not marry, but if she did Mumsie him different, and more fascinatwould always live with her.
than the home boys," although
"I pouldn't get along without ing
It was
that Malcolm
her!" she declared aloud. "I never was bothunquestioned
brilliant and good lookA
could In the world."
usual ing.
thinking of herself, so being unFathers and mothers liked Malconsciously selfish.
colm, this Margaret knew. He was
Joan had a capacity for facing persona grata
with Mr. and Mrs.
facts. She told her mother that Thompson, also with the
earnest-minde- d
Gloria and Hortense had at
really
young people always did so Instead of evad- times shown a sort of jealousy of
ing them as Gloria Freeman and Joan because of him, yet not
Lonnle Carpenter did.
enough to lose Joan's friendship.
Joan enjoyed her own youth In That was one peculiarity about
such a tense way,
Joan. She held the friendship, the
when she talked in this superior admiration of the girls even whilo
manner, yet not annoylngly so.
they resented her popularity with
So now she faced the fact that the boys, because
it invariably
her mother was not quite happy, eclipsed their own.
and was disturbed.
Joan was a born leader. Her
"I wish to be dead fair with manner half caressing, half arroMumsie," she soliloquized, never gant, the girls found charming. S1
dreaming how comical she was )n they gave way, when necessary,
deciding her mother's life rather rather than lose her friendship.
in attempting to decide It. "I'll
Margaret told herself she was
not say one word not If she buys silly
to worry over Joan's Intimacy
clotBes all the colors of the rain- with either Malcolm or Ted that
bow, and bobs her hair!" she she was to be trusted to handle her
shook her own bobbed golden curls own affairs. But she didn't quite
It was decided. succeed.
emphatically.
Mumsie should
dress as she
"They are nothing but children,"
she told herself, and tried .to find
pleased.
A feeling of a disagreeable duty that fact Boothlng. well performed possessed her.' She
The more she watched Joan the
had put aside her own feeling for more puzzled she was. It seemed
Margaret's sake, although still un- almost as If an epidemic of
convinced that It was either right
had broken out
the
or proper. Had it not been for tho boys and girls of her set. among sat
Influence of Ted Walters' mother In corners holding hands, They
or with
It is doubtful if she would have arms about waists or
over
decided so emphatically in Marga- shoulders, wandered in flung
the arly
ret's favor.
moonlight.
So Margaret and Mrs. Walters
"I shall be glad when vacation Is
n over,"
shopped, and planned a gay
Margaret murmured when
in New York when Joan she saw Joan and Ted silhouetted
should have entered college .and against the glass, their heads close
so Margaret be alone.
together.
Freo-man-

love-maki-

sea-eo-

CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS

By EI.OISE.
The first question of what will
be worn in spring is invariably
answered by tho rustling- of taffetas.
Attractive frocks of this
material are already being made
for
up
early sprirfg showing. Many
of them are trimmed with rufflel
tunics, hemstitching,
embroidery
or Persian colored sleeves. Tai'fe-t- a
is a youthful material which
only the slender figures can stand
and therefore most of the new
taffeta frocks are built on slender
lines.
This model Is typlenl of the
spring taffetas. It Is fashioned of
a rich shade of brown. The skirt
features a petal tunic edged with
narrow ruffles. The bodice is made
on the overhlouso (style, with a
plain front and back, and tho short
taffeta sleeves are cut petal shape
and show long sleeves of ruby
georgette with tiny ruffled
cuffs of tho taffeta. Such a frock
will be sure to find its way Into
the wardrobe, of the school miss
who will want some wcli pr.wn
for afternoon teas and informal
parties.

CRAWS LINEN LAW- NSociety's Correct Writing Paper in Gift Boxes;
Prices, $1, $2.25, $3.50, $5, $7.50, $10, $12.50.

WATERMAN'S FOUNTAIN PEN- SPrices from $2.50 to $35.

EVERSHARP

PENCIL-S-

Prices from $1 to $20.00.

BOOKS

,

BOOKS

BOOKS

Leather Gift Books, Illustrated Books, Poets,
Bibles, Testaments, Boys' Books, Girls' Books
Books for Little Tots, . Late Fiction, Popular
Copyrights.

STRONG'S

BOOK

STORE

BALL

'A

If

ROLLER SKATES FOR CHRISTMAS

AVv

ji
J

16.39 INCHES OF RAIN
FALLS AT WIT. WILSON
SINCE LAST SATURDAY
Pre..)

Los Angeles, Dec. 20. Rain
continued to fall today in southern California but reports indicated that the damage would not be
as great as had at first been inThe precipitation at
dicated.
Mount Wilson continued heavy and
since the storm began Saturday
16.89 Inches have been recorded.
In Dos Angeles the fall was 2.78
Inches.
CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
Mrs. G. Grab, S116 Washington
Ave., New Orleahs,
La., writes:
"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle coughing.
Fcley'i Honey and Tar relieved her
cough, ana I recommend it to any
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble,
clears nose and throat of mucus,
heals raw and Inflamed surfaces,
loosens tightness of the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough
bronchial and "flu" coughs. ' Sold
everywhere,

J

fa

I

PER PAIR

AT

$400,000

Dec.
E.
20. Jamos
Detroit,
(Jimmy) Barrett, former centor-fiehlt- r
of the Detroit American
leasuo baseball team who died
here October 25, left an estate
valued nt more than $400,000, It
was disclosed when tho administrator completed his invest isation.
Much of the estate was represented in extensive real estate holdings, bonds and other securities.
The entire estate was left to Barret's widow. Barrett dropped deai
in his real estate offices here.

Miss Peggy Thayer.
Miss

Pefrgy Thayer, prominent
has
Philadelphia
society
girl,
opened a French novelty shop in
the center of Philadelphia's social
district. She sells all kinds of imported novelties. Her sister Polly
recently announced her intentions
of entering: the musical field. The
girls are daughters of Mrs. John
B. Thayer of Ilaverford.

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.
We Deliver the Goods.
Phone 878.
N. Second.
8

208-22-

OPEN AN OLD GRWPT.
While
Aztec, N. M., Dec. 20.
digging a trench for the ga pipes
through his back yard, C. E. Kip-pe- y
opened an old Aztec grave.
Ho secured the services of ICarl
and they
Morris, archaeologist,
took from the grave six pieces ot
pottery and ! skeleton. One piece
of pottery was unique in thu red
color, which has lasted through
the ages.

t
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SAYS: "Let the Fashion Shop Solve
Your Christmas Gift Problems"
SAVINGLY
SATISFACTORILY
QUICKLY
And Santa's last visit before Christmas. Therefore, he has made extra preparations to have
everything you need in the line of gifts ready for
you. Remember that by trading here your cents
will save you dollars. Below are only a few of
our many bargains for Christmas.
SANTA

IS

offer you something that has
lTEsolved
all baking problems in

millions of homes that is economical
to buy and economical to use and we
do not believe the shrewd housewife of
Albuquerque will refuse to test the
truth of these statements.
Manufacturers of other branch of taking

WEDNESDAY

tb

Is

WEDNESDAY

Ladies
all the

IS

03o

IS

Ladies' Embroidered
regular 20c value,
Twelve

WEDNESDAY

93o

kitchen it won't cost you a penny.

-

IS 93o DAY

and Brush Sets,
regular $1.50 value. Each. .
WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Handkerchiefs,

Comb

IS

. . .

QOn

t)t

93o DAY

IS

IS

t

QQp

93o DAY

fOt

DAY

QQ
OL-

93o DAY

IS

Ladies' and Children's Sweaters, broken
lots values up to $5.98.
QQr
Each

JOl

for

WEDNESDAY

'

JO

QQ

latest colors. Each

....v. QQi
tOt

Ladies' Silk Hose, in black
and brown. One Pair

QQ L

DAY

Bungalow Aprons, in
WEDNESDAY

cases when a housewife haa
tried Calumet she will use nothing else. Consequently
they attempt to prevent a trial wherever possible.

and use something that may prove to be a great deal better.

WEDNESDAY

IS 03o DAY

QO'
tOv

03o DAT

IS

Ladies' Gingham House Dresses,
regular $2.00 value. Each

AOn
..VOC

No. 100, Ladies' Lisle Hose,
regular 75c value. Two pair. ..

that in a great majority of

Learn the facts about baking powder and then
decide for yourself. Yon can try Calumet at our risk.
If it isn't the best baking powder you ever bad
in your
'

.

value. Each

WEDNESDAY

Lot

powder know better than anyone else how
good Calumet Baking Poioder really is.
They know it is pure and wholesome and

They are actuated by purely selfish motives
they fear you will quit bayin s what they have to offer

Gillette and Ever Ready
Razors. Each

93c DAY

Ladies' Outing and Muslin
Gowns.. Each

Ties, reg- -

d

QQ

?l-5- 0

WEDNESDAY

tOV

IS

Four-in-Han-

Jul

93o DAY

Boys' Jersey Sweaters,
all colors. Each
WEDNESDAY

Men's

All

uar

for...,

WEDNESDAY

Listen Ladies'?

t,--

220 WEST CENTRAL

Men's Arrow Collars, laundered.
sizes and styles,

The annual finance campaign for
the Young Woman's christian
association will be held on January
6
4,
and 6, it was determined at
the December meeting of the board
of directors on Monday evening.

The budget necessary to operate
the organization for the coming
year has been set at $5,000.
The campaign will be conducted
by Mrs. A. B. Stroup, chairman of
the finance committee of the board.
Members of the board will head
teams of solicitors composed of
members of all of the committees.
The budget set is the lowest for
several years, the board having cut
its expenses on every hand and
placed more of the financial burden of the institution on the cafeteria business.
The board decided to turn In the
old automobile which has been used
for the hospitality work of the association for the past two years
and to purchase a now car. The
association automobile Is of great
service to a large number of convalescent young women of the city
who are served by the hospitality
department., Reports of all the department secretaries were read and
approved at the board meeting.
Mrs. David Spence Hill was welcomed as a new member of the
board.
Reports on the Christmas work
Indicate that all of the girls' organizations of the Y. W. C. A. are
foregoing any Christmas celebration of their own in order to devote their time, money and effort
to giving pleasure to the lonely girls
and orphan children of the city.
Through the efforts of the Adelante club and the Woman's
association about a hundred individual baskets of Christ-magoodies will be distributed beto convalescent
fore Christmas
girls. The C. U. P. club is providing clothes and presents for two
Girl Reorphan children and thetwenty-five
serves are dressing
dolls for Christmas presents for
,
children.
poor

BALL BEARING

STAR'S

1922 CAMPAIGN
OF F. W. C. A. TO
OPEN JANUARY 4

(By The Associated

Clear Your Skin

Soap, 0!ntmfnt,Tn)rm. Me. erwTwh.r. Sampli
fren of Cuitetri L&borakoria., ftcvt- X, UtbUa, liua.

SELF-CONTAINE- D

TO TAKE FEDERAL JOn.
Las Cruces, N. M., Dec. 20.
J. 11. Evans, secretary of the Ele
n VTCII DANK WILL MOVE.
i
h
phant Butte irrigation district,
Los Cruces, N. M.( Dec. 20.
join the U. S. biological survey
The Bank of Hatch, located nt early next year and devote hi
Hatch, N. M., soon will ba moved time to extending the campaign of
here. A meeting will be hn.d short- rodent extermination in this disly to elect officers and se.ect
trict. His headquarters will be at
Albuquerque.

ic

Prices from $3.33 up.

.

rol-lor-

rs

EASTMAN'S KODAK- S-

Cuiicura Soap
Will Help You

Gib-iion-

s

IS VA1 UED
MORE THAN

!

(By The Aanoclntcd 1'tm.)
20. Physicians
Dec.
London,

s

R

of
and implements
gore. The man who works for
wages soon finds his name is Mud;
tho tax collector rages for money,
in a flood; and nearly every shilling Is spent for bygone killing or
plana for future spilling of useful
human blood. Tho warships tnke
our cousins, our uncles and our
sons, take them away by dozens,
to shoot off silly guns; and all
these boys we're needing, for reaping and for seeding, and not for
futile bleeding where some punk
ocean runs. Scrap all tho Bhips
and cruisers that loaf alonp the
wave; no nations will bo losers
when they have found their grave;
it is an idle notion to think that
ships In motion upon the brindled
ocean will make the world behave.
battle-axe-

TIMES ARE LEAN FOR
FORMER
LONDON PHYSICIANS ESTATE

astringent.

Corrina: If the hair is curled
every two weeks with a very hot
iron It Is quite likely to stop growing. The curling Iron should never be hot. If the hair must do
curled, It Is much better to use kid
inch-ecurlers. A girl 18, 6 feet 2
should weight 117 pounds. A
woman of 40, B feet 6
inches,
should weigh 139.
Minna L. H.: You can remove
the blackheads from the nose by
using the blackhead cleansing
powder, a formula for which I
will send you If you will mail me
a
stamped envelope.
I Imagine It is much the same as
the powder you mention.

the scrapping

pruning, or Instruments for tuning
pianos and the like. I see tho big
ships lying in San Diego bay, their
flags and pennants flying In brlgtu
and brave array; they seem in
handsome fettle, but oh, what woes
we'd settle, if all their tons of
metal were used for moving hay!
Yon cruiser cost a million, that
battleship cost four; and I, a mild
civilian, am taxed until I'm soro;
my burden greater waxes; I'm
tired of paying taxes to buy more

t

tin

gladly

Bee

of overy gun and pike, I'd see no
war flags flapping, no legions on
the hike; glad lays I would bo
crooning if swords made- hooks for

ADVANCE AGENT

x

LONGING FOR PEACE.

I'd

over-eatin- g.

'

BECOMES OWNER
OF NOVELTY SHOP

By tVAIiT MASON.

and pull them out with a pair of
tweezers.
Betty D.: Send me a letter with
a
stamped envelope
enclosed and I will send you a
formula for developing the bust.
Mrs. Fatty: A great deal of danc-

St.

LIE3G RHYSIS

By Edna Kent Forbes.

THE MAIL

GIBBONS IXJCHES IT AND.
Paul, Minn., Dee. 20. Mike
Ribbons, middleweight boxer, injured his right hand In his fight
s
with Mike O'Dowd in which
won the nowspaper decision
last week, but plans to go to England for bouts as soon as the injury
heals. IIo will return in tho spring,
ho said today.

SOCIAL FAVORITE

uaiiy Magaznie Page

BEAUTY CHATS

Pasre Five

93o DAY

Men's Cotton Hose, in black, brown,
grey and white.
QQ
Eight Pair

iOL

WEDNESDAY

QQs
JOL

IS

IS

93o DAY

Men's Handkerchiefs, in white,
red or blue. Twelve for

93o DAY

WEDNESDAY

QQ,

9iO DAY

IS

The exceptional merit of Calumet is proved

by the efforts of competitors to prevent a trial. Calumet
contains only such ingredients as have been approved
officially by the U. S. Food Authorities.
'

IMPORTANT

Pound can of Calumet contains full

WEDNESDAY
1

Dresser
values

If you want something fancy, try our ICE CREAM;
Individuals, Bricks, Gallons. Yes we' have bottled
WHOLE MILK. You take no chance. It is the
best quality the best, care and equipment un'
,
surpassed.
.

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
North Second

93o

DAY

Scarfs and Table
to $1.98.

Each... f.

WEDNESDAY

Runners,

"OC

...........

WEDNESDAY

321

IS

.

,r Bow R'bon8' ?xta Wlde' Q Q
"f
all colors. Three yds. for
JOs(

6 oz. Some

baking powders come in 12 oz. instead 7f lttoz.
cans. Be sure you get a pound when youwantltT

Co-Operat-

AOn
V C

Children's Sleeping Garments,
to 10. Each

size 2

IS

Baby Crib Blankets, in
and pink colors. Each.
WEDNESDAY

93o

IS 93o

DAY

Children's ; and Misses' Cavalier Felt

DAY

blue

........ QQOl

IS 93o DAY

Shppers, size

5

to 2.

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o DAY

Extra Large Xmas Stockings,
filled with Toys. Each.
WEDNESDAY

QQ

IO I

IS 93c DAY,

STORE OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL NINE

ive

I,

NO PHONE ORDERS
Phone 351

NO EXCHANGES

t

NO CHARGES
NO C. O. D.

4
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

CAR

t

December 21, 1921'.,

"""''hw"jh1.

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

THE LIST OF PRIZES
GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

HOW

PRIZES

ARE

iyde aker Light "8" Touring Car

Albuquerque Morning
Journal has been divided into
three separate districts.

The Studebaker Light "6" Sedan
will go to the Club Member
polling the highest number of
credits in the campaign.
This
prize may be won by a Club
Member in any of the three
districts.
'

The Studebaker Light "6" Touring1 Car
will be awarded to the Club Member
itandlng next highest In the entire three
district!! after the Sedan has been
awarded. This prize may be won by a
Club Member In any of the three
districts.

RIZES
DISTRICT

DISTRICT

1

CHEVROLET
Touring, Car
150.00 in Cash
$75.00 in Cash
$50.00 in Cash
$30.00 hi Cash
$25.00 in Cash
10
Cash Commission-T"4-9-

Non-Winne-

"4-9-

o

CHEVROLET
Touring Car
$150.00 in Cash
$75.00 in Cash
$50.00 in Cash
$30.00 in Cash
$25.00 in Cash

0"

Cash Commission

10

To

rs

Non-Winne- rs

"4-9-

10

Cash Commission
To
Non-Winne-

rs

After the five automobiles have been
awarded the Club Member standing
next highest In each district will receive $150.00 In gold.

DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins. .
.m.;.. . . .
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
, . . ln. , ,i. .
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes.
.
Miss Lillian Yrisarri
,
Miss Edna L. Williams
.l.lK.ifl.,
Miss Helen Gurule
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
Mrs. R. M. Marx,
. '.
Miss Ada Philbrick....
.
..
. . . .t.:....James Ross, Jr
Miss Margaret Kleinworth.
v
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey.
. . .....
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger t..... . .
...,
G. Albert Linder.... . .

.

3 CHEVROLET TOURING CARS
ONE TO BE AWARDED IN EACH DISTRICT

The next highest Club Member In each
district will receive $75.00 In gold.
The next highest Club Member in each
district will receive $50. 0C in gold.
The next highest Club Member In each
district wiH receive $30.00 in gold.
The next highest Club Member In each
district will receive $25.00 In gold.

.....

..........
-

.y.

DISTRICT

Chev-

Adding Machine

........

3

CHEVROLET
Touring Car
$150,00 in Cash
$75.00 in Cash
$50.00 ijj Cash
$30.00 in Cash
$25.00 in Cash

Tabulated on a Burroughs

...........

PRIZES in

PRIZES IN

EN

Awards
Member
of the

a

Credits

VALUE $1,350.00

The

LAST COUNT

The following are the Club Members In The Albuquerque Morn.
lag Journal's Salesmanship flub Cnnipiilsn, together with the total
number of credits cast by each. This Is the last count of the credits
to bo made by the campaign department and will be taken by the
Judges as the basis on which they will make the final count la
awarding the prizes.

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

In order to distribute the prizes
evenly, the territory covered by

After the two Grand Capital
have been awarded the Club
standing next highest In each
three districts will be awarded
rolet
Touring Car,

THE

VALUE $2,295.00

L7ARDED

Hi

STANDINGS

Studebaker Light "8" Sedan

Mrs.
F. C.
Miss
Rene
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.

;

2,796,800
2,787,800
2,776,100
2,723,000
2,685,025
2,664,500
2,576,650
2,526,600
2,305,300
1,821,600
1,588,600
1,408,400
1,118,900
886,300
172,800
i

NUMBER TWO

C.

Martinez, Gallup, N. M
2,560,100
Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M
pi..-.2,113,300
Virgio Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M..i.l.1.,.Mv., 2,049,900
. 1,793,200
Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M ....JV.. 1,724,600
Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M
1,434,600
Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M....x.i..l.l.1 1,081,300
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
.. . Mu... . , 1,025,000
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
614,000
J. F. Jamison. Raton, N. M
556,200
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M.. ....... .. 329,000
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M..,.,.
..,
301,500
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M.. . t.UUi.
,;
169,100
'"r
"
'
DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M
vzt:
1; 2,647,8"")
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
i
2,459.
F. C. Burgess, Socorro, N. M
2,425
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz. ....... . ,
l
2,182,
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M
)
u. 1,846,41
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M..LK. . . .. 1,565,600
L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M
1,495,600
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home, Portales. . . . 314,300
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz
'289,400
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M
195,400

..

...

!

Club Members who fail to win
a regularly listed prize, and
whom remain active during the
campaign, according to the rules
will be paid
ten per cent
cash commission on all subscription collections turned in.

...

(10)

THREE

"4-90-

"

1

CHEVROLET TOURING CARS, VALUE $692 EACH

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO,

1 hurs clay

Night at leu

lock

1 1
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WILL CLOSE SnOPS.
Kistler, R. A.; Gioml, James;
Russel F.;
L. F.; Mead,
St. Louis, Dec. 20. The Missouri
Al;
Mearns, W. G.; Coleman,
Pacific will clone Its five construcHeed, O. K. ; Stone, W. M.j Smitn. tion
24 for an
shops December
Ernest; Vichi, P.; Wilson, Joseph Indefinite
period, it was announced
R.; Campbell, Roy.
at general offices of the road here
today. Decreased business necesC. n. CONNER, St. I). D. O.
sitates the action, it was stated.
Specialist.
Osteopathic
2038-Journal Want Ads bring results,
Stern UklK. Tel. 701-Ma-lon- e,

T

INDUSTRIAL

OF

CANADIAN ENVOY'S
WIFE POPULAR AT
ARMS CONFERENCE

AS KETBALL

HIGH

ESCAPED IMMKTE

1

F

IS

CI

4

inmate ot the
school at Fort
Grant. Ariz., wounded W. W. Lay-toa guard, probably fatally, and
'' then escaped after first
inviting
other boys at the Institution to follow him and then threatening to
kill anyone who did follow him.
He later was captured by G. H.
Whalen another guard, who lassoed the boy as he would a steer.
The incident, which occurred
late yesterday, wa reported to Burt
WinKar, secretary of the board of
directors of state institutions, here
today. Invton was taken to aIt hoswas
pital In Knfford. Ariz., where
said there was small chance for
him to recover. Frallck also was
is being
taken to Safford where he outcome
held in Jail awaiting the
T ovtftii'i tnliirlpfl.
Lav'ton, who was In charge of ft
nt nMr hnvs clearing land
on the school farm, was grinding
an axe when Frallck secured anthe guard
other axe nnd attacked
from the rear. He struck Layton
and
physicians
fho v,pnd twice
was
reported that the guard's skull
.
fractured.
Mr.
win
7m link, the report to
gun
Layton's
gar said, then tookother
boys, to
on Invited the
one made a
No
vm.
.......
n.ifv,
"'
move to do so. it was said, whereI will
upon Frallck announced:
attempts
l.m
Kill H"J v.tu nf- vnn whoout
of tne
to follow me," and ran
iFralick,

state

Industrial

n,

.irn-a- p

TA

57. (3A11UD. at uuuuy.
February 3, Harwood, ut Harwool

In

February 10, Ei raso, armory,
February 11, Harwood, high
l?Fralick was committed to the in- school gymnasium,
as a
February 17, Santa, Fe, armory,
stitution from Cochise county
irt.hmnri IS. Belen. at Belen.
delinquent. His father Is said to be
Wohnmrv 2 3. Fort Sumner, at
James H. Fralick of Chattanooga, Fort Sumner.
Tenn.
February 24, Clovis, at Clovis.
February 25, Roswell, at RosIN
CHANGES
SFVFRAL
ii s. Menaul. Menaul school
THE CUSTOMS SERVICE
March 4, Indian school, high
school gymnaisum.
The Ansoclnted rrrss.)
Ariz.. Dec. 20. Sev
States RIRL FORMS A POSSE,
eral changes In the United
customs service along xn
GOES AFTER BANDITS
can border were announced here
Fowler,
L.
Charles
today by
(By The Associated Prwi.)
r,f the customs for the dis
to
Flora, 111., Dec, 20. Lied by
trict of Arizona. The changes,
Kelley a snemi
be effective January 1, aro as fol- Miss Mildred chased
five armed
posse tonight
afternoon robbed
who
this
men
been
George C. fc'otley, who has office the State Bank of Iuka of
cashier in the collector's
000, into a wooded strip seven
here for several years, will become
north of here. Miss Kelley
miles
the
of
in
collector
charge
deputy
Herbert C. is an employe of the bank.
office at' Douglas;
The bandits automobile crashed
Chatham, who now Is deputy col
forcing them to
through a bridge, robbers
lector in charge or tne oiuce
are surit. The
Naco, will become cashier in the abandon
wooded clump by
i'offico here, and Fred H. Perry, rounded in the
who are waitnow mounted inspector at Doug- Sheriff's deputies,of bloodhounds
at
arrival
las, will become deputy collector ing the
day break before entering the
in charge of the Naco office.
woods.
Miss Mildred Kelley formed a
PHONEY OUTPOINTED.
posse, loaded them into her autoFa., Dec. 20.
Philadelphia,
the banBenny Ionard, lightweight cham- mobile and started after
of dits. ,
pion, outpointed Tim Droney,
d
lancaster, Pa., in an
cleansed, deodorized,
Fishtails,
bout tonight.
and dried, are a novel trimming
women's
hats, now being tried
for
Seventy years ago Christmas
by milliners.
cards were unknown.
-

wLi.

col-lnt-

eight-roun-

Santa Glaus has returned to the

UNITED STORE
Santa has just returned to the United
and here is a list of the truck loads of
that he has left for you to choose from
La'dies' Leather Hand Bags.
Ladies' Purses
Heavy Ivory Combs. .......
Ivory Brushes
Nail Files.
m
Buffers
....:.:..
Perfume Bottles.....
.t.i.....:-- :

......

if X

STAND
TO CLEAR HIMSELF OF
CHARGES OF MURDER

team.)
Inr.nnrv

at

Store
goods
$1.00
$1.00

..89c'
$1.00

.69c
.69c
.69c

. .m.:
25c
Soap Boxes
..$1.00
Military Brushes, set
Pound Boxes, Special made Chocolates. .98c
$1.00
Cake Stands
Large Pictures
in. .w. ... . . . .75c to $1.00
.$1.00
Baby Blankets.
Baby Books, "All About Me". . . . .50c to $1.00
DECORATIONS FOR HOUSE OR STORE
Special Prices in Quantity Lots.
5c to 15c
Tree Balls, 2 for.
.5c
Tinsel, 3 yards for
w. ...... ....... 15c
Garlands
15c; to 10c each
Bells, dozen
10c
Snow, per pkg..ln.

FOR THE KIDDIES MANY TOYS
Spelling boards, checkers, dominoes, books,
harmonicas, drums, tool chests, hatchets,
hammers, wheel barrows, Fords, engines, cannons, games. Sleeping dolls, doll beds, doll
cradles, doll shoes, doll dresses, doll furniture,
doll wash sets, Buit' cases, trunks, everything
to make life happy for the kiddies.
Look for the big sign in front.
FOR MEN Pipes, shaving sets, ties, handkerchiefs, gloves. Just every thing for men.
'
Santa Claus will be at the United Until
' Friday at 6 O'clockN

New York. Dec. 20. Interpretation of the
treaty sign
ed by arms delegates as a moral
to go to
nations
the
pledge binding
a
war was declared by Prince
tonlKht to be so far fetched
He
no
refutation.
that it needed
spoke at a dinner given in his
honor by Lindsay Russell, founder
of the Japan society.
"The treaty," he aanea, is a
moral nledee of the four powers to
consult one another in a friendly
manner to maintain the general
peace in the Pacific. As such no
nations can refuse to accept it
Reviewing the work of the arms
conference, he said it was "a remarkable thing we have done." He
more
emphasized that in a little naval
than four weeks the great
powers had agreed on terms that
were all but identical with the original program laid down by the
American delegation.
"And T mav ndd." he continued
an
"that we have all but concluded and
t between China
what
.lapan for the settlement of ques
has been callod the 'Shantung
and
More properly
rainy
tion.'
that question might be called the
for
Japan,
question,'
Tslngtau
after driving Germnny out of Tslngtau at considerable cost in blood
and money, did not reserve to herself even the full extent of German privileges and claims in Shan- tour-pow-

i-

4, Indian school,

Hit Th Aaaartnfrd Trru.t
Noerales, Ariz., Dec. 20. IMaeirto
Silvas took the witness stand in
the superior court here today in
an effort to clear himself of the
connection
charges of murderin
with the deaths ot PostmasUr
and Mrs. Frank Pearson, who were
killed by a band of bandits in tho
postoftiee store at Ruby on Aug
ust 26, last, on which he is being

tried.

Silvas denied that he was a participant in the raid. He declared
that he was at his father's house
in Arivaca at the time of tho raid.
The defense also put on several
other witnesses in an attempt to

corroborate Silvas' testimony.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Cason of
Ruby, testified that tho Ituby
postoffice store could not be seen
from the home oT Mrs. Rosa Rodriguez. Mrs. Rodrisuez, testifying for the prosecution, had declared that she saw Silvas enter
the postoffice store with the bandits on tho day of the raid. She
said she was watching from her
home.

5 OF 16 MEN HELD

IN

JAIL AT ARDMORE ARE
RELEASED UNDER BOND
(By The Associated rrcus.)
Ardmore, Okla., Dec. (20 by

the

Associated Press.) With the submission of a signed statement tonight by J. A. Gilliam, stock raiser,
or Ardmore, to Assistant County
Attorney J. L. Hodge, concerning
his participation In the raids
Thursday night, which are believed
by authorities to have culminated
in the death of three men at Wilson, five of the sixteen men being
held in connection with the killings,
were released under bpnd of J2,5()Q
each and another was unconditionally released and charges of
murder against him withdrawn.
The men allowed bond are: J. R.
Gilliam, Don Julius, Baptist minisJ. D. Smith, Walter, of HeaUiton-ter Carroll, brother of Harry Carroll, who was shot and killed by
masked men at his home, and H.
A. llensley, of Wilson, relative of
Carroll. William Ratcliffo was ordered released.
It was announced that the preliminary hearing of the men, eleven
of whom are now charged with
murder, will be held Thursday.

er

Toku-iraw-

tU"-Le-

t
tne repeat that the princiwas
ples of these agreements
reached in less than five weeks. If
the
case
that
It had not been the
in the fullest
spirit of Japan were
accord with that of the other great
the
nations that have suffered incould
nt war this aereement
shows
It
concluded.
not have been
how unreasonable was any doubt
that prevailed before Mr. Hughes
It
made his historical speech.
shows how unfair was the charge
that Japan was militaristic in spirit.
"You will see, ir you nave uul
re
already seen, that Japan wm
The opjoice in these agreements.
position to them will be negligible
in our country, as Jong an
ia oooiirnri thut she need fear no
assault upon her own independence
and need contemplate no cianseruun
aggressions upon the security of
China, you will find she will play
the part of peace. The security of
China is vital to ner. as is ouviuub,
and she rejoices not only because
of the evidence that tnis commence has given that she need not
fear fnr herself, but because of the
evidence of security which has also
beon given to her great and worthy
neighbor."
He said that had the conference
taken place In any of the other
so
eaoltals it would not have gonewere
far or so fast. Americans
"speedy," he said, but the Japanese
did not intend to pe ien Demim.

LABOR BOARD INQUIRY
WILL WIND UP TODAY
(By The Associated Press.)
Chicago, Dec. 20. Hearings

OCEAN

HERS
BALLOT

ATI

FIGURE III SUIT

.a nri

ot when she left Louishurg, N. S.,
on January 15, 1916, figured today
in a supreme court action brought
by relatives of the missing men
against officials of the Frederick
They seeic
Steamship company.
to recover $700,000 for lives that
were lost. Charles W. Morse is
among those Involved in tho suit.
A bottle containing ten whects
of paper, each with a message
signed by one of the crew, was
found on one of tho Orkney
coast.
Islands, off the Scottish
Nine were written in Spanish. One
in English said:
in
"We are slnkin
and the captain has deserted us.
There are ten men left behind.
The steward of tho ship. FaithMathews.
Ceorge
yours,
fully
Good bye."
Translation of another said the
men had been left on the ocean
and that there "had been means
to save them all but for his fault.
We ask to be avenged upon this
man."
Tho other mossages were farewells to relatives.
Tho Frederick left New York
In December, 1915, for Archangel.
She stopped at Vineyard Haven,

J,

..a.

'

Be Returned Tomorrow.

Law operating cost

Ballots for tho nomlneMon of 31
candidates for the 15 berths on
the chamber of commerce directorship were mailed to all chamThe balber members yesterday.
lots contain the names of every
chamber member, with a few exceptions, noted below. Each member is to mark the names of 30
persons he believes best suited to
act as directors and to mall the
trt fhft nhnmber nf rom- ltcta ho
(mPrce hy Thursday afternoon.
Tho 30 persons nominated will
be up for election nnd lints carrying thoso names will be mailed to
tho members for voting for the
board, which is limited to 15 mem1

mld-oce-

bers.

Through an error, the following names were not printed on
tho lists and should be added;
Kaseman, George A.; Milne. John;
llarton, D. E.; Heatty, T.; Bowers,
II. M. ; Bruce, A. E.; Foley, J. J.;
Elder
Dr. P. O. Jr.;
Cornish,
J. E.; Everitt, Geo.; MoSpadden,
E. L.; Fletcher, G. E.; Gobrr, J.
L.; Haggard, Jerre; Hauser, W. A.;
Mnss., Portland Mo., and at Louis- - Fuhrmeyer, E. G.; Galer, H. E.;
Khe
conled.
N.
where
S.,
burg,
of
Now
McDcrmott
George
York, testified ho had signed as
a steward for the voyage, but re
fused to sail because he believed
tho vessel was overloaded and
He said her cargo
consisted of railroad iron, barbed
wire and automobllo trucks. Tho
complaints in tho action charge
tho vessel owners and operators
with conspiracy "for the purpose
of making profits by purchasing
the steamship Frederick which at
the time of its purchase was old.
worn out and totally unfitted for
use as an ocean going vessel."

H

MILLION FISH EGGS
SENT TO HATCHERIES

SCHUMANN-HEIN-

A

LONE THIEF ROBS
DRUG STORE OF

iKiilTri
1 .11

JACOB KORBER & CO.
DODSB BROTtlEM
MOTOR

CARS

K

eokgent

9(1
r!nln
Tioo
Five
FliMivpr
crews of deputy game wardens have
just completed the largest take ol
spawn of trout in the history of
the fish and game department o
Colorado, Roland G. Parvin, com
missioner of fish and gamo announced
today. Altogether
eggs have been collected
.ind sent to the hatcheries, he saiil.
Thirteen hatcheries were filled to
capacity with these eggs.
The take this year is larger by
4,000,000 eggs than any previous
take. The increase is due to tho
fact that the lakes from which tho
spawn was taken were cleaned before the spawning crews set to
work, according to Mr. Parvin.
All of the spawn was taken from
fish in lakes at an altitudo of
8,000 feet. The
principal lakes
the supply of spawn
furnishing
were Electra, in LaPlata county;
Grand Mesa, in Delta county; Akin
lake, in Larimer county; Swank
lake, in Mineral county, and Born
lake, in Archuleta county.

be-- h

tho railroad labor board on
the rights of railway companies uu-r-to
let out work to contractors not
the Imlsdiction of the board
probably will be completed tomor
row.
hnnrA mddfl DrOETTeSS tOflay
rrh
in rnnalrlerini
complaints made
railroads by labor oragainst nine the
cases
of four of tne
ganizations,
roads being unisneu.
Frank P. Walsh, general counsel
for the railway employes Department of the American Federation
of Labor and the brotherhood of
nf wav and railroad
mnintonnnr
his
shop laborers today reiterated
n an
reierrmS
blanket charge,
"o nntlnn-wld- e
conspiracy
.
nf the railroad la- lor beard as to wages and working
conditions.
ANOTHER DECISION
Cnunse for tne carriers cuu- LAW tnAA (hot nnlv a. mora economical
ON ANTI-ALIE- N
and efficient operation of the roads
in contrauuns
was contemplated
The
Associated
Press.)
(By
certain work.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 20.
The California anti-alie- n
law does
not prohibit the making of conWASN'T SIGNED
tracts under which alien tenants PACT
UNDER DURESS, CLAIM
farm lanti end take as payment! for
fhelr labor a proportion of the
crops produced, the United States,
(By The Associated Tress.)
district court here held in a decisLondon, Dec. 20 (by the Assoion handed down late today.
the
ciated
Press). Accusations in was
The court which yesterday af- dail elreann
that the treaty
firmed the constitutionality of the slerned under duress and that the
n
law, today granted a tem
threatened wjir in the
porary Injunction restraining state premier
event of refusal, are met by a
officials from proceeding against J.
statement here that
J, O'Brien, Santa Clara county any duress must have been duress
rancher and J. Incuyera Japanese, of the plenipotentiaries' own
who sought to make such a con- minds, not any eleventh hour dectract, as alleged violators of the laration from Mr. Lloyd George.
law.
"in"But," adds the statement, alterThe law prohibits owning: or asmuch
the well known
as
aliens
ot
ineligilands by
leasing
was war,
acceptance
The court native is toan element
ble to citizenship.
of truth in the
ruled that the crop contracts, even there
statement." The contention is also
though they might run for several set forth that the slnn fein delewere
not
leases.
years,
gates were negotiating to avoid
war and were simply parties to a
DEAThTaND FUNERALS treaty to safeguard peace.

BY

III THE FACT

Ernestine

That we have built a real bank here.
A bank based on loyalty and service
to our friends. A bank ever alert' to
assist, both personally and collectively,
every issue or movement that tends to

i$EisIay Eusnisig

promote the general prosperity of the

BesesTakr 26

"

community.

bank with an earnest ambition to help
its friends make money to seek its
own success through the prosperity of
its patrons.

A

$69

(By The Assorlnted Press.)

Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. A lono
thief, well dressed and of rcfineS
walked into a drug
appearance,
store in East Denver tonight, as
to buy something,
wished
though he
and then pushed a pistol into the
face of the proprietor. He went
through the cash register and obtained $69 in cash. Police are looking for him tonight.

State National Bank

Tickets on sale at New
Mexico Phonograph Co.,

TRAINMEN ARRFSTF.D.
Dec. 20.
Pa.,
Norristown,
and
Charles Evans, conductor,
Walter Yeakel, engineer of the
Philadelnorthbound train of the
phia and Reading railway, which
collided with a southbound train
near Bryn Athyn, Pa December
5, resulting in the death of 20
persons, were arrested today following a verdict by a coroner's
jury fixing responsibility for tho
wreck upon them.'

402

"

Affiliated With
Tlie State Trust & Savings Banlc,

West Central Ave.

....

Admission
$2.00
School Children 75c

i

v

'

7 Combined Resources
Four and

Adults Presenting Student
Tickets Will Not Bo Admitted.

,
'
-

Million Pollars

One-Ha- lf

2 &ii:,:L&iaafl3

anti-alie-

WE INSIST YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY HERE
:
!

semi-offici- al

SPECIALS

75c Fine Silk
Four-in-Han-

OILIj The funeral of D. F, GUI
ANY
was held at French's parlors yes- DID YOU NOTICE
IN YOUR FOOD
SLUMP
terday afternoon at 2:30, the Kev.
Hugh A. Cooper officiating. The
PRICES LAST MONTH?
Masonic burial services was given at
grave. The pallbearers were: D.
B. B. Booth, John
H. Boatright,
(Dr The Associated Press.)
Food
Dec. 20.
Major, Nell Ferguson, Clarence La- Washington,
costs for the average family were
Font and Mr. Shelley.
one per cent lower in November
KREITZ Fred Kreltz, 25. died than in October, according to labor
at his home on South Edith stveet department estimates. The comat 10 o'clock yesterday morning. pilation of the estimates was made
He came to Albuquerque from St. from reports of prices of forty-thre- e
Louis about two years ago. He
food articles to the depart
leaves a widow ana two children ment's statistical bureau by retail
in
cities.
here and other relatives St. Louis. dealers in fifty-on- e
He has been working for the Santa
c. T. Frencn is
Fe as a machinist,
PRISONERS.
AMNESTY FOR
in charge of arrangements.
London, Deo. 20. The Central
correspon
CHAVES The funeral of Pedro Newe Agency's Belfast
leaa-er- s
today quoted sinn loinlearned
Chaves, who died Sunday evening, dent as
saying they had
will be held this afternoon at 1
political
o'clock from the family residence complete amnesty for all
those sen
including
to the San Jose church. Services prisoners,
arneen
to
had
tenced
death,
at the grave will be conducted by
.between the British govthe Fraternal Aid union, Coronado ranged
effecernment
the sinn fein,
lodge 907. Burial win re at Ban tive beforeand
Christmas, if the Anglo-Iris- h
is in
Crollott
Jose
cemetery.
were
ratified by the
treaty
charge.
Dail Eireann,
TURKEYS 65o A POUND,
'
Phoenix, Aria.. Dee. 20. A large
turkey, at prices now prevailing on
the Paciflo coast, is worth as much
poiltlv
as a small beef steers, aocordlng to Dr. GlassIs ess to
ours
sols
hs
a statement made by George proof
Inhalation
tuberoulosls
by
Mlckle, head of a large chain of In any ollmats.
retail groceries and meat markets
For further Information
here, in an address to a local club Idtlress THE T. V. GLASS
today. Mr. Mickle said that tur INHALANT CO., MASON
key were selling for 65 oenu a BUILDING. LOB AMakV
.
, LUB CAUrOBJUA,
pound in Lot Angeles.

.

ds

AKn
....... . .TCtlL

$1.00 to $1.25 Fine
Silk
'
$1.50 Finest Silk and
Knitted Ties
$2.00 Silk and Knitted
the best in

(tKf
UOL
QPrt
.....;ODC

Four-in-Hands..- ...

the new shapes.

i

...

GLOVES

SHIRTS

TIES

w

TUBERCULOSIS

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299

RECEIVE

1GAI

(By T'is Assnclnted Press.)

high piaya ever
other team in the central section
and on a trip through the Pecos
valley they meet Roawell, Clovis
and Fort Sumner.
If the Duke City team wiu
state
enough of its games, the armin the
tourney will be played 11.
ory on March 10 and
The prices tup year lo saiuco n
be lower than last year, but the ata higher class. In
tractions are of
the local high
Hi aoaHiin nf 1H18-1- 9
iiiciuuuib
played only live gamesschool.
This
Menaul and the Indian
..A... tiio cur A includes seventeen
Mrs. Lorlng C Christie.
of
six
with only
high class games,nome.
Lorinft C. Christie, wife of
Mrs,
them away irom
is as i"' one of the members of the CanThe schedule for
adian delegation to the conference
Januarv 7. Belen. nign scnum on the limitation of armaments, is
gymnasium. .
. .
- - . r, ..... .. IT n one of the many attractive women
Bsma re at oui
January
who accompanied their husbands to
an. CalluD. armory.
Tnniuirv li,
the capital.
January 21, Menaul, high school
gymnasium.
i Simla ta inaiana
v.
TO TRY
TAKES

February

Ffii

UP

PACT

No Refutation.

Albuquerque

dian school.

C. OF C.

v

game with El Paso in the armory
February 10.
Ivaat year El Paso was me smio
rhamuiun of Texas and this year
they boast an even betterteam. The
work of coen ana Brown, uie
City forwards, will be the outstanding attraction of all the toams who
visit Albuquerque urn year.

school.

PLY

MESSAGES CAST

New York, Dec. 20. Mcr.sages
Should Be
Japanese Prince Says Such cast up from the seas, Believed to Several Names
List of
ot
to
the
Added
An Interpretation is So have been written by members
the crew of the freight steamship
Must
Ballots
Members;
Far Fetched That it Needs Frederick which was last heard

tfhe Albuquerque high school
Guard and Flees; basketball
team faces the heaviest
it has ever
Is Captured By Another schedule thisIn year that
spite of the strong
arranged.
i
mm
opposition teams, tire scnootThe
Guard, wno Lassos
out for state honors.
again
As He Would a Steer.
feature of the schedule will be a

Wounds

(By The Associated Frsss.)
Phoenix, Ariz., Dee. 20. George

PLEDGE

SAS Tl

SCHEDULE

SCHOOL NABBED HEAVY

'X

ID

Wrinkle-proo- f,

1
P-L-

$1.25 Shirt3

v.. v..

at

$2.00 Shirts; Kine
Reps and Madras'.

85c
QC

.. tJjJLeOi)

$4.00 Silk Striped Madras,
sian Cords.
QS

Finest materials

Rus-

Off

veOtl

SWEATERS

HOSIERY

YOUNG MEN'S and BOYS'
PURE WOOL FANCY
SWEATERS
$7.00 regularly, now.
.$4.85
$9.00 regularly, now.
.L.;. $6.75
.$7.45
$10.00 regularly, now

Three Pairs 50c Silk
- Lisle, at
y...t.i.....:.$1.00
Pure Wool $1.00 Hose, at.;. .65c
$1.25 Fancy and- Plain
Silk Hose, at.
t. . 80c

..

'

0W

WINDOWS EVERY

DAY-O- PEN

MEYER

114 W. Central Ave.

(9 ff
.tDtJLJ

!?:5..li.nd..

$2.45
4 1

"

fiQ

At

Gloves at
tPO&O
Fine Lined Auto Gloves, regular

.......

Regular $6.00
kind at. .v.

.?.-?-

J

ff

$4,J

-:

SILK SHIRTS
Values to $10.00.

$6.45

Values to $15.00..... T.:.. $7.45

...........

ALL BATH ROBES
SEE

Regular $3.50
Gloves at
Regular $4.50

1-- 3

OFF

I

EVENINGS UNTIL NINE O'CLOCK

& MEYER"

Phone 520.

tr
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If houses for 5,000 more people can be built in
Albuquerque there will be 5,000 more people to occupy them. We have tried and proved this with the
sanitoria. Every new sanitorium and every enlargement has been filled to capacity immediately. We
have tried and proved this with houses in dozens and
hundreds. Why not give Albuquerque av chance to
grow in thousands?
What is true of residences and sanitoria will be
true of apartment houses and hotels. The more we
build the more we will find people. The new hotel
is the opening wedge to city building on a larger
scale. I regard its immediate construction as vital to
Albuquerque.

rf

It

is well known

that

I favored and worked for

14

a site for the new hotel which I regarded as a better
site than the one chosen. I have not changed my view

Hi

as to that matter. Neither have I changed my view as
to the importance of building the hotel. I believe it

to be absolutely essential to the growth of business,
property values and population here to build this
I'M

hotel and that it be done during the first half of 1922.
To that end I am giving all the time that I can and
all the support and encouragement that I can toward
finishing the hotel building fund before the New

Year. It is to the practical, financial advantage of
every citizen to do so.

mm

EI.

.J.

.

I have stated publicly and do not hesitate- to rej
peat that to send out word that Albuquerque has
-

failed in its effort to build the new community hotel
will immediately depreciate the value of every dol-

lar's worth of property in this city by 10 per cent.
The assessed valuation of our city is approximately twenty million dollars. A loss of ten per cent
in valuation means a loss to us of two million dollars, in which every property owner will share.
The total cost of building the hotel is $350,000,
of which $230,000 has been subscribed. An additional
$120,000 will not only build the hotel and avert a loss
of $2,000,000, but it will open the way to a growth
t
which can safely be estimated in millions.

A. G. SH0RTLE

L

December 21, 1921.

FRANK A. IIUBBELL

There is no doubt about the fact that most cities
can and do date their real growth from the time when
adequate hotel accommodations are provided. One
reason fcr this is that proper hotel facilities are necessary to keep a growing city in the growing class.
Another reason is that when a city undertakes to provide and does provide ample hotel accommodations
it is a sure sign that its people have determined to
make growth come instead of waiting for it to come.
I think this hotel is necessary to the speediest

development cf Albuquerque and that the quicker
we complete it the more certain we are to get somewhere in city building.

.1

Everybody acquainted with the hotel proposition
knows that I am keenly interested in the success of
the project. We have subscribed heavily to stock and
I have personally given a great deal of time to the
work and am prepared to give as much more time
and effort as may be called for to insure its success.
My interest in this undertaking is selfish. We
want more people in Albuquerque to buy goods. We
want growth. Our success demands it. My interest,
which is both selfish and practical, is the same as that
of every other business man and every other property owner in this city. By building the hotel we will
start the wheels of progress turning and new population coming. It is to the selfish interest of every
one of us to finish financing the hotel this week, so
that construction may start in January, 1922.
D. S. ROSENWALD

I am giving all the time I can spare to the hotel
building fund campaign because I am convinced that

it is a good investment for me. There is no doubt
that the building of this hotel will hasten growth and
increase the value of every bit of property in Albuquerque. That means an increase in value of the

property I own. It seems to me that the value of this
undertaking to our city is so plain that every one
of us should see a selfish interest and a personal advantage in helping complete the hotel fund. There
is no doubt that it will encourage other, important
building operations. If we can speed up those operations it is obviously to our advantage to do so.

P. F. McCANNA

STRCRG

n

CHESTER T. FRENCH

IN

It has been urged that large property interests

in Albuquerque, should subscribe largely to the hotel
stock in order that the burden may not fall on small
property owners and businesses and that the interests
of small stockholders may be protected. As to the
first it strikes me that a survey of the subscription lists in the original hotel campaign will show
that with one or two exceptions the big property and
and business interests have already subscribed liberally to this enterprise. There are some large interests
that should do more than they have done, but in the
main it will be found that the "big fellows" have volunteered their share. As to the second it strikes me
that there are safety in numbers. We need not fear
lack of wise administration for this hotel company.
It is a community trust because of the large number
of subscriptions, and as such will be administered
with scrupulous care by any board of directors the
stockholders may elect now or in the future. I think
those of us whose interests are less important, should
be just as ready to subscribe, for each of us will get
our proportion of the reward.

MARCUS P. SAVTELLE

As a member of the Kiwanis Club, which first
proposed the building of the $350,000 hotel as Albu-

querque's principal community effort in 1921, I feel
that every member of that club and myself as an individual citizen of Albuquerque, is pledged to make
every effort to insure completion of the building fund
before the end of the year. If we do ijot complete it
we will stand convicted of failure in our main undertaking for this city. The cost of such a failure is too
serious to consider for a minute.
i
i

'

Because I feel myself pledged to see this enterprise through, and because I know its great value to
Albuquerque I am giving all my time to the present

hotel campaign.
SIDNEY M. WEIL

There is not a man in Albuquerque who is earning a comfortable income from business, a comfortable salary or a comfortable wage, and who expects
to continue to make this city his home and field of
with his
effort, who is not obligated to
co-opera-

te

fellow citizens, to the extent of his means, in building the new hotel. The project is for the common
welfare and the rewards will be distributed among
us all. We should be ashamed of ourselves to leave
the bulk of the campaign work to a bare score of men,
and the subscribing of the money to a few hundred
men when, there are thousands who can afford to
subscribe and who will benefit from the building of
the hotel.
IVAN

GRUNSFELD

Week
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Invalid ' Had Been Growing
Weaker for a Month;
' Body Will Be Buried Here
niudy Hiieniuuii.
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Jones Claims Husband's Policy With Occidental Life
Insurance
Co. Had Not Lapsed.

wife of Albert

1:41
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POLICY

l

llisi

Olive M. Fleming Jones, widow
of the late W. A. Fleming Jones,
1917,
24,
who died November
started suit in the district court
yesterday against the Occidental
Life Insurance company seeking to
recover Insurance claimed by her
to have been carried by her dead
husband In the company and which
she alleges the company has refused to pay, claiming that the
policy had lapsed through
of the premiums.
The amounj of the insurance said
to have been carried by her husband is placed at $5,000 in the comcourt yesterday.
plaint filed in thefiled
The complaint
by the widow
recites that her husband took out
an insurance policy with the Occidental Life Insurance company for
$5,000 on October 18, 1S09, and
that the annual premium amounted
to $204.45
She states that nor Tiusband died
November 24, 1917, and that on December 12, of that year, she notified
the company of the death and that
claimed the
the defendant

OFFICES TO

II

HOTEL DRIVE

all
f Practically
ihe
closed

of the realtors of
their offices yescity
terday and worked on the Albuquerque hotel drive. With the
nther workers, thev turned In sub
scriptions for .stock which brought
tie total amount subscribed up to
1242.450.

The drive will continue today
and the workers will lunch at noon
at the T..M, C. A., the guests of
the Kiwanls club. Sidney wen,
drive,
jnanagcr of the subscription
stated last night that no personal
solicitations had been made at any
luncheons and
Of the
workers'
urged that all persons who have
assisted or are helping with the
drive make It a point to attend
the daily gatherings.
Since the renewal of the dnlve
H few days ago,
42,450 has been
raised by the workers, who have
been relatively few In number.
"We intend to put the drive over
"
and to raise the necessary
Well declared last .night,
"and I do not believe It will take
inany more days to complete the
task. It is simply a question of
Arousing public interest to the
''tooint where It realizes that the
faoney Is going to be raised and
the hotel built, and that It la a
community enterprise, as much
j?

3bu,-000.-

v

one person's as another's.
TO AM WHOM IT MAT

Notice Is hereby given that I
Anil not be responsible for any
debts or accounts contracted by
my wife, Emilia S. Vigil, except
It be by written order signed by
me.
Dated at Albuquerque,
New
Mexico, December 20, 1921.
ALFREDO VIQII

'

GALLATIN SIMMS WHO DIED HERE YESTERDAY.
From a portrait painted early this year by Theodore

MRS. ALBERT

or

M'DONALD'S CANDIES
Free and Prompt Delivery

CHECK WILL BE MADE
ON USERS OF STUDENT
RATE AT CONCERT HERE

Pharmacy

I

SOfJ OF

EALTHY

CD
10

GETS

Officers ' of the Apollo club,
sponsors of the Schumann-Heln- k
concert which will be held In tho
armory here next Monday evening, reported last night that
rumors reached them of adulii
purchasing 75c student tickets for
the concert.
They wish It to b?
Ernest de Roo Mitting Borunderstood that theso tickets wi
admit students
mly, and that
rows $2 at Y. M. C. A.;
variof
bona fide representatives
ous schools will be on hand at tho
Leaves Army Discharge
entrance to see that only student
and Disappears.
gain admittance. with these tickets.
Papers
Both student and adult tickets
members
be
from
may
purchased
What has happened to Ernest De
of the Apollo club and at Iho Roo
Mitting, eon of Alfred Mitting
New Mexico Phonograph company.
of the Alfred Mining's Berrydale
Gardens. Chicago and San Fran4 UNMASKED MEN ROB
cisco, since he came to the Y. M.
C. A. November 20' and borrowed
AN ILLINOIS BANK OF
$2 to get a meal and left his army
$15,000 AND ESCAPE discharge papers and hie army Insurance policy as evidence of good
(By The Associated Frrii.)
faith.
20.
111.,
Four
Dec.
Centralia,
Or was It Ernest De Roo Mitting
unmasked men, each carrying two who borrowed the $2 and if it was
revolvers, robbed the State Bank not, how did he get the discharge
of Iuka, northeast of here, late papcra and when and under what
A fifth bandit circumstances
today of $16,000.
and where is Mitwatched outside. The quintet fled ting?
In an automobile.
These are questions which have
Two hours after the robbery, It been puzzling Lynn H, Fox, secrewas reported that two posses fol- tary of the Y. M. C. A., for a numlowing the bandits, had entered ber of days and which have finally
Into a race with tl fleeing
re
led to a police investigation
garding the whereabouts of Mlt
ting.
A short, dark hatred, pleasant
Battling Slkl, the Sengalese
heavyweip" t, who has made a big appearing man about 30 years old
hit In Paris, may come to America came into the Y. M. C. A. on No
to show.l to wares.
vember SO and asked for the sec
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shirts

j

Van Soelen.

BIG
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1

1
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TEIICALES AND MADRAS

Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts

. .Sl.RO

$2.00
A2.40
2.S0

$3.20
$1.00
SILK SHIRTS

Crepe de Chine and Jersey
Shirts
8.60 Crepe de Chine and Jersey
Shirts
$10.00 Crepe de Chine and Jersey

$ 7. B0

...t

$

Bhlrts

$5.00
$8.00

..$7.50

And remember that alt suits, overcoats,
hats, caps, underwear, shees, golf hoso and
boys' shoes have been reduced In propor
tlon with the shirts listed above.
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Let The Journal 'Be Your
Christmas Guide
DO YOUR "shopping" at home
ing at the stores,

IN ALL MODEL

The TIlaniKiIo
'

family gift this Christ- mas.

'

, ' .a

$55 table models, now...
$75 table models, now. . . .,$29.50
.'.$40.00
$110 cabinet models, now. . .$69.50
$150 cabinet models, now. . .$85.00
$175 cabinet morula.
. .$95.00
$225 cabinet models, nnw' .$125.00
$325 Period models, now.. $185.00

This is the Player-Pian- o
that is.all but human. .
You play it easily, directly
and satisfactorily as the
pianist plays the piano.
Come in and try it

s

STAR
IISW.OOkQ

El II
AVt.

PHONE.

409 W,

221

West Central Ave.

Bicycles

Blocks
Dolls
Kiddie Kara

Battles
Rings

Wagons
Gifts for the Home
Bookcases
Cook Books

Pianos
Phonographs
Silverware
Tea Wagons
Vacuum
Cleaners

AND Baby Betsy it's her first real Christmas, she's 'most two years old let's make

Gifts for Her
on Flowers

her little heart just jump with joy1
Christmas morn
AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.
'

v

RIEDLII1G MUSIC CO.

.

Gifts for the Children

AND Dad, too poor Dad, who usually gets
a smile and "Merry Christmas"'
or him,
r;
a regular gift this year
?.r;

your home as the

of
season Is
the announcement of the big the
cut in Paths
Phonograph Prices. It amounts to
in PC1nt- - The. pathe Vlw all recwdt
ma,hKany. Slden oak,
tn J5PZlZm$ American
walnut. With
, the exception of the table models, spring
or electrio motor le optional without extra
A small payment placee one in
charge.
your

buy-

mas ever

is the Player-Pian- o
you should install in

One of the big sensations

your

BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
shopping at home?
THERE'S Mother 'dear, old Mother, her
where once 'twas
hair shows silver-gra- y
golden for her it must be the best Christ-

REDUCTIONS

nome,

Pioneer Bakery

am

m

In our store reduced for
the
sale. The percale
and madras shirts come in all colors and
combinations, and the crepe de chine and
Jersey shlrtB in the full splendor of those
colors and deBlgns which can only be
shown in the better shirts.

$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
S3. 50
$4.00
$5.00

11IIIIIII1I11I1IIIIIII1II1IIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIM11
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222 W. Central

Phones 197 and 198

It was' late In the after- Ifnft the next morning and upon
retary.
noon after banking hours.
ceiving the loan, left his papers
Ho explained who he was to with Mr. Fox, saying he would re- next day. He has never
Secretary Fox, showed letters, a turn the for
them.
catalogue of tho Alfred Mining's returned
He
signed a due bill for the $2
Berrydale gardens, several other
tho
and
sicnature
corresponds with
Identifying pajrrs and Ills army
discharge papers and insurance that on the discharge papers.
policy.
17 SEAMEN LANDED.
After showing these things he
stated that he, was driving overOgdensburg, N, Y., Dec. 20.
Franto
San
from
land
Chicago
Seventeen members of the crew of
cisco and that he had expected to the Canadian
lighthouse tender
arrive In vAlfcuquorque in time to
last Friget moneyt from the bank, but had Concretia, missing since
been held up by tire trouble. He day morning, have been landed
aaked for a loan of a couple nf dol- - safely at Kingston, Ont., according
lars to got his supper and break- to word reaching here late today.

PHONOGRAPHS

prices,

Prescri

Woodwork's

re-

1

the wide variety of akei and
ipastry that we bake fresh every
:day. Our cakes and pastry represent the acme of the baking
art because we emolov .exnert
bakers and use only the purest
r or special occatpgreaienis.
sions we will supply you with
cakes . te . order, ' at reasonable

DANCING.

jrVEIlY Shirt

STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT.
When anyone is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
Jhat lingers on and grows worse at
night, the loss of sleep'tends to
fceaken the sufferer and grows
Jnore serious the longer it Is neglected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647 Long-troo- k
Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar has given
ttiJ great relief from a severe attack of bronchitis." No medicine
Irtands higher throughout the na
tion, as a family remedy tor colds.
Roughs and croup. Sold everywhere.

'Of

1

SALE

-

Your Choice

onnmRs- rainbow
COM.FfiE INN.

WASHINGTON

MARTHA

PRE-CHRISTM-

old-tim-

iTake

it:t.t.

TK A TO.TG T.
EATS SWEKTS

not complete without a box of

Christmas is

mk4

e
One of the
superstitions
hich still exist in France is that
fever may be prevented by refraining from eating meat on Christmas
Uay, while a remedy for ulcers can
be obtained by those who refuse to
cat prunes on that day,

V

12, 1917.

CANDIES

iangements.

InLMSE

H

Olive

Katherlne Mather Slmms, the
delicate and fragllely
beautiful

Slmms
Gallatin
'president oX the Citizens National
bank, succumbed yesterday to a
'lingering illness. She died yesterday morning at 5:30 o'clock at her
Fourteenth
;home at 211 North
"street. Her body will be buried
tore on Friday afternoon,
i Mrs. Simms, who came to New
"Mexico for her health eight years
ago, became seriously 111 over three
,weeKS ago. tsne was laiien 10 me
hospital but when no Improvement
was shown In her condition she was
.removed to her home four days
hours before death
ago. Thirty-si- x
'she fell into a state of coma from
xihrh hft Tipvfln roused.
? Born in Utica, N. T., on Septem
12, 1891, the decedent was one
ber
iof the early presidents of Harvard
university. The deceased was educated in private schools in theensl.
'JShe came to Silver City, N. M.,
upight years ago, where she met Mr.
tBImms.
They were married on
"Mnrnh 14 1913. find moved to Al- 1914. Since that
,,,uquerque In May,mane
tneir norne
ftlme they have
llere whereMrs. Simms has been a
'
flor.ietv.
nf
Her
rtnnnlnr member
poor health prevented her taking
social acuvmes, Howpart in any
:
ever.
Mrs. Slmms Is survived by her
Siushand, her mother, three mar-lie- d
sisters and a brother, all of
whom live in New York state.
$Irs. Slmms made a visit with- - her
last summer.
Jplatives back east
Jand Mrs. F. L. Lovelace, her
V;opfather and mother, and Richard Mather, her brother, nf Niagara
way to
Tails, N. T., are on their
Albuquerque to attend the funeral,
w The funeral will be held from
She Slmmss residence on Fourteenth street on Friday afternoon
at 2 o'clock. The Right Reverend
.Frederick B. Howden will conduct
.the services. Burial will take place
In Falrvlew cemetery. C. T. French
will have charge of the funeral

substantially the same charges am
made together with the statement
that no part of the principal snm
of $5,000 has beon paid and asking
judgment for this amount, with
per cen interest since Decembfr

policy had lapsed and been cancelled for
of premiums
snd Interest on a loan made on the
policy, and there denied liability.
It is claimed in the complaint
that the policy has not lapsed and
that deducting the loan and the
1916 and 1917 premiums, there is
now due on the policy $4,109.60.
In a second cause of action which
is Incorporated in the complaint,
nt

1

i

AFTER

DEAD

Page Nina.
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Furs

.

Handkerchiefs,
Hosiery
Lingerie
Jewel Cases

Necklaces

Gifts for Him
GOOD gracious 'there's so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.
Belt Buckles
Cigars
I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Cigarette Cases
Canes
3ift Suggestions" columns of The MornHair Brushes
We
there
save
can
and
Journal.
Safety Razors
"shop"
ing
Tobacco Jars
Hours and dollars.

Phone 978

SHOP THE JOURNAL

WAY

i
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YOUR CHRISTMAS WILL BE COMPLETE

'

December 21, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
our ships to this extent proves that there Is a sat
isfactory future for the enterprise If conditions are
made suitable.
AN INDEPENDENT NKW8PAPER
The falling freight rates and other causes to
Published By
which the board refers as contributing to the de
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. M ACl'H fcKSON,
CARL C. MAOEE.
cline of American cargoes for American craft sig
President.
tooretary nify the increase of competition, which will grow
Matimii-- i
O. A. MACPHEKSON
tiUHtnes
as foreign merchant fleets depleted In the war are
: . Kdltor
CAftL C. M AOEH
restored to normal numbers, and navigation laws
KEPKEBENTAT1VKS
carriers.
C. J. ANDBH80N
Marquette Hldg Chicago. Ill are made more favorable for competing
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. 48 E 42(1 St.. New Tnrk
Old Glory having been made familiar In every
Entered aa second-clas- s
matter at the pnstofflce port of the globe the peoples of the world should
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of not be permitted again to forget what it looks like.
March 17. J 879.
TEHMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
A CENSUS IN 1925.
Dally, by carrier or by mall one month. 86c;
yearly, In advance. $9 00.
"The Morning Journal baa a higher circulation
Secretary Hoover presents in his annual report
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New good arguments in favor of not waiting until 1930
American
Mexico." The
Newspaper
Directory
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day to take the next census, but Instead gathering population figures within a few years as a substitute
In the year.
for those collected last year, which reflected abMEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to normal conditions.
Mr. Hoover suggests that th?
the use. for republication of all news credited to enumeration
might be made in 1925, and It is init or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
teresting to learn that the house census committee
the local news published herein.
is considering legislation having that in mind.
WEDNESDAY
December 21, 1921
When the people of the United States were
counted in January, 1920, the manufacturing inTHE FIRST STEP FIRST.
dustries were in full blast, wages were high, and
prosperity was widespread. The cities were thronged
Director A. P. Davis gave the citizens of Albu- with country folk, who had left the farms temporquerque some encouragement when he declared that arily to accept the attractive Jobs that were to be
the reclamation service Is considering a project cov- had in the urban communities. Since then there
ering the middle Rio Grande valley from White has been a movement in the opposite direction.
Rock canyon to Socorro. Let us all now sit down Business has slowed down, factories have suspended
and fold our hands and wait for the government operations, wages have been cut, men thrown out
to do it.
of employment, and the persons belonging to the
As a matter of cold fact, there is no use hamper- rural regions have returned to the farms and haming private progress by laying before people tha lets. The census figures of last year, therefore, do
prospect of federal aid unless we propose to get in not represent present conditions. Mr Hoover says
such shape that acceptance of that federal aid is the shifting of population from the country to th.s
possible.
city, which the 1920 enumeration showed, affected
Mr. Davis said privately if he did not make the totals of certain states and influenced the apy
bill portionment of representatives in congress. In tin
clear publicly that should the
pass tomorrow, Albuquerque and the middle Rio interest of accuracy a new count Is desirable.
Grande .valley would not be in position to receive
The question arises If it would not be well to
the slightest bit of help. He indicated very plainly make the federal census regularly a quinquennial
that the first step is the formation of a drainage Instead of a decennial affair. Conditions change so
district.
rapidly that much of the Information of tho census
If we are going into the matter of drainage, why Is stale and more or less useless long before the
not take the first step first? There is no use going
period between' enumerations' has expired.
ahead with elaborate plans to press our claims on
official Washington unless we can present with
One argument for the aerial mall appears to
them a concrete program and can show that we have been overlooked. It might keep, the malls out
The business of the reach of bandits.
are moving in the right direction.
at hand is the formation of a drainage district,
Kocretnrw Mellon snvs business needs a sub
either under our present state laws which Mr.
Davis pronounced good or under the provisions stantial cut in taxes, but, at that, business has noth
y
of the
bill.
ing on the private taxpayer.
Occasionally we hear it said, "What good fortune for Phoenix that the Salt river project was
ti in fhn unemnloved: Trv the oulnlne ami
It made rhoenlx a city." Sometime cough syrup factories.
completed.
it will occur to tis that the Salt river project. was
organized and thousands of dollars had been spent
In Bplte of the arms conference Henry Ford is
material.
in the preparation of data to submit to Washingreported to be continuing to use ore as raw
ton. When money was available, the Salt river
people were the first ones away from the barrier
and they won the race hands down.
The White Rock canyon project might have
been completed then if Albuquerque had been ready
HEARTH FIRES.
and the property owners had been Interested.
y
So
Is It going to happen again? The
long as logs to hearth fires come
And golden flames enfold them,
bill has the approval of congressional comMen's hearts will richly sup, and home
mittees.
President Harding in his last message to
With spacious peace will hold them.
congress gave approval to the reclamation plans,
measure.
The
means
will
which
Joy of wandering is this,
that he
sign the
To dream of fond returning;
The day the bill is signed, there will be a hunTo find, though all the world's amiss,
dred districts appealing for aid under Its provlr
At home the hearth fire burning.
It can't go
glons.
Kenneth Slade Ailing in Leslie's.
Only $350,000,000 Is available.
all the way around.' The districts which are ready
Will tha middle
will receive first consideration.
Rio Grande valley be among those prepared for
a)ctlon?
.
NEVER THE AGGRESSOR.
The first step is the formation, of a drainage
A telephone pole never hits an automobile In
should
Involved.
area
That
district covering the
Toleaa Blade.
There are some obstacles.
be our first objective.
O O O
AVl SERMONS ON BOBBED HAIR.
Some land owners do not fully understand the ben
Sermons that don't seem to get any results:
efits to be gained.
sermons
on dancing; sermons on
To meet the obstacles, to win over the doubt mons
Aitinaun
oi tneaiers; sermons vn ttuiumvunt-'a- .
ful landowners, a strong drainage committee might Globe.
O O O
,
profitably' be formed. Let its members be busiLIKE FIGHTERS OR FLIVVERS!
ness men who cannot be accused of seeking the
If Mr. Ford buys the battleships we purpose to
Improvement of their own land. Let them be men scrap as Junk, we foresee some strange looking enwho realize to what extent the development of the gines on his railroad.
Portland Express.
O O O
valley will determine the growth of the city. Let
OBLIGE.
NOBLESSE'
them be young men willing to get their reward outi
Under the
agreement put forward by
of the gradual expansion of a city.
the statesmen at Washington lhe Paciifc ocean will
Turn them loose not to drain the valley or be obliged to live up to Its name as it never has
protect the river banks, but to take the first step before. New York Herald.
first, to form a district able to accept the provision?
y
bill.
of the
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Christmas cigar Is getting ready to sav IS THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE DETERIORATING ?
to the Christmas necktie, after which
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
both will go into hiding for another year.
Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus of Harvard,
voices, in the current issue of "The Independent
WHO SUPPORTS THESE SCHOOLS?
an expression of alarm over the degradations creeping into the English language. In the current news
Who is footing the bill for "free" education in papers and magazines he observes "a deplorable
tendency to the use of slang and abbreviated words.
the United States? The Institute for Public Service The
telegram, with its charge per word, and the
some
into
results
of
questhe
.research
the
condensed headlines in newspapers tend to produce
reports
tion of teachers' salaries, which, in the light of another deterioration in the English language. Diswith their exaggerations and
present economic conditions, should be earnestly play advertisements
Engsuperlatives inflict other kinds of damage on
considered.
in
lish speech
street, shop, and market. I am told
There are, says the report, 18 colleges in the that similar Injuries are Inflicted my some of tho
United States which are paying full professors leas best sellers of the season."
One may agree with Dr. Eliot that it Is quite inv
than $2,000 a year, while 140 pay not more than possible
to expect literary finish in telegrams, news
For instance, eight colleges pay less than paper headlines,
$3,000.
or bill posters, but a concession of
$1,000, while 61 pay not over $1,500.
that point represents no occasion for alarm. HeadConservatism has always been characteristic of lines and telegrams, in particular, must be forced
an unnatural process of condensation, and
Such salaries are doubtless through
academic institutions.
bear scarcely more comparison to normal American
so
when
remote
a survival from the not
period
writing than shorthand does to longhand.
It is a blessed thing for the reputation of the
$1,000 was regarded by thousands of young people
that only the best of its products survive. The
fitting themselves for the teaching profession as a past
Imperfections of the present are always visible while
those
a
In
to
be
for.
striven
professor
days
prize
the imperfections of the past have been mercifully
who received annually $2,500 was able to travel for buried in oblivion. There have always been evil
study and research during his vacations and to llv tendencies at work, threatening to damage the Eng.
Ush language.
Yet the languae has met them each
in tolerable comfort the reit of the year.
without suffering any apparent damage,
But to pay men of learning and influence the generation
or, seemingly, without being much the worse for
meager salaries indicated by the above casts upon the Btruggle. It is altogether likely that there are
today who may be described as
any community the reproach of Indifference to Its more peopleof living
a civilized knowledge of the English
highest interests. The low tuitions, too, put upon possessors
language, who may be looked at. In another way,
either the community or the student body the re- as
guardians of the English language, than at any
proach of getting something for nothing; it raises) time In history. Worry over Dr. Knot's point would,
the question, who pays for free education? And therefore, seem a trifle gratuitous.
the only conclusion must be that by lack of support the community and the student body tax the
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
college faculty to pay the Just costs of the insltu-ionThe

"how-de-d-

Belgian demand,. 7.76:
Germany demand,
Holland demand,
vision of schedules by Independent .58; cables,
30.78.
Norway desteel producers were accepted as a 36.72; cables,
Sweden
15.90.
demand,
logical result of backward condi- mand,
demand. 20.50.
Kindred indus- 24.90. Denmark
tions in these-an- ft
Switzerland demand. 19.60. Spain
tries..
14.90.
Greece demand,
Dealings fn foreign remittances demand,
demand, 33.50.
were light, aside from the demand 4.18. Argentine
12.87.
Brazil
Montreal,
demand,'
and
bills.
Dutch
for British, French
Except in the Danish rate which
forfeited part of yesterday's subKANSAS CITV mOPCCE.
-stantial advance, all European currencies, Including German marks,
Kansas
City, Dec. 20. Eggs-Fi-rsts,
showed a strong undertone.
2o higher.
44c;
Various Junior railway issues in Market 35c.
the bonds list were strong but the second,
Market
Butter
unchanged.
was
in keeping with
general trend
Poultry Hens and springs unthe reversal sustained by the Libturkeys lo to 3c higher,
erty group. The public offering of changed;
Danish $30,000,000 bonds was soon 38 40c,
Total sales, par
oversubscribed.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
value, aggregated $19,260,000.
Chicago, Dec. 20. Cattle ReClosing prices:
ceipts 7,000. Beef steers and she
27
American Beet Sugar
with yesterAmerican Can
834 stock generally steady
day's decline. Bulk beef steers,
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 44
(g)
ennners
$6.25
7.25;
strong; bulls
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 41
slow; bidding lower on 'al calves;
114
American Tel. & Tel
stockers
feeders
and
Rteady.
3
1
American Zinc
Market
Hogs Receipts 35,000.
48
Anaconda Copper
10c
lower than
uneven, steady to
93
Atchison
200 to
Bulk
yesterday's average.
35
Baltimore & Ohio
average,-- ' $6.6006.75;
56
Bethlehem Steel "B"
160 to
average, $6.R0(f?
19
Butte & Superior
6.90; part load light lights, $7.10;
50
California Petroleum
weak.
Canadian Pacific
...121 pigs
Sheep Receipts 8.000. Best fat
30
Central Leather
lambs strong to 25c higher; other
58
&
Ohio
Chesapeake
sheep and feeders steady; packers
19
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul..
and shippers buying choice fat
28
Chlno Copper
lambs un to $10.50;
bulk early,
2
Colorado Fuel & Iron.,
$9.75 010.25; no choice fat ewes
66
Crucible Steel
or feeder lambs sold early.
6
Cuba Cane Sugar
75
flrent Northern pfd.
Kansas City. Doc. 20. Cattle
40
Inspiration Copper
lu.buu. manners ana cut
Tnt. Wer Marine nfd
Bulk can- 2 5 H'I ters active, fully steady.
TCennecott Conner
cutters mostly
ners, $2.002.25:
108
Toulsvllle & Nashville
all
other
classes
$3.00(9
3.25;
115
very
Mexican Petroleum
slow; fat she stock steady to weak.
27
Miami Copper
Better grades cows, $4.25(fl5.00:
18
Missouri- - Pacific
bulk others $ 3.50 (fi) 4.00; most heif74
New York Central
ers, $4.00 0 5.50; all other classes
79
Northern Pacific
barely steady; few yearlings, $9.00
33
Pennsylvania
10.00;
other early steer eales,
Ray Consolidated Copper..., 15
$5.25
5.40; $7.75 bid; bulk better
73
Reading
$7.00
most
52
7.50;
vealers,
grade
&
Steel
Republic Iron
bulls, $3.00if?i3.75; early sales stockSinclair OH & Kenning
ers nnd feeders, $5.00(55)6.10.
80
Southern Pacific
-.
"'
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Killing
VC?Wi-lfCs'fetVN- V
ih1
It XKtHJ'i,. '
Southern Railway
classes fully steady;
best ewes,
81
Rtudebaker Corporation
7
$4.00;
bulk, $3.35 3.7B; fed westTexas Company
ern lambs. $9,90;
62
bulk, $9.25
Tobacco Products
9.76; bulk feeding lambs, $8.76.
126
Union Pacific
'
United States Steel
Denver. Dec. 20. Cattle ReUtah Copper
ceipts 1,700. Market weak, slightly
lower.
Beef steers. $5.00 06.60;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. cows
and
$4.25
heifers,
5.25;
Pdlpnirn Tec. 20. Notwlthstand- - calves, $7.609.60; bulls, $2.00
3.00; stockers and feeders. $6.00
that cold wave predictions for the 6.00.
winter crop belt, together with lack
Hogs Receipts 600. Market iSo
gave
of moisture in the southwest,
considerable strength to wheat to higher. . Top, $6.76; bulk, $6.25S:
6.65.
day, profit taking at tne last iea
Sheep Receipts none. Lambs,
to declines. The close was weak,
wnn
$8.769.50;
ews, $3.50 4.25$
may
o
net lower,
c to
i 11 tn 11.1414 and'Juiy ii.uttt teeacr lamos,
s.uu8.50.
c
o to
tn'ni.03. Corn clost
c.
Provi
to
and oats He to
sions varied from uncnangea
to 6c lower.
With a forecast out ior zero temperatures as far south as northern
curKansas and with complaints Kanrent that the western half of snow
no rain or
.ilwlth his basket and an old knife ! alive!" shouted Nurse Jane. "Oh, sas had received
r,
and that the western half of Okladear!"
excessively dry,
was
him
with
Nurse Jane had given
homa also
"It must be the Fuzzy Fox or wheat averaged somewhat higuer
which to cut the holly. "I have
the Woozle Wolf who rustled the until the final half hour. Revised
thick gloves for my paws. I would bushes and tried to
get me,
estimates of world import requiregnaw off the holly branches wltn gasped Uncle Wigglly.
"But I'll ments counted at one time as a
I
stick
a
my teeth, only
might get
save Baby Bunty!" He caught up frih
ntimiilatine influence. Set
By Howard B. Garl
er In my pink, twinkling nose."
the stove poker and into the bed backs in Winnipeg quotations
Uncle Wlggily noon reached mat room he ran.
shlvBaby Bunty, all
however, and satisfactory progress
part of the forest where the holly ery like, stood near the couch.
Copyright. 1921. by McClur
0f the harvest in Argentina were
grew. He saw the green, glossy
Newspaper Syndicate.
I went to lie flown an' an' more or less of an offset. Holiday
"I
leaves, with their sharp points, and somethin' bit me!" she sobbed.
HILLS AND MOUNTAINS.
curtailment of trading, too, tended
ho saw the sun gleaming on the
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
din- - t0
of sustained
Uncle
raised
1.
the
Wlggily
deprive the market end
clusters of red berries. In a short dow curtain to let In more
CHRISTMAS HOLLY.
sellers A hill is a small size hump ot
the
...nnnrt
light.
Near
time Uncle Wlggily had fillod his Not a fox or a wolf was
and
but
outnumbered
buyers,
there,
ground
clearly
'How many more days until basket.
nn tho roilnh was a. tiHa nf ntlrkerv lv
finish wan t the day's lOW.
Wich you could see it ferther if It
"Nurse Jane will make holly Christmas holly.
were easy.in tne
Christmas, Uncle Wlggily?" asked wreaths
had!
oats
was higher.
corn
and
Baby
Bunty
the
about
of any special aemnnu. But If a mountains enywares in ths
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one hollow and hang them said ths tried to go to sleep on the pile of ohsen-bungalow,"
was
stump
weather
she
colder
the
as.
rabbit
gave
prickly
holly!
morning,
nayberhood,'
prospective
Just then he heard a rustl"Oh! I wondered where I left It construed as bearish.
Youll know it without stopping to
gentleman his breakfast in the bunny.
ing in the bushes, and away he when I came In," said the bunny.
govmarket
of
the
hollow stump bungalow.
hog
Action
inquire,
takran as fast as ho could hop,
"I couldn't think where I put It." erned provisions.
t.
"Urn, now. Let me see," and
the basket of holly with him.
I found out when I tried
A hill can get lower and lower
Mr. Longears poured some carrot ing"I
Closing prices:
was the to "But
that
guess
maybe
July, And yet remain one still,
lie down on it, didn't I, Uncle
$1.14;
Wheat
May,
maple syrup over his turnip pan- Woozle Wolf or the Fuzzy Fox,"
But beware if it once gets high
cake, and counted on his paws. said Uncle Wlggily, his heart beat- - Wlggily?" laughed Baby Bunty. $103.
"I
found
64o.
for
the
enuff
Corn May. 63c; July,
you, didn't
holly
It Is now Wednesday," he said,
I?"
and Christmas comes on Sunday.
Oats May, 88c; July. 88 &c.
Its a mountain insted of a hill.
"You surely did!" laughed Mr.
3.
Pork Jan., $14.65.
That is five days more, not count
"And I'm glad it was
Longears.
For wen a crick gets big its a river
Jan., $8.67; May, $9.12.
ing today. But I guess we wli'
$8.00.
the
instead
or
of
the Fox
And 'a big sqert of watter makes,,
holly
Ribs Jan., $7.77; May
have Christmas on Monday, instea-Wolf, for the holly doesn't bite
a fountain.
of Sunday, so that makes It six
COTTON.
YORK
Then
hard."
NEW
Miss
took
Nurse
very
So likewise a hill thats a mile in
Jane
did
ask,
Fuzzy
you
Why
the holly down cellar and Baby
hite
Wuzzy?"
New York, Deo. 20. Cotton fu- Immeeditly terns into a mountain.
Bunty went to sleep, to dream
"Because I think It la almost
18.24;
about
4.
Claus.
if
And
closed
Jan.,
tures
Santa
easy.
door
the
the
home
time you brought
holly."
knob doesn't try to creep in March, 18.10; May, 17.71; July, A volcano is a mountain
said the muskrat lady housekeeper
'through the keyhole and lock the 17.25; Oct.. 16.60.
"That's very true! I had better
Squerting assorted lava and fire,
mat out on the front steps, I'll tell
Wich the foolish clime up and r.
hop off In the woods and get the
BONDS.
next
Uncle
about
LIBERTY
you
and
Wlggilv
peek into
holly for Christmas," spoke uncie
-- fthe Christmas mistletoe.
But the sensible stay away and ad- - .
Wlggily.
20.
Liberty
New York, Dec.
f
mire.
"And take thick ' gloves wltn
hnnds closed:
193.36; first 4s,
you," advised .Nurse jane.
first
4s.
second
H96.80
$95.40;
moun
bid:
we
hills
have
dldent
so
and
as
If
cold
all tnat.
"Oh, It Isn't
$95.90;
4Ua. 196.30: Becond
tains
Uncle Wlggily answered.
$97.40; fourth
ThlsVerld would be all flat,
third
"No, but don t you remember,"
Vic.3
s.
$100.02;
$96.38; Victory
But we have, so the result is, "l
went on Nurse Jane, "the green
"I
tory 4 s, $1000
leaves of the holly plant have
Nobody thinks of that.
(Ily The A.nnrlnfcd Prem.)
to
sharp stickers on them, and they'll Uncle Wvftty
NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Dec. 20. Stock tradEngland erport 200 tons of plum ;
prick you,"
"That's so," agreed the bunny, lng very last, as he reached his ing today lapsed into tho dullness
pudding every year.
20.
Call
money
Dec.
York.
New
didn't
which
with a twinkle of his pink nose). home. "But, anyhow, they
usually marks the approach
of the holidays. Special and secStrong. High, offered at and last
"I was thinking so much about the get me or the holly."
Christmas
Issues wtth little public fol- loan, 6 per cent; low, ruling rate
on
He
berries
took
greens
the
ondary
red
the
holly
pretty
cent.
that I forgot about the prick lv Into the house, and then, all of a lowing were firm to strong, but and closing bid, 6 per
Time loans Firm. Slx- t- and 90
high class investment shares moved
green leaves. I will wear gloves, sudden, a Jolly voice cried:
days and six months, 5 to 6 6per
Nurse Jane."
"Oh, Uncle Wlggily! Aren't you within contracted limits.
to
Bonds were heavy, all Liberty is cent; prime mercantile
So after breakfast, taking with glad Christmas is coming?"
LCiT AND FOUND
"Indeed
him a basket in which to carry tha
I am, Baby Bunty!" sues selling down from 70 cents to 5 per cent.
STRAYED
From TT575 West Marquette.
about
For Baby
$1.25 per $100.
Minimum
Christmas
holly, Uncle Wlggily laughed Mr. Longears.
white Angora kllIten; reward. Phone
METALS.
YORK
NEW
over
to
reactions
come
about
off
had
talk
of
to
401.
$3
started
quotations represent
through, the Bunty
hop
to almost $4 from November high
the glad times soon to arrive.
woods.
LOST
Wrist watch with S. A. P. on
Nevr York. Dec. 20. Copp
Nurse Jane had many things to records.
back, In Woolworth'e or lo to II etpre;
Holly, you know, grows on
nearand
to Journal Office: reward.
acreturn
spot
as
Electrolytic,
The money market probably
Steady.
baking
bush, and sometimes the bushes do for Christmas, such
14c; later, 14o.
LOST
Little white spitz pup, anawera
grow into quite large trees. The puddings, cake and pies, and Baby counted in part for these uncertain by, 13
Tin Firmer. Spot and nearby,
to the name Fluffy; reward; return ; "
Call loans opened at
leaves of the holly are a bright, Bunty wanted to help. So Miss tendencies.
1223
Mountain road, phone 1474-West
$33.25
5
futures.
per cent, the highest Initial rate $33.2533.87;
glossy green, and on each leaf arc Fuzzy Wuzzy let the little rabbit
LOST Check No. 300,064, on Bank of
many sharp points, almost like girl beat the eggs and clean out In several weeks,' subsequently ad- 33.87.
Corren. N. M., in the name
Commerce.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
thorns. Growing In clusters amid the sugar frosting dish. And then, vancing to 6 per cent. Time funds
Manuel Mares Hfto; IS reward If reLead Steady. Spot, $4.704.80. of
the green leaves are pretty red as Baby Bunty's head began to nod were less plentiful.
turned to Tranuulllno Jaramlllo, Correa, ,
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis
berries. And I suppose the holly and her eyes began to close, Nurse
Foreign exchanges made further
N. M.
,
4.95.
$4.90
spot
week's
rallies from lost
setback, a
has prlckery leaves to keep people Jane said:
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
from taking too many of its rel
"Bunty, you go In the bed room circumstance attributed to latest
Foreign bar silver, 66 o.
and take a little sleep on the advices on Germany's, reparations
berries.
Mexican dollars, 60 c.
But in spite of this, much holly couch. You'll be in Dreamland in payments.
Junior Bteels and equipments,
is gathered for Christmas, and bo a moment."
CCOUNTIN
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
Bald Baby Bunty. motor accessories, food specialties
"A right."
Is mistletoe, which has white berV AUDITING, INCOMl -TAX
fFINANCIAL
ries, without any stickers. I'll tell Into the bed room she went, but a and utilities of the gas and power
New York. Dec. 20. Foreign exUWTATCNICNTJ.
moment later she screamed and division rose one to two and a half
you a story about the mistletoe todetoBritain
Great
change
steady.
cried: "Oh, Uncle Wiggllyl
morrow night.
Oh, points. Ralls, oils, rubbers and
NVihiamj
cables,
$4.21.
i
"But I don't need to be afraid Nurse Jane come quick! Something baccos eased almost to the same mand, $4.21;
demand, 8.10; cables,
of the prlckery stickers." said Unsharp Is biting me with its teeth!" extent. Sales, 635,000 shares, raw France
8.11.
cables,
More price reductions in
Italy demand, 4.58;
cle Wlggily, as he hopped along
"Oh, mygoodness me, sakes

THAT ISN'T GOING TO HELP THE FISHING ANY.

sugar and other foodstuffs and 4.68.
prospects of further downward re- cables,

'

The night before
good roads.
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By Gene Byrnes,

Trade Mark Registered U. & Patent Office)

UTTU. FELLOES UK.C

is for

American merchant
While the
marine has cost the country a "pretty penny" and
will continue to make a drain on the treasury for
some time to come, it is far from being a total oai
and eventually ,may prove able to carry itself. There
are some positive compensations for the outlay
made and continuing, as revealed in the annual report of the shipping board.
Before the War ships of United States registry
carried but 9.7 per cent of our foreign trade, while
in the last fiscal year they carried 89.8 per cent
True, thlif shows a falling off as compared with the
record or 1920, but the maintenance of business by

:.

AlKT TtfrT Cx2i

.58.

'

s.

Tuition rates, public subscriptions and other
means of support should be made adequate to pay
the men and women who give tneir lives to the work
of teaching, living wages, an income in keeping
with tha honor and dignity of their position in
society.

7.77.

December 21, 1921.
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HONEST TO
GOODNESS HOME
r.uilt for a home less than a
year ago, but must sell now.
Close to car line and school In

-

I

'

the Heights; east front, adobe
stucco, nice sized rooms, oak
floors throughout,
fireplace;
Rood basement
with hot air
furnace, etc.
All timbers in this house were
ordered special for owner's
own home; its genuine, you'Ii
admit when you see it. Shall
wo show you this morning?

INCOME PROPERTY
furnished
nicely
modern house, with three can- -'
vassed-l- n
sleeping porches and
front porch;
largo screened
garag). sheds, walks, shade.
Jn
location
Highlands,
jFIn
ftlents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and Will
sell complete for $4,760.
Nine-roo-

QUT PAYING RENT

GO LOOK AT
North Eleventh
Street
for a pood three-roohousi
on a Jot 100x100 feet, fine garden soil, well and ditch water,
electric lights, etc. Easy terms.
Its worth the low price.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
A PEACH OK A NEW
BUNGALOW
This Is a swell home for that
ChriHtmas or New Year home.
It's located in the-- Fourth ward'
block off carlino paved streets,
etc. Look what It is for only
$3,850:
Four rooms, three'
porches, fireplace, built-i- n cupboards, sidewalks, shade, etc.
Easy terms. Let's show you it
today?
1208

'

m

HURRY! !1
Several good houses and apartments for rent.

3. AM

D, T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR

furnished,
Completely
brick, two sleeping porches, fire
feaplace, good floors, built-i- n
tures, all modern improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location In Highlands.
Ackerson & Griffith,
120 S. Fonrtb. Albuquerque N. M.
elx-roo- m

Iionns and Insurance.

Phone

210 W. Gold.

907--

'

FOK SALE

J.

frnmi oottaM, llstplng
porch, completely
fumUned, corner
lot: highlands, on block from Central avenue; term.
$8,000 One of the finest homag en lait
Silver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
extra fine sleeping; porch; full basement; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage ritb
i servant's quarters,
$2.100

r

FIGURE, UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to ahow
for It? Also figure on - this
home? large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
1923.
in
feel
better
don't
SHETXEY REALTo CO.
,
Realtors.
81 W. Gold.
Phone "450--

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality. Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before t p. m. mailed noon next
day. Addrese work to
THE RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a repressnUtlre in TO'JR

now

ill nil im iirnuL-iicv- ,
vnuiR,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth Street. Next to P. O.
Phone 674..

AUBUruuiv

Ill

CENTRAL AVENUE HOME
Df five rooms, two porches, fire
features. Complace, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishes and kitchen utensils.
d
lot. Make this
your Christmas gift to HER.
Priced at $5,500, with reasonable terms.
ROLLIN E. GUTHRIDGE,
814 W. Gold.
Phone 1023.

"SOME

BARGAINS"

- Room
3- Room
3 - Room

frame
frame .,
frame
4- Rooms, two lots,

Mcdonald

&

Real fcstate

Gar-ag- e,

rhone

full-size-

I

750
$1,100

2-

$1,250
.$1,550

J17--

PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
mall orders. N, Crane, 915 North
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314
FIRST-CLAS- S
work an!
dressmaking,
style guaranteed; also hats designed,
trimmed and remodeled; Prices reasonable. Phone J0M--

CAJRPENTERING
PETTJFORD THE
,
kind of work
WANTED

ODD'jOBMAN.
167S-Fhone

J.

Odd Jobs carpentering,

palnt-In-

g

.
ana roof repairing. Phone
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; la-Jobs or small! work by contract or by
the day; careful mechanics and reasonable prices; work guaranteed; estimates
free. Call 1756-1468-R-

MATTRESS RENOVATING
iTATTRSSlfltENOT'A
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur
ma
niture packing. Phou 471.
rtin

ra

Comnanv.

PAINTING

WHNJoiyJculr''Jpa
estimates furnished
ir,47--

Work

guaranteed:

free; all
do job too urge.

El

J.

204 W. Gold

,

Phone

442-- J

FRUIT

THEES

J,

A REAL SNAP

Miteellaneous

modern brick, with glassed
sleeping porch. large front screened
porch, also one off the kitchen,
latest built In features, hardwood
floors and finish throughout, large
outride city limits, In
lot, just
Fourth ward; 12.450 cash will handle, balance of (2.000 at 8 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bath, close in on South
Arno street,
A. C. STARES,
119 West Gold Avenue.
Phone 16S.

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOIt KENT Kr.cm. 120 Sout'l
FOR KENT Large furnished front rovn.
414 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nice newly furnished rooms.
115 H 'West Old.
FOR RENT Several wnrurmshed rooms
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light housekeeping, close in. 409 West Iron.
FOR RENT Large front room, suitable
for couple; heat. Phone 1830-FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Sliver,
sick; no children.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished . front
rnnm a.ldilnlno.
Oil Tl r . .......
FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms
for light housekeeping. 509 South
FOU RENT Furnished room with privilege of parlor; garage available. Phone
1714-J- .
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
817 BviJi
room, close In; (team heat.
Third.
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeep19 North Fourth street.
ing rooms.
FOR RENT Furnished roome: alsu canary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
phone 1067-- J.
FOR RENT One nice large room for
housekeeping, for lady employed. 517
West Silver.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed, (8.00 up; no sick. 818
West Silver.
FOR RENT Nlqaly furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Second.
FOR RENT Single rooms and light
housekeeping rooma Imperial Annex,
First and Central.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
light housekeeping; reasonable; adults;
no sick. 613 south Arno.
FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt
housekeeping; no children. 608 West
Silver.
DESIRABLE room, for gentleman,
810
bath,.' outside entrance.
North Walter. '
houseFOR RENT Furnished light
keeping room for lady, 10 a month.
405 South Edith.
FOR KENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch, gentleman only. 324 South
Walter. Phone 2272-FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, tor two persons; no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central.
Theater, 21
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch and two
elryToorrs; board across street. 114
North Maple, phone 1886-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
114
sleeping porch adjoining f bath.
North Edith. Phone 2278-'V- v
FOR RENT Two furnished upstairs
rooms for light housekeeping; lights
and water paid. 806 West Coal.
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch; lights and water
ana use of bath. 928. Fhone 1511-ELUIN
rooms and
HOTEL 8leeplnt
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
90214, West Central.
FOR RENT Furnlshsd front room with
sleeping porch, next door to boarding
416 East Silver, or call 1840-nnuse;
FOR RENT Two nice
unfurnished
rooms with bath and largo sleeping
porch. 116 West Mountain Road. Phone

tt

302--

FOR RENT One room, upstairs, furnished for housekeeping, sink and running water, 910 per month. 616 Weat
Coal.

FOR RENT Well furnished Iront room,
steam heated, hot and cold water, also
garage; no sick. 611 West Coal, phone
110

L Phillips,' Real Estate,

110 S. Third.

Phono

FOR RENT
Full RENT

An

354--

J, D.'KELEHER,
211 West Gold.

v

reaidence.

Phone 410

acres all cultivated, a' bargain.
fine lots West Fruit. $075.
house, $5,500.
W. II. McMILLIOX, Realtor.
200 West Gold.

40c Tor Pound
Foot Delivered
GEORGE A. PKLL.SE,

Grants,

Phone 252.
FOR
RENT
Furnlsheo house,
four
426'est Santa Fe.
jrooms andbath.
FOR RENT One side of "douW? 'house",
unfurnished, 930, 206 Houth Broadway.
FOR RENT
house.
Mari Brothers, 208 South Second.Injure
four-rohFOR RENT
house, at 828 North Fourth.
Dr.

Houses

N. M.

TTIIS WEEK IS
JUST THE TIME TO GET
THAT UNIVERSITY.
II EIGHTH LOT
They are a SAVING ACCOtTNl'
AND INVESTMENT. Only $1
cash and $10 per month. Better get yours today.
Come in let's show you the
official map or we'll drive you
to the lots any time.
A Few Houses to Rent.
SERVICE IS OUR MOTTO,
ASK US TO SERVE YOU.
Wo Do It Gladly.

J

Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms
to suit.
Lots in the Anderson Addition.
Easy payments.

FRANKLIN

& CO,

Realtors

2

Third and Gold.

For

On

1522--

That Christmas Present

Realtor,

YOU MAKE PRICE
ranch, IS acres, all kinds
2
fruit, alfalfa,
house,
miles from postofflce, $8,500. 9

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuquerque), N. M.

FOR SALE

I. A. HAMMOND,
821 East Silver.
Phone

A fine

Dwellings

unfurnished

w
Worth of lots on .last silver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few choice
lota left it
f 000 and up on easy terms,

When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of saving rent receipts,
save money and before you
realize it your homo will be
paid for.

ITOTWW

m

ffiff

W
WHY PAY CASH?

FROM

Five hundred share, of City
ectric Railway, below par. Or. B. FOR RENT Nlcoly furnished front bed
room, close in; some one employed;
L. Bust, N. T. Armljo building.
heat furnished. Call after t p. m. 106
West Coal.
USB EFFECTO
AUTO TOP and seat FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
steam heat, bath adjoindressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-ps- r, ing,gentleman;
421 South
close In. Phono 1751-Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
'
Plymouth Cottags Paint, Homestead Third.
Cement.
SatFloor Paint, Roof Paint and
WOODWOKTH
Newly furnished, nice,
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leathclean rooms and housekeeping aparter Co.. 408 West Central, phone 1067-- J.
ments, by day, week or month. , 111
South Third.
FOR SALE Ranches
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
alfalfa"
F"ok" SALE
with
for light housekeeping,
large
For
ranch,
from olty. Inquire 400 West Bleeping porch, eleotrle lights and gas;
four mil
no children.
410 East Central.
Gold.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
FOR SALE
ranch, three-rooSheep
bed room, in private home, bath adnew house, near main ditch and public road, seven miles south of town. Call joining, furnaco heat; employed gentleman; no sick. 909 West Marquette,
at 13H3 South' Fourth.
1684-FOR SALE Country home, stucco house, pht.no
seven rooma steam heated, eleotrle
"FOR
SALE Real Estate
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; on ten-acr- e
orchard.
Address Postnfflco box 177, or FOR SALE Fine 60 toov lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hamphone 94A7-R824 East Silver.
Four-acr- e
FOR tSALE
ranch, two mile mond,
front postofflce, on main ditch; double
FOR RENT Ranches
chicken houses, txils,
house, garage,
blooded chickens and turkeys; also fur- FOR
SALE Eighty acre
RENT OK
niture; terms. Phone 2416-Jhouse, seven miles
ranch, four-rooeast of town; fireplace, water and teleWANTED Rooms
phone. Call at 1105 East Central, phoae
765-WANTED
Young man secretary wante
room and board In private family; no
"PERSONAL
location
slolt; desires
west lowlands.
Address 911, ears Journal,
FOR SALEI

Four-roo-

108 S. Third

,

WANTED Dressmaking; children's sew
ins specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone 11 30-- J.
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams'
200 South Broadway, ph. 777-- J.
DRESSMAKING, also men's shirts, neatly
done; reasonable. 806 West Iron, phone

HOMEV

brick sleeping porchEast Silver, new, well built, es,
built-i- n
dining room
five rooms, basement,
furnace, and modern,
kitchen
built-i- n
garage,
features; furnished rendy lawn, shade, features;
a
fine
location,
to move In; good .terms, and
to
rriced
Terms.
sell,
,4,200.
priced to move it.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
Phono 723-115 S. Second.
R. McCLTTGHAN, Realtor

Insurance

FOR SALE Fresh ,eggs. 1182-816
Kast Lewis.
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE St. Bernard dog
Inquire
10S East Silver.
Hale.
MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
WANTED Man with team to dig cellar. THY BODDY'H
Phone 2413-RCall. 1702 East Grand.
SALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE We furnish all FOR
208 South Arno.
kinds of help. Try our servioe. 110
FOR SALE Two beds, complete, 114.
Eouth Third, phone S54-Inquire 1317 North Sixth.
WANTED Twenty extra tioys with
needed for December 24 and 25; FOR SALE Fresh corn-fe- d
pork; halves
leave name and' address at Western Unand quarters. Phone 1805-ion Office.
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap. 628
South Walter, phone 2314-WANTED Man to work eight hour, peT
salary $150 per month; chance FOR SALE One 8500 diamond ring; will
.day;
C.
advancement. Address
H. W,, care
fhr
!! cheap.
117 South First.
journal.
DENVER POST delivered at jour door,
Female.
osc per mnntn. fnona 11MS-WANTED
Cook. Apply 809 West Copper. NAVAJO RUOS Poeltlvely at cost. H7
North Mulberry, phone 1730-WANTED
Experienced collar girl.
FCTt SALE Winter
dog
Laundry.
house, two
pairs sew feather pillows. 710 West
WANTED
Waitress.
Apply PresbyteLead.
;
Sanatorium.
rian,
SALE Edison machine and forty.
WANTED Girl for general housework. FOR
five records; good as new.
Plron,
Apply 619 North Second.
2404-JWANTEDairr'for general housework FOR SALE One
heating stove, good conApply 828 North Thirteenth.
dition. Phone 1134-or call at 622
WANTED Girl for general housework; West Marquette.
good wages, ill) North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE Clark Jewel gas range, with
WANTED Maid for general housework.
Loraine
regulator;
practically new.
805 IWeat 'Silver, phone 1114.
Apply mornings, 82S West Copper.
WANTED
Woman for general houaa-wor- FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson nisn-doll- n
must be good cook. 705 Welt
(flat model), leather cas-icheap.
I.ead.
van tus jsortn second.
WANTED
Girl for general housework, FOR SALE Used tractors.
5
and
from 7 a. m, to 6 p. m. Apply 600
wun gang pinwa. Hardware Depart
West Gold.
ment t . tvnroer s o,
WANTED A good girl for general house- JUST RECEIVED a large
consignment
work.
Mrs. J. E. Johnson, 421 Luna
of plnons. 15o the pound. Robert
nouievara.
1114 West Central.
rfD
WANT
Second girl to assist In care FOR fJALE Bueacher C melody saxa-Phon- e,
of Infant.
Airs. S. J. Lewlnson, 405
Ilka new, at half price. Phone
I.una boulevard,
1908-WANTED
A middle-age- d
woman rbr a FOR SALE No. .22 Marlln repeating rilittle ngnt work in exchange for room,
fle; good as new. Inquire 1214 6outh
urana tentrai Hotel.
Walter.
WANTED A cook In a family of four; CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
good wages to right party.
Mrs. D.
Is ony one place to obtain It.
Weinman, 108 West Copper.
Dairy Association. Phone 851.
WANTED Woman to wash and Iron by FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot-tatne day. Call early In the morning,
cheeee; also fresh milk In gallon
prepared to work. 100 South Arno.
lots.
Swnyne's Dairy, phone 1915-WANTED Girl for general housework FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches,
Plg'n
no cooking; good wages; go home
Whistle candles, best Ice cream In the
ignts. Apply 105 South Cedar.
city. We deliver free.
College Inn,
WANTED
Young ladles to take r.rden phone 241.
for beautiful
medallions; go d nav. FOR SALE Lady's new brown wool
Call mornings. 505 North Socnnl.
sweater, (4; girl's tarn (new), 81; carWANTED Reliable girl, for ge leral penter level, 2; child's Blackboard, $2.
'
housework; good wages.
Apply Mrs. 113 East Iron.
Ainert Htern. uss west Tljaras.
SEND a genuine NAVAJO RU3 r
EARN BOARD
Room and 110 month
PILLOW TOP homo for
while attending school; catalogue free Christmas; bargains at loot East Cec-tra- l,
Mackay Business College, 108 ft South
phone 1419-Main, Los Angeles.
BUTTER Ask your grocer for
WANTED Girl to share large bed room
Dairy Association butter; if
with young lady; could furnish break your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
the
across
North Second.
street.
house
(08
fast; boarding
dairy,
South Broadway.
PLAYER piano for a Xnm gift, with
-WANTEI Ladles all over New Mexkn
thirty records, for sale cheap; Liberty
to take orders for my medallion,; rood bonde taken; terms to responsible party.
or 1222 West Central.
Phone 1018-pay. Write me for particular,.
Harry
Albiqu-rque- ,
Pea, 506 North Second,
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
.New Mexico.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, 91. Plsntar Arch supports. Thos.
Male and Female.
F. Kelehe r Leather Co., 408 West Central.
WANTED Man and wife desiring to lo- FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
cate In new and comfortable home, to
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arkansaw
see me on good proposition; living ex Black,
Uanos, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps.
pense will not amount to as much as Phone 1628-rest to rent. Address 117 South Olrard, soutn uroaaway. or call Wm, Dolde, 706
1523-phono
Fox terrier pupa, six weeks
FOR SALE
old, from
stock, well
FOR SALE Furniture
marked; ready for delivery Christmas.
FOIl SALE Heating stove, dresser, buf Prices 16 and 920. Address N. W. Mo- fet, kllclien cabinet, library table, tanl- - Keilar, Jemes Springs, N. M.
tnry ert, two rockers, book case. 411 FOR SAIE Fresh corn-fe- d
pork; whole
West Marble.
or half hog; halt will average about
W. B.
18o
a
pound.
FOTl PALE Two
library tables, two seventy pounds;
drrsslngr tables, two heavy leather arm Hicks, phrojie 2S0, J. C. Penney Store.
one
kltrhen table, and several odd
chairs,
ASBESTOS ROOF PINT
chairs. AW Wost Central.
GOOD tor all kinds of roofs, 61 per gall110
South
on. The Maznno
Co.,
FOR SALE One bedstead, mattress and
.
Try a built up
springs, sanitary couch and pad, pas Walnut, phone 18M-Jrange, arm chair; all tn good condition; roof, will last as long as the building.
never used by sick. 207 North Arno.
FOR SALE
Brand new 800 pound-- platoil stove,
form acalea; also
FOR SALE Dressers, chiffonier, child's
desk. Morris chair, wardrobs, china and large Ice box, suitable for store or
cabinet and complete stock of ood tired market, $37 for all. Scales alone worth
furniture, priced right. 325 South First. the money. See them at 124 North

if

W. C. JTHAXTON
705 Mountain Road

HOME

DIEKMAKX REAIiTT CO.
fhone (70.

FOR SALE Airedale pup.
600 North
eecona.
FOR SALE
Phone
"Sargum"
hay.
2409-lU- .

DRESSMAKING

SPLENDID
on

800 West Gold Avenue,

worsham

986--

FOR SALE

......

To Rnsbandai
Every Mother long, for "Home for
(elf and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start Delay Is dangerous and time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a oon'.rant to
one of our choice
'os. Ton
will bnth be happier for the glvi;ir.
(20 cash starts you "Horaawarl."

To Stop Paying Bent.
Small payment down buys either of
the following:
Two-roofrom, sleeping1 porch,
125
250,
lot; 11,700,
bath,
per month.
Five-rootwe
bath,
brick,
porches,
lot; 14,760; 750, 150
garage,
per month.
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
lot, Fourth ward; 11,250; 1600,
1 25 per month.

territory.)

A. FLEISCHER, Eexltsr

MAKE CHRISTMAS REAL. II
Give her a present of a home
that is also an infestment. Let
us show you this one .with ten
nice rooms, completely furnishsteam
ed. Splendid
heating
plant. Running water In every
bed room. Is in good condition. Location la Ideal. Will
serve as a home and bring excellent return on investment.
Owner has moved away and Is
very anxious to sell. Communicate with
A. L. MARTIN CO., Realtors,
223 West Gold.
Phone 156.

J2j

,.at

Rent-Room- s

LEVEKIETIT
Phone

65V

with Board

ROOM and bouril.
':3 North Eighth.
HOARD IS per week.
Mrs. Knight,' 206
Houtii Broadway.
"
FOR RENT Room with boarx
21 S
Houth Urondway.
FOIt KENT Room and board; 10 50 a

week.

Phone 1720-FOU RENT
Rooms with or without
board..
Marble,
NICELY
furnished loon, with board:
private family: no sick. 1027 Forrester.
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch,
adjoining hath. 1036 East Central.
FOR RENT Canvas sleeping j,orch, with
board, $50 per month. 1207 East fen- -

CtMMY
REALTORS.

&

Second mid Gold Avenue.
- -- - -- - 640
Phono --

1

--

FOR SALE
Six-roo-

Highlands,

and

frame,
$1,300;

$30 a month.

furnished.
cash

$200

Three-rooand bath, new
furnished house, garage; Highlands, half block from street
ear, $3. COO; $500 cash and $6)
a month.
Two adobe houses on one lot
near shops, $1,400; $100 cash
and $25 a month.
Now
frame house,
gnnd lot, $S00; $100 cash ana
$25 a month.
Three-rooframe house,
close In, $1,650; $50 cash and
a
month.
$20
New three-rooframe house
with sleeping porch, furnished,
Highlands, $1,500; $600 cash
and $30 a month.
Fine corner lot with
frame shack, $600; i0
cash and $20 a month.
modern
adobe
house, plnstered inside and out,
$1,250; $250 cash and $25 a
month.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
409 West Copper.

WANTED Miscellaneous
FOR SALE By owner, four-roohoutc.
inquire iui5 west Fruit,
WA.NTUD
CiUllo
feed. 1'liom
2409-11FOR SALE
brick house, on
North Edith. Phone 2401-RWANTED
A flesh milk goat. I'hon
2I01-HFor SALE Good five-roonouse, garage and small grocery. Call at 816 FOR cock.iiK uml
two-rooserving dinners and CAN ACCOMMODATE) one lady convalsouth Seventh.
pnrils. plv.no lr.SO-W- .
escent. Apply Casa de Oro, 613 West
FOR SALE riv n,nr
.,r
S OVES POLISHED aim
Gold.
et up. Klvin
room house, near Robinson
Heddlng Co., phone 477.
park, 9760
FOR RENT Room end sleeping porch
v....
monin. rnone 1S26-FOR RENT Cottage In highlands.
ApHAULING of all kinds done. Joe Coro-n215 Stanford, Unlvn.'sity
with boord.
ply room 26, A. Armljo building, phone FOR SALE Five-roolfiL'0-frame,
Heights.
phone
.'
convenient for twn famllt.... tn- modern,
-" RENT
FOR'
ORDERS
Room
for
and board, with
east front; highlands. Phone' 166S-pies mliiue, upple, etc.;
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house.
Sleeping porch; first-clas- s
large ones, 25c. lis East Iron.
board. 410
East
furnished, 804 South Walter, Inquire FOR SALE OR TRADE Modern fouT-roo- SCAVENGER
Central.
AND GENERAL HAUL614 Bust Rnnta Fo.
house, sleeping porch, garjo,
ING. Reasonable rates. 15. A. Griffith, FOR RENT Large furnished room with
full slse lot; a bargain. 1636
East
FOU RENT Several cottages, furnished.
table board; rates for two people. 217
iaast iron, pnone 2359-1- 1
825, I S
840 and 945, on car line. Intwo-roo- m
EXPERT PIANO TUNING" and player Soulh Fourth.
FOR SALE Five-rooquire 1218 South Edith.
and
bungalow
MAN
AND WIFE want table board; must
piano
Janus
repairing.
Duran, phono
lots, at bargain: six blocks from 1974-FOR
RENT Two-roowith carthree
bo
house,
near
1920 New York.
Twelfth and West Central. Adline. Call phone 2384-See owner
dress Box 311. rare Journal.
sleeping porch, partly ftlrnlshed, 915,
Two-rooWELDING
AND CUTTING
of metals;
lights and water paid; 713 South High. ai juii couin ttditn.
JAMESON'S
RANCH
also
Ideal location for
welders'
FOR
and
SALE
carbide
for
supplies
By owner, 718 West Coal,
FOf
RENT Nicely furnished
Nsmall
M- few
"lee! en.. Inc.. phone 1947JH.
reservations now
irame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
cottage, on corner: plenty of sun; fine mme
available.
Phono 2238-porcnes, newly decorated, vacant. WANTED Secondhand
furniture
and F R RENT Room
placefor slclc Inqulre801 South Edith. Terms
an sleeping porch.
If derlred. Phone 1S02-trunks. We buy everything In houseFOR RENT Apartments
and houses;
vlth board for convalescsntr; gentleMax's Bnritaln Store, 315
furnished cot- hold goods.
some furnished; steam heat; close In. FOR SALE A four-roomen only; prlvat home. Phone 1149-Phone 85S.
tage on 61 foot lot near II. It. shops. South First.
W. If. McMllllon. 206 West Gold.
Only I7f,
for quick sale. J. A. llam- - MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 315 South HOME HOARDING HOUSE Nice, warm
FOR RENT Furnished four-roohouse, mond, 824 East Silver.
First, will pay the highest prices for
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
Phone 1522-two porches, modern, near university
second-hand
FOR
KALE
clothing, shoes and 904 South Third; short walk from stajifr.
ORRE.NT
Six brand new your
car line. Call 747
four-roofurniture.
858.
FOIfS
Phone
RENT
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Nice rooms wfth-sleecorner Ninth and
houses,
Souse
FOn RENT Four-rooglassed Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
porThes, with board, for convalescents.
RUG II.EANEH.S
A l'1'O KMC is).
sleeping porrh, modern, furnished; terms. See F. H. Strong, or I C. BenMATTRESSES
93 60 and op. M.a. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone
renovated.
highlands. Apply at 716 East Central.
JOHN W. WILSON,
nett. Phones 75 or 145.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin 526.
Three-rooFOR RENT
unfurnished FOR SALE Account
MODERN
ACCOMMODATIONS
furpepping i:o., pnone 471.
for Ro- rai 15, 1? andAttorney.
19, Cromwell Building.
house; water paid, lights, (15. Call
nished or unfurnishedleaving city, modhealthseeker, In country home; special
DOKAK
FINISHING It Is enre
Phone 1153-afternoons, 1619 South Edith.
ern house; screened porches, nicely ar- BETTER
to
bed
car
to
close
given
patient;
better. Return postage paid on mall
line.
Box
Address
FOR RENT Furnished
four ranged for two families. West Central, orders. The Barnum
house,
PHYSICIANS AND SCEOS90KS.
224, city.
2191. West I
911 West near
rooms, sleeping porch, at
Phone owner, 2204-M I H AMONTES-ON-TM
vt
Centra! A Ihiinnam... Sludlo,
park;
ESA
UK. H. I.. MUKTON,
Iron, 130 mouth. Phone 2374-FOR SALE By owner, five-roofor tubercular
and CLEANING PAPER and kalaomlne, wax- A SANATORIUM-HOTEDiseases of tue Stomach.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
atfour room,.
front
In
nurse
convalescents; graduate
large
Suite. 9. Harnett Building.
porch, modern bungalow.
ing floors, house and window cleaning, tendance:
rates by the week or month.
bath, basement and two porches, at In good residence section; east front, and all kinds of repair
work guar- Call 2400-JUK, 8. C. ( I.AliKK,
1501 Ens( Copper.
Inquire at 210 North iawn and trees, In very best condition; anteed. John Goodson. work;
6.14-phone
Eye, Fnr, Noeo and Throat.
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
Cedar, phone 2376-RENT Furnished room with boar I,
WANTF.D
Barnett Building.
Careful Kodak finishing. FOR
phono 111.
first-clas- s
l'h..ne 1486-FOR Rent Three-roohome cooking, for two
furnished house, town.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisOfri
llourj
private entrance, 811 per ww;t,
sleeping po'ch and bnth, at 201 Sou.n FOR SALE By owner, in the Fourth faction guaranteed.
12 a. m
to
to
I
and
Send
I p. m.
your
E'iith; will be vacant December 13. Inmonth; all conveniences. 702
ward,
modern bungalow, gar- to a reliable, established firm finishing
ll.nn southperThird.
lilt. MARGARKT I ART WRIGHT,
quire! 224 South Edith.
age, has light and heat; very best resiA Hanna. Master Phol'iennh.rf
16.
Office
Grant Hldg., Room
Phono 111,
flvo-roo. house,
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
MODERN,
garage. dential district in city; priced right; ALBUQUERQUE
Residence 1123 East Central
WINDOW CLEANING
easy terms; not priced over phone;
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
Fourth ward: three and, four-rooCC Window
1,,..
an.t
r!.ftnwl
Phone 871.
817.50 to 95 per week; Includes private
by
Phone
appointment
only.
highlands or lowlands. Rollln K. shown
2040-scrubbed; stores, otflcns and houses room with sleeping porch, connected to
Oulhrldge. S14 West Gold.
Cleaned: rensnnnMe rntoa
nr.
l,nnn- -.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
bati and toilet; medical care, medicines,
FOR SALE House,
four rooms and work. Poslofflca box 101. A.
FOU RENT Three-roofurnished
n
glassed-isleeping porch, front and leave your calls American
bath. Bleeping porch, 714 Eat,
Practice Limited to
Grocery, phone service: no extras. All rooms have steam
HazMdine.
Call at 701 Bouth High-- back porch; big basement; furnace; com252;
...mi. uui aim cuiu runmui water,
nev. GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
pletely furnished: large lot; this is a
phone 13IP"K.
OF THE SKIN
ROUGH
DRY AND WET W. H. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone AND DISEASE
good buy; easy terms. Address box C, SUNSHINE
FOR R&NT Unfuwilahed b em t modern care
WASH
We are ready to do that wash- 401.
Laboratory In Connection.
Journal.
hotite of five roomt with large lot, at
you dread.. Wo guarantee our work,
Citizens
ing
Bank
Phono 889.
Bid.
SALE-Estes
FOR
418 w?it Atlantic avenue; very handy tn
bungalow, a delightit
Is
all handwork.
76c
ful new home with new furnishings; because
railroad employe.
75o for 15 pounds rough dry; 4c each adCity Realty Cp., 207 modern
CHIROPRACTORS
and
Went field, phona flC7.
RENT Housekeeping apartment,
complete; splendid construcditional
60c, 15 pounds wet wash. Folt
armEiV"
tion; light, sunny rooms, glassed and 3c each pound;
furnished; no sick. 603 North Fiur.h.
additional pound.
I'hone 216-screened porches;., beautifully located.
Chiropractor.
FOR
KENT
Furnished, two room,, bath
Owner
de- If
1ft
terms
leaving
city.
and ta Armljo Building.
Easy
four-roo2
and
FOR RENT Two nlca
modern
large sleeping porches. 1117
wane an orrer. Phone 2325-WANTED Position
East Central.
houses, unfurnished, and same bb new; sireu.
MONEY TO LOAN
modern house In
Also house of two rooma and sleeping BY OWNER,
bouse cleaning an.l' Zlo'jr FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
Fourth ward, hard woocl floors, fire- I DO general w.
porch; rent reasonable; will psy
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diawaxing. J.
Lowe, phone 1430-place, large screened
to real estate man for nn tenthree
porches,
(
wnutn second.
monds, guns and everything valuable,
Wash In t and ironincTo take
ants. Call at 1415 South Arno, Decem- light, airy bed rooms with extra large WANTED
Mr. B. Marcus. 218 South First.
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeep1 "a Kast
home.
closets, fronts east on large lot with
coal, phone 1S05-ber 10, 21 and 22.
also
two
rooms
rooms;
ing
and
MONEY
TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnea
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent WANTED Healthy young married man
sleeping
terms
If
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con- desired. Phone
condition;
wants work. Write E. C. cam r Jmir. porch. 1004 Forrester.
1977-FOR RENT Two Small furnished house- fldential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. let
nal.
keeping rooms, modern; no sick; no CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, diaBUSINESS CHANCES
WANTED To prune your fruit trees; children
723 South Edith.
AUTOMOBILES
flrSt-rlAWftflr
monds watches. Liberty bonde, pianos,
nt
Tl...nvnoro
FOR SALE
Garage, best location In FOR SALE
1423-FOR
RENT A sunny furnished apart- automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman'a
town. Phone 879.
Ford truck, enclosed body. Slkes,
117 Eouth First.
ment
of
Bonded to the state.
three
rooms,
bath
and
screened
Phone
420.
PRACTICAL NURSE wants position,
n
FOR SALE Small grocery and
401 South Seventh.
v.ONE STAR Al'TO LINE
charges reasonable. Mrs. Harter. bin porch.
Call at 816 South Seventh. WILL PAY CASH for used cars. J24
dwelling.
FOR
Two
KENT
rooms
South
and sleeping
Third.
nunn nign,
The orange colored cars, Engle. Eta
FOR SALE A meat market; everything
porch, unfurnished;
entrance; phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs. N.
Call at 1105 East Central, FOR SALE Good Ford truck. Inquire WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE ana no small children. 208 private
complete.
North Walnut.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
765-booka
A
uv
WILLIAMS
keep
ixorin.
ZANG,
inirteentn.
phone
FOR RENT Three-rooroom 6 Mellnl building. Phone 701-furnished apart Hot Springs at 11:80 a. m. and 1:30 p. m.
FOR SALE One of the best hunlne.-- s FOR BALE Ford truck, good condition.
ana cold water and steam
not
ment,
Dam drivers, best Dam cars oa
Oldest
NURSE wants position, nursing and keep-ln- g hent; light and
cneap.
west Mountain road.
properties in Albuquerque. 215
telephone paid. 421 South the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
house
First street. Inquire at Savoy H.ital
EXPERT
Radiator
Rrondway.
Repairing. O. K. two years' for Invalid Inor healthseeker;
Write
for
reservations at our expense.
experience
hospital. Ad- FOR RENT Two
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Tmrd,
HEFFERN AN BROS., Props.
dress N. C. care Journal.
nicely furnished apart- FOR SALE
confectionary FOR SALE 1916 Ford, A-- l condition,
ments
for
Hot
exmodern
housekeeping;
Springs. N. M.
WANTED Position as pastry cook or cept heat.
sTSap, handling high-grad- e
9100. Broadway Central Store.
goods; good
Inquire at 616 South Sixth,
meat cutter; experienced. 1102 South
location; low rent. Address Shop, care FOR SALE
1377-5
phone
Buick-- souring
car; Third.
TIME CARDS
Journal,
first-clacondition. Bond-Dillo- n
FOR RENT Furnished
Co., WANTED
three rooms.
Work of any kind, hiuse
SALE
FOR
automobile city.
Established
bath and sleeping porch; heat,
private
odd
of
to
will
Jobs
cleaning,
take
87,600
carpenter wo;k, water and light furnished. Apply 1005
specialty business;
Bulck light six, first-clas- s
etc. Phone 604-201 East Lewis.
handle. For full particulars write Box FOR SALE 616
West Central.
condition
North Third, phone AMERICAN
15, care Journal.
1779-W- .
WIDOW wants laundry to FOR RENT Three rooms and
sleeping
do at home; 60 cents rough dry; one
OPPORTUNITY la offered for Invest- WANTED Six
porch, completely furnished; one and
Fords; will pay cash; dollar per dozen finished.
1302 South one-hament in local commercial enterprise;
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
ask for Ed. Hl,h.
shape. Phono 1227-safe and profitable.
Address Postofflce 224anyNorth
Inquire 703 Weat Silver.
High.
box 114, Albuquerque, N. M.
MEN'S furnishings salesman wishes posi- FOR RENT Modern furnished
WESTBOUND Dally.
tion at once; steady and reliable; best
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second- FOR SALE Some extia good used oars;
Arrive.
Depart.
apartment, with sleeping porch, for Train.
terms.
Mcintosh Auto Co, lot references; first-claeasy
Adhand pool tablee and one- - billiard table.
experience.
no sick; reasonable.
606 South No. 1 The Scout.... T:30 pm 1:80 pm
couple;
central.
yvest
twelve-foot'soBox
dress
450,
care
In first-claJournal.
condition; also one
No. I Calif. Limited. lo:30 am 11:6 ass
Broadway.
fountain. A- -l condition. In- FOR SALE Ford touring car, ;n ex- IF YOU need an energetio young man
No. 7 Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:90 am
cellent condition, price (250,
Phne In youp business and want to help . n
quire at 120 West Silver.
FOR SALE Livestock
No. 9 The Navajo. .12:85 am 1:0 am
1S22-- J.
416 North Second.
man (not sick), who has lust
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
SOUTHBOUND.
SALE
Fresh Jersey cow. Phone No, !S El Paso
mercantile business, located on rail- FOR SALE 1920 sport model Nash, located in town, kindly write Box A. L., FOR
10:19 PS
Exp
2405-Rroad. Will sell for value of Improvements
cheap for cash. Apply Central Auto care journal.
11:1 am
No. 17 El Paso Exp
FOR
alone. Good reason for selling. It In- ana Macnine works.
SALE
does
Bucks,
and
EASTBOUND.
WANTED
as
frying
Position
by
housekeeper,
ss
terested In good-size- d
rannits. 710 west Lead.
middle-age- d
FOR SALE Oldsmoblls six. In excel- proposition,
refined
No, I The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:41 pa
for
woman,
postofflce box 638. Albuquerque
lent condition; a bargain; cash or widower or bachelor; good home more FOR SALE Two horses, two colts. 100 No. 4 Calif. Limited. 1.00 pm 1:40 pm
terms. 1304 West Central, phono I488-chickens and good collie dog, cheap. No. 18. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
Important than wages. 616 South Sixth,
SALE Poultry-Egg- s
.FjQTR
...i. i.uwiem:e. igui iortn meventn.
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 1:50 am
FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring care Home Grocery.
FROM SOUTH.
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford OFFICE position wanted by experienced FOR SALE Fine bred rabbits; all v ,1.1110
FOR HALE Live turkeys, 40o pound.
No.
SI From El Paso 8:15 pm
802
112 Bouth Ninth, ph. 1438-runabout.
South
accountant, auditor, credit manager;
Broadway.
rrmcnes; win sen reasonmornings.
position rather than high able; must leave city. Call '.norulnga, No. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
FOR SALE Live, fat hens. 1214 South FOR SALE Ford light truck, 9160; one-to- n prefer steady
No. 10 connects at Paten with Wo. II
salary: In good health and wish to re- rear 211 West Marquette.
Ford truck, 9300, worm drive; 5
Walter.
Address Box 450, FOR SALE Ten head of Missouri mules, for Clovls, Pecos Valley. Kanar City and
8660. 116 main permanently.
light Bulck, 60 Bulck
TURKEYS Milk and grain fed. Pop- West
care
G
Journal,
Coast.
M
Gold.
ten head of work horses and mares
lar DalryFarm, phone 2410-RNo, t9 connect, at Belen with No. It
for WANTED Healthy young'man deSiies and twelve head of Holsteln and Jersey from
FOR SALE Choice milk and grain fed SEE MCINTOSH AUTO COMPANY MaxClovls and points oast and south
as auto electrical mechnnlc; milk cows, for sale cheap or trade. Cows
position
used
used
all
sixes,
tires,
pans;
turkeys, ducks and chickens. Phone well. Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers cara understands
nil kind. at corner
road and Fourth;
1870-J- .
rour-ences.
of ignition and lighting syatrn;
mules and horsi-- at Boll's Livery Stable.
608 West Central.
WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of FOR SALE A
or 45.
Albert L. Luckraft, 718 S utb Phone 842-used Dodge Brothers Arno,
all kinds. Phono 852-801 South
a
Ford touring; erms
touring car; also
Broadway.
can be arranged. J. Korbtr 4s Co.. Auto WANTED Position as store manager or
FOR SALE Entire stock puro brod S. C. Department,
salesman In grocery, dry goods, or gen
phone 788.
R. I, Aeds, breeding pens or singles;
eral etore; prefer mining camp or counWANTED USED CARS
also a fine lot of bronse turkeys. MtK WE
years old, In
PAY CASH for used cars of any try town; am thirty-eigH. B. Watklns, phone 8416-Jmake, regardless of condition. Viaduct good healthas id have had fifteen years'
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred Garage,
and
salesman tn
manager
experience
600 South Second.
S. C R. I. Reds. Rlnrlet Barred Rocka
the general mercantile business: can and
will
Is
be
cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green
do
to
done in a
that
anything
TYPEWRITERS
none,
store: can show clean past record and
tn west Atlantic, phone 148S-Seven-roo"makes
overhauiei
TYPEWRif
furnish
be reAll
EHS
which
references
dwelling on East Sliver Avenue Modern 1a
any
may
FOR SALE All kinds of nice young
and .repaired. Ribbons fnr every ma- quired. Address M. C. K., care Journal.
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 160 Feet
hens, reasonable; also spring- - duoks, chine.
ExAlbuquerque
Will
Typewriter
Be Bold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
102 South
Frontage
geese, turkeys. Phone 162-138 South Fnurvh,
change, phone sOJ-- J.
FOR RENT Office Rooms
Broadway.
BABY CHICKS
HATCHING EGGS
PAINTING PAPERING
Folt KENT Attract I ve otfice,
te.uo
y
FROM our
White Leghorns.
beat, light and water furnished.
fallens l.n per loo; eggs 918 per loo. WHEN considering painting, paperhang-ln- g
R. I. Reds that are, real Reds. Chicks
or kalsominlng, call 834, or call at Wright building, opposite postofflce.
822 per 100; eggs. 914 per 100. Hatch oft 207 East Central, for Hanson A Powers, FOR RENT Three very desirable offlc.
Ground Floor Cromwell Building.
,
each Monday and Thursday. Parcel poet first-clas- s
rooms, light, beat and water: will rent
painters and paperhangers;
prepaid. Mesllla Valley Hatchery, Mrs. we guarantee "all our work; no Job too separately or as a whole. A. B, Mllner,
hi
n ton- small.
H. V, Bundy, Las Cruces, K. it.
313 M West Central, fihone 923.
t.

i"

hes,

JFRJlEj
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iz,

FOE SAM

W.

J.

Monarch corn

Inoate In many years experience.
than many other brands, ran
2

Grown

ive

rei pittf:i cherries
Cherries, packed in heavy syrup,

monarch

can

lied

117 S.

have been able to
And the price Is no higher
25c

the best corn

Is

....

.171-171-17-

No.

.........

Must Meet the Rigid Requirement
of tho Santa I"o Tune Service
Department. .

BETTER HURRY
Cheap dirt about all gone.
SPRINGER TRANSFER CO.

VANN
Watch

CIT

Phona

OUR JEWELRY

PflgfjillE

GO

TODAY

Call "6

WIIXIAM FOX Presents

A New

and Brilliant Star

In

"CINDERELLA OF THE HILLS"
a

of the Ozjirk Mountains

Romance

ADMISSION

REGULAR

Blankets

Walton.

Phone

S418-J-

2.

Theodore Van floclen will return
today from Cincinnati, O., where
he Is spending the winter. His
marriage to Miss Virginia Carrwill
take place here on December 28.
G. W. Sherwood of West Frank-fort, 111.. Is a new guest at

3 7
JOHNSON
Phone

Mira-mont-

on the Mesa.
Krauch of the Fort
Herman
Valley, Ariz., forest experiment
station, is stationed at the Man-- i
zano forest offices for tho coming!

data.

210

Phono 91.

AT REDUCED PRICES

Clara Smith, stenographer
Manzano forest office, has
recovered from an Illness of sev-- 1
eral days. She was threatened
with pneumonia.
Cottonwood Grove No. I, Woodmen Circle, will hold a regular
meeting this afternoon nt 2:30
o'clock In the I. O. O. F. hall.
Herman G. Chavez of 14 25 South
Second street, sustained . several
painful bruises about the head and
face and a broken rib Monday. He
Is an
man and is staying
with his mother In Old Town.
Miss Jane Livingston of 710 West
Silver avenue arrived home last
night from a three months visit In
Kansas City. She was accompanied
by her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Gilpin of Kansas City.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-Albuquerque Lodge No. S9, Fraternal Aid Union, will meet at 7:45
Miss
In the

o'clock tonight at the Odd Fellows
hall. There will be an election of
officers,
mo American loemen win noui
their regular meeting at 7:30
o'clock thia evening at the Knights
of Pythias hail. State Manager
Davis of Pnnta Fe will be rresent.
J. Donald Wilson has returned
from Boulder, Colo., where he Is
attending' law school to spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Wilson.
Pilgrim Commandery No. S, TC.
T., will hold a special conclave this
evening at 7:30 for the purpose of
Installing" Its officers.
Cadet Bert Bowyer of Albuquerwon the
que recently
Captain
James medal for rifle marksmanscore
182
out of
of
a
ship, making
a possible 200. Bowyer, who Is a
student at the New Mexico Military
Institute, will be here for the holidays.

First

St.

Phone

017--

Water Waving

INDIAN HEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS
and many other articles that
we do not mention.
Get our prices before you
buy your gifts

Dono

IIif

it

X

B. Marcus

i

--I-

J

.--

T

1

J

l

An

Expert'

1

WILL

WE

jeer.-

r

-

t

v.f-- i

BE

OPEN EVERY EVENING

COAL CO.

8:30

Until

O'clock

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

388--

CO.

307 West Central

LAST- -

"GKlEJV" WRIST

GALLUP EGG For the Range and Heater.
SWASTIKA LUMP For the Furnace.

Order Today

COAL

CVPPY RICKS

CAST INCLUDES AGNES AYRES

;

A tale of the sea and the world of ships. And a man
who could face a storm, a fight or a glorious love and
see it through!
AH hands on deck for a picture freighted with thrills

and happiness!

CO.

PHONE 35
,

ATTRACTIONS

ADDED

"HOLMES TRAVELOUGE"

Your Xmas

$25 up to $200

";m

.

IffCMAS MS2GHAN
ir
,

You may win the Christmas Coal

STATE

HEW

rrfJ

it

Per Ton

$11.50

WATCHES
waste money on
Don't
watches of unknown quality
when you can buy "Gruens
at $25, $250 and up
(ask those who have one)
Gentlemen's "Gruens"

rw

iw

lv

AND

Greeting

EVENTS"

"CURRENT

"SAY IT" with the F.
S. S. Sunshine Package.

'

PRICES

REGULAR

Machine-Shelle- d

tary of the chamber of commerce,
but has remained with tho chamber
for the past few days assisting in
He expects to
the reorganization.
return to the city by January 1 and
books
chamber
his
will then present
and records to the auditing
IN MEMORY.
4
There are gains for all our lo;5;s
There are balms for all our

pains;
But when you, our dream, departs.
from our
It takes something
hearts,
And it never comes again.

Something beautiful has vanished.
Anrl wn K'mh for It in vain:
y-behold it everywhere,
On the earth, and in tho air.
But it never comes again.
A FRIEND.
e

FOR SALE 'BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.
modern,

Gold.

'Ninth

RELIABLE
& JEWELER!

two

205

W.

pifion

Eversharps

Can Make Good Terms.
you are intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver, Phono 1940--

$1.00 to $35.00

If

tlflniltK

Fountain Pens

Christmas

at 15c

huts

order sheet

Finnits. spitz'.

ls

Dainty and genuine
Heirloom

presents'

is- -

Machine. Tel. 803
Sold exclusively from and

at my factory

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Silver

Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

foXo)

Least Expensive

HAHN

lasts a life time

110 South Second

CO.

COAL

PHONE 91.

U
W

Lr'V

mm

Uli-bar-

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 21, 1921
The rates for Taxi Service within the city limits
shall be as follows
. .50o
.
ONE PASSENGER
rB0
TWO PASSENGERS
75o
PASSENGERS
THREE
$1.00
FOVR PASSENGERS.
falls Outsldo City Limits Shall Remain as Vsnal

1

76

ss

STAND

REAR

OF

TAXI
MEYER

1
&

205 S. First St.

ADDED

WILD

MEYERS,

Carvers

Pay Cash and Buy For Less

low.
Have a box of those extra fancy apples for
Christmas. Price per box, only $3.25.
We have a large number of Christmas Trees for
.you to pick from.

CANDIES

We
Sell

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Ef C Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

DISCOUNT

MILLIE"

Joit nston s

WHITNEY

Comedy
PRICES

'

"urn

mm mt.tm

sale

on

25 PER CENT

216 West Central

HARDWARE

CO.

The very best quality, full of heat and satisfaction.

GAIXl'P

Quicker 'n Lightning

PALACE DRUG COMPANY
Phone 54.

f
in

COAL

;

We have Just received a roost excellent assortment of these
Famous Candles, and Invite the "Christinas Shoppers" to call
and see them.

Free Delivery

'

"
,

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

No More Happy Expression of Good
Will Can Be Given Than

."The Appreciated Candies"

Broadway Central Grocery

AND

.REGULAR
m""'i'mii'ii ww"

TAILORS

AT OUR STORE, AND GET THE BEST
We have sold over 2,500 pounds of assorted nuts in
a short time, therefore, you know our prices are

ATTRACTION

A GAYETY

76

ALBUQI'ERQIE STORES CO., Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
rhone 188
Corner Broadway, and Central.

WILLY-NILL- Y

CLAREKCe'bADCEE

EDVARDE.KIDDEFS

ss

We have everything needed for your Christmas
Dinner. Shop here where you can get everything
in one place and be assured of getting the highest
quality and fresh stock.
Mince Meat, prepared and condensed.
Pumpkin, three size tins
Cranberry Sauce, two size glasses
Sweet Potatoes, three size tins
Figs, Dates, Currants, Cranberries, Yams
Popcorn, Citron, Orange Peel, Lemon Peel
Raisins, Seeded, Seedless, and Cluster
Nuts, In the Shell, and Shelled
FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES
We deliver your order for 10c.
Why pay more?
Orders over $8.00 delivered free

yaiiH mitt

TO 11 P. M.

7SOLDWYM

Inventor and Proprietor of
tho F. S. S. Sunshine
and Separating
....

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

"FANNIE S. SPITZ
323 N. Tenth St.

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

SHOP

CONTINUOUS

,

Lb.
Add-A-Pear-

u ay

Send for price list

SSPflRrm?

Copyright, 1921,
by Fannia S. Spitz.

--

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all

Put Up in Lots of
25 Pounds

CANDY

SmP-tlflCt-

They "Just Roll Out"
of my machines
CLEAN
SHELLED
WHOLESOME
DELICIOUS
SVEET
Mail Orders Given

Careful Attention.

MflirtOfFKS
;3Z5r)0Rrri Tstrrrisiiw

t

$2.50 to $35.00
Silver Pieces of
Every Description

Mixed Candies

1

Beautiful
"Picard" Gold Ware

blocks

ft

PIN0N NUTS

CENTRAL AVE

w

and Churches

Leverett Zapf & Company sold
a lot facing on Yale avenue Monday to a well known resident of
the lowlands, who contemplates
building in the early spring.
Williamson & Harlow are putting up a suitable building on a
business lot just south of the University Heights Grocery to be used
as a planing mill and carpenter
shop which in connection with the
Builders Supply company, who
carry a complete line of lumber
and builders' supplies, will be n
great convenience to the many
contractors and builders who are
in the early
planning building
spring.

Machine-Separate- d

and

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.
one block from
modern,
from Central.

Y

(a i5Vs

V,

MATCHMAKERS

We Offer to Schools

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Amonfr the Albuquerque men at
the New Mexico Military institute
who will return to the city for their
Christmas vacations are George
Hudson Smithers. George D. Stevens, Bert Bowyer, Clark M. Carr II,
Henry Stover and Harold gellgman.
Mariana Ruiz de UUbarri filed
CARD OF THANKS,
suit for divorce In the district court
We wish to thank our friends
cesterday against Mariano G.
for the kindness and the sympathy
shown us in the loss of our benot
McCIellan
W.
did
W.
Judge
loved husband and father; also for
hold police court yesterday, due to
the beautiful floral offerings.
slight illness which required him
MRS. J. F. CAMPBELL AND
io remain at home.
FAMILY.
J. R. Wilson is expected to return
from Philadelphia today.
The Mama Doll she walks and
Herman Krauch, forest examiner,
Mandell-Dreyfuwho has spent the summer at the talks and is unbreakable.
Co.
Fort Valley forest service experimental station at Flagstaff, Ariz.,
We deliver any size any
returned yesterday and will prob-tbl- y
remain at the district offices wherek Henry Transfer Con
this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. McKee will Phone 939.
leave today for Jackson, Miss., to
's
The Mama Doll she walks and
ipend the holidays with Mr.
relatives in that city. Mr.- talks and Is unbreakable. Mandell-DreyfusecreCo.
as
McKee recently resigned

J. A. SKINNER

1
s- -'

.

,

I

I

iyaramounn

101 West Central Ave.
Tho approved and only
Marinello Shop In Albuquerque i

First St

South

213

By

GUARANTEED COAL

Singer Cigar
West Con Ira I

" ..,,1,1

,,,,.,...:;.'l"l."llll'

'

X

The Marinello
Shop

Treasurer and Collector.

J

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

and

E. B. SWOPE,

Music and Jewelry Store
117 fc.

JEWELRY

Our New Shipment
Of the Celebrated

7:30 pm

Taxes for 1021 will be payable
January 1. Delinquent February 1. Five per cent penalty
added 15 days after delinquent.

Rot si man's

i

AT

TO TAXPAYERS

'

MARCELING

Phone 76

NOTICE

j

Factory wood, full truck load.
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

Phone 600

Money Savings

'j
rooms

WHITNEY HARDWARE

am
Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:00 pm
Santa Fe

In Albuquerque

In the state
Finest
steam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bah, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate tl.60 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single ami
double $3.00.

now
representative
here to establish agency for a
new auto accessory; without a
doubt is the wonder of the
age, tho only one of Its kind
on the market; sells on sight,
a sale a day nets you $500 a
month. If you have cash to
carry stock of parts, call Room
303, Combs Hotel.

Factory

300

Coal and Wood.,
fijillun Tiiimn Sll.fiO n Ton
E900 NORTlt FIRST STREET

Fourth.

122 S.

J.

-

NOTICE

ELMS HOTEL
Norlh First.

Call

TAXI
SINGER
Store,
Office

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
RUGS
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

1

mental

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

INDIAN

Elliott of Chicago has
arrived in the city to spend the holidays with her sister, Mrs. William
Ta.

Ada Phllbrlck

GUYS TRANSFER

Jewelry
of the high rent district.

D0.1--

Laces.

Postofflce.

Opposite

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Co- -

1957--

II.

Phone

RUGS

post,
TnKButldinc
WRIGHT'S lndlan

8"

Opposite; Postofflce.

PRICKS

AVAJO

Phono 4 and 5.
Surveyor's transit, terms. Phone

Mrs. A.

out.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

We have a great line of

STAGE

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply

Just

THEATRE

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
21.1 South Second.
nd Deliver?.

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems,

FOGG, The Jeweler

Also "FOX NEWS" Events of the Day
"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons

Fourth

North

A67--

NAVAJO

AND WATCH VS MOVE
(Moving la our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.
AND
BROWN'S TRANSFER
STORAGE

BEDFORD

BARBARA

7

MEALS

YOUR,

Frre Cnil

CURIOS

the highest quality obtainable
for the price and fully guaranteed.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
818 S. Second St.
Ts

LET'S

R'jr

Co.

158

Taxi & Baggage

158

Inspector. Santa Fe

The Mama Doll she walks and
talks and is unbreakable. Mandell-Dreyfu-

The Mama Doll she walks and
Mandell-Dreyfuss
talks and Is unbreakable.
Co.

876

FOR

124

WATCH REPAIRING

423 North First

Phone 421.

Coal and South Walter

Phone

17

Those financially responsible
and with ready cash who are
interested in new things that
will make them financially independent, call In person at
Combs Hotel, Room 300. Mr.
Walker.

Manhattan Cafe

OUR

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque dumber Co..
To rcplncc

54c

ROBERT JONES

4

Phone

917-- J

20, 1921.

NOTICE

THE

TRY

Prompt Day and Night Service

Let Us Send a Man

CRESCENT GROCERY

S15 Marble Avenoa

Phone

Phone

First

Cent Taxi

25

Open and Closed Cnrs.

MONARCH SMI,Ti KKI BEETS
2c
Very nice, No. 2 can
.MONARCH
EXTRA PL'MI'KIN.
25c
3
can
Large No.
This pumpkin is canned where the real pumpkins crow.
Monarch milk. The milk that is guaranteed to contain more
15c
butter-fa- t
than any other milk on this market. Can

WARD'S STORE
HOMER n. WARD

BRASFIELD

Watch, clock and Jewelry repaired.
Swiss and English
American,
makes.

Monarch Corn Again In Stock
Eastern

December
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DAWSON

CANON

CITY.

f

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
'.V,

Let Our

4

PHONES

5

?

,

r.i

:

Troclci Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.

